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not as so many square miles of territory represented on the map in a

railroad folder by meaningless spaces, but rather as land—real estate,

if you please—varying widely in present appearance because differing

largely in its history and eharacteri/;ed by even greater variation in

values because possessing divers . d natural resources. One region

may be such as to afford a livelihood for only a pastoral people;

another may present opportunity for intensive agriculture; still

another may contain hidden stores of mineral wealth that may
attract large ind i : and taken together these varied

resources afford the promise of long-continued prosperity for this or

that State.

Items of interest in civic development or references to significant

epochs in the record of discovery and settlement may be interspersed

with explanations of mountain and valley or statements of geologic

history. In a broad way, the story of the West is a unit, and every

chapter should be told in order to meet fully the needs of the tourist

who aims to understand all that he sees. To such a traveler-reader

this series of guidebooks is addressed.

To this interpretation of our own country the United States Geo-

logical Survey brings the accumulated data of decades of pioneering

investigation, and the present contribution is only one type of return

to the public which has supported this scientific work under the

Federal Government.

In preparing the description of the country traversed by the Santa

Fe Route the geographic and geologh nfon ai ion already published

as well as unpublished material in the possession of the Geological

Survey hash eet. .' ud Mr. Darton

made a field examination of the entire route in 1914. Information

has been furnished by Erasmus Haworth, J. E. Todd, and R. T. Hill,

as well as by others whose writings are listed in the bibliography at

the end of the text. Cooperation has been rendered by the United

States Reclamation Service and by bureaus of the Department of

Agriculture. Railroad officials and other citizens have also gener-

ously given their aid, and other members of the Survey have freely

cooperated in the work.

For the purpose of furnishing the traveler with a graphic presenta-

tion of each part of his route, the accompanying maps, 25 sheets in

all, have been prepared, with a degree of accuracy probably never

before attained in a guidebook, and their arrangement has been

planned to meet the convenience of the reader. The special topo-

graphic surveys necessarv to complete these maps of the route were
made by W. 6. Tufts.
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part c. the santa fe route, with a side trip to
the grand canyon of the colorado.

In going from Kansas City to Los Angeles, a (list unco of nearlv 1 ,S00
miles, by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway the traveler sees
a wide diversity of geographic and industrial conditions. First he
crosses the Great Plain-, which extend for .->()<) miles, to the foothills

of the Rocky Mountains. In the eastern part of these plains the
rainfall is ample for crops, so that nearly all the land is in farms and
the population is moderately dense, toward the west the. climate
becomes increasingly arid and farms give place to scattered cattle
ranches, except along some of the watercourse- where irrigation is

practicable. Running streams and grove- of trees are numerous in
the eastern part, but the watercourses in the western part are much
smaller and many of them are dry in summer, and the principal trees
are cottonwoods, which grow along some of the valleys.

The Rocky Mountain province is skirted by the railway from
Trinidad, Colo., to Las Vegas, N. Mex., and is finally passed between
Las Vegas and Lamy. It consists of a succession of high rocky
ridges rising abruptly 4,000 to 6,000 feet above the Great Plains. On
account of their great altitude these mountains receive considerable
precipitation and in large part are forested up to timber line, which is

at an elevation of about 11,000 feet. The rocks are steeply tilted,

and in most of the area the granites and schists of the old earth crust
have been pushed far upward and constitute the high central ranges.
Over the higher parts of the uplift the sandstones and limestones
under which the granites and schists were originally buried have been
largely removed by the elements. Between Las Vegas and Lamy
the railway crosses the north end of the great Corona Plateau, a high
table-land between the Pecos and the Rio Grande which lies south of
the Rocky Mountains and is related to the plateau province west of
the Rio Grande.
Beyond the Rocky Mountains the traveler crosses the Rio Grande

and enters the great Colorado Plateau province, which extends west-
ward across New Mexico and far into Arizona, and many miles to the
north and south. In this province sedimentary rocks predominate, in

large part lying nearly horizontal, so that the harder layers constitute



arid than tho postern part of the (iivat Plains. Toward the west,

however, about Flagstaff, Ariz., and the Grand Canyon, where the

n
Still farther west this high plateau descends by a succession of great

steps or westward-facing cliffs, and finally, near Colorado Kiver, the

traveler enters another, a very different province—the desert province
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Kansas City, Mo. (sec sheet 1 . p. 14;, is the commercial metropolis
of the large area of fertile prairie plains of Kansas, Missouri, and

rr r^u mm
Oklahoma. It is also an important railroad and
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which cover an area of 200 acres, handle about 20,000 animals a day.

The flour mills have an annual output of 4,500,000 barrels.

The high bluffs of Kansas City consist of thick beds of limestone

and shale, about 225 feet in total thickness. The harder layers of

limestone, 130 feet in all, crop out as prominent white or gray ledges.

The beds appear to be horizontal, but in reality they slope (dip) at a

low angle toward the northwest. 1 The limestones and shales in the

bluff are part of the widely extended succession of beds which underlie

Kansas, as well as the adjoining region, as shown in the sections on

several sheets of the route map. The materials of which these rocks

are composed were deposited many millions of years ago, at a time

when a large part of central North America was covered by a sea.

The limestone consists of calcium carbonate separated from the sea

water by various chemical reactions, in part through the agency of

sea plants and sea animals, ami the -hale was a mud which gradually

settled from turbid water. Both kinds of sediment accumulated

very slowly, and the great thickness of the rocks into which they

have been consolidated represents a long period of geologic time.

i portion of the Penn-
|
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thin sheet of sand and
- the glacier or ice sheet

that once covered this region. This occupation bv ice was one of the
most interesting events in the geologic history of* the continent. 1

The new Union Station in Kansas City is in a marked depression or
ralley which lies behind the main bluff all the way from Missouri
River on the east to the slopes descending to Kansas River on the
vest. This depression is now followed by most of the railways

s south of it. IY

the ridge in the northern half of the city

1'iiT appears to thin out and disappear at

no Lrrcat distance to the s

the southern limit of the ice. Xo clearly

d< ' nod m< raine is known in this place.

The till is all on the highland, indicating

. did -

-rial was slowly carried sou

are also exposed at the deep

j northwestern part of Kansas
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entering Kansas City from the east. It has walls of limestone, the

harder beds appearing as ledges and the softer beds as slopes. It is

floored with sand and clay to the height of about 100 feet above the

present river flats. It was the valley of Kansas River at a time

geologically not very remote, probably when the glacial ice extended

southward as far as the city and when the valleys of the region lacked

100 feet of their present depth. The length of time that the Kansas
followed this course to the Missouri was not great, but it was sufficient

to cut a channel in the limestone 100 feet or more in depth. Eventu-
ally the water was drawn off by some small affluent of Missouri River

at the time when that stream was cutting in its southern bank the

great concave curve along which the larger part of Kansas City, Kans.,

now lies.

Some of the lower slopes along the Missouri Valley in Kansas City

and elsewhere are covered by a highly characteristic deposit called

loess. 1 This material, accumulated at a time later than the glacial

epoch, is a fine sandy loam, so thick and firm thai where it is cut into

by streams it mak<^ prominent bluffs. Some of it can be seen in the

eastern part of Kansas City, extending far up the limestone slopes

and in part covering the glacial drift.

On leaving the Kansas City station the train rapidly descends a

small valley leading into the valley of Kansas River." The south

bank of this river is followed to Topeka by the old main line of the

railway, but the trams that go by way of the Ottawa cut-off to

Emporia follow it only to Holliday, a distance of 13.4 miles. Just

before the river is reached the State line is crossed, at a point 1 !, miles

Kansas has an area of 82,158 square miles, or nearly double that

of New York, Pennsylvania, or Tennessee. Its length is about 406

miles, but the Santa Fe Route, in crossing it from east

Kansas. to west, covers about 465 miles. The population of

the State, according to the census of 1910, was 1,690,949.

The density of population averages 20.7 to the mile but is much
greater in the eastern part of the State and far less in the western

counties. Kansas was part of the Louisiana Purchase of 1 SO.], and
when Missouri was made a State its eastern boundary was defined,

but for many years the region west of thai line was regarded as an

Indian country with no prospect of white settlement. This region

was crossed by the Lewis ami Clark expedition in 1M) I and by
Lieut. Pike in 1806.

1 Geologists differ in accounting for the
j
mayhave cooperated

.

origin of the deposit kn

many of them believe that while rivers 1 blown d



In 1854 Kansas was ,

Nebraska act, which left 1

was one of the causes of the Civil War. In 1861 Kansas was ad-

mitted as a "free State." It has been settled by a great variety

of people, some of whom have come in large bodies. After the

CivilWar many soldiers settled in the State, taking advantage of

Kansas f
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noted for its floods, which follow exceptionally heavy or protracted

rains. During their progress the volume of water in the stream is

enormously increased. Overflowing the ordinary channel, the water-

extends widely over the lower lands, and as its velocity is also greatly

increased, it does much damage. As the stream is well known to be
subject to floods, many precautions have been taken to make railway
embankments, bridge abutments, and other structures along it suffi-

ciently high and strong to withstand them, but occasionally a very
high flood causes great havoc.
The great flood early in June, 1903, was the highest since the flood

of 1844 and was more destructive than that one because of the
greater population in the valley. The water extended from bluff to

bluff at most places, but fortunately there were many localities at

which the current was not strong. At the Union Pacific station, in

Topeka, there was from 7 to 8 feet of water and at the Kansas City
Union Station the water was nearly as deep. There was great loss

of life and property, a large amount of mud was deposited, and the
river's course was changed in places. The flood was caused by ex-
ceptionally heavy rainfall at the end of a long rainy season, which
had saturated the ground and increased the flow of all the streams in
the region.

West of the Missouri-Kansas State line Kansas River makes a large
bend to the south, cutting into the limestone slope of the valley so
that a prominent bluff rises steeply above the stream. This bluff,

which extends to Argentine, is nearly 200 feet high and exposes the
same beds of limestone and shale that are seen in the bluffs farther
downstream. The railway is built on a cut and fill at its foot,

Argentine, the first stopping place in Kansas, was named from the
Latin word for silver (argentum), smelting being the first industry

established there. It is a part of Kansas City, Kans.
Argentine, Kans. Wegt of Argentine for a few miles the raj]way leaves

, l̂es
the immediate river bank and runs near the foot of a
wooded bluff, in which may be seen most of the lime-

stone beds that are exposed at Argentine and Kansas City. Chief
among these is a 30-foot bed of the Iola limestone, which is used
extensively for the manufacture of Portland cement at Iola, in south-
eastern Kansas. Next above is shale (Lane shale), and at the top of
the bluff is a succession of limestones (the Stanton and Plattsburg
limestones)

, All the beds descend gradually to the west, for the dip
is mostly in that direction, and the land also rises as the valley is

ascended. The grade of Kansas River is low ; the rise from its mouth
at Kansas City, where the elevation above sea level is about 720 feet,
to Topeka is only about 150 feet. As the distance is 65 miles, the
slope is less than 2^ feet to the mile.



Near milepost 9 and again from a point west of milepost 1 1 nearly

to Holliday the railway is on the bank of the river. At milepost 13,

east of Hollidav, there is a cliff of Drum limestone, a
Holliday. bed which grandly descends toward the west and
ki.m ,,,:.-> f,... passos bononth the river near Wilder. Hollidav was

named for C. K. Holliday, of Topeka. From this

place the cut-off line leads westward to Emporia. This line is

Beyond Boffiday the main line ' follows a nearly west course for

;U miles along the southern margin of the Kansas River flat, At

southern edge of which appears to have projected several miles far-

:i the regions to the east and west.

The ice occupied the highlands n ,

not to have extended south of the

>rth of the river, but it is believed

> present stream between the west-

At Bonner Springs, across the

quarries of limestone. The hills

opposite Wilder to a point bevon
taining scattered bowlders brough
One of these bowlders, about 8 mi
and 25 feet high and weighs abou

worked tor bulla-;, road metal, a

river from Wilder, there are large

north of the river, from a point

d Weaver, are capped by till con-

t from the north by the glacial ice.

les north of Topeka, is 40 feet long

t 1,500 tons. In large quarries on
rite milepost 8 the limestones are

.nd concrete material. When the
clay and till were removed from th e limestone many glacial scratches

0° E. and give unmistakable evi-

before the Present
'

valley
'

was
carried in the base of the ice score.

an earlier Kansas Riyer flowed ale

and received much water from the

excavated. The rock fragments

1 the limestone surface. Probably
)iig the south edge of the ice sheet

melting ice. 2

tance west of Holliday as far as Topeka,

2 At one stage of the excavation of the

-- r .•:. 1

;

the river flowed eastward across the ridge

a mile south of Wilder, for an old hi-h-

east slope of this ridge. The river did
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The gentle northwesterly dip which prevails in eastern Kansas
brings the Iola limestone almost to river level at De Soto. The south
abutment ol a bridge across the river here rests on this limestone,
which shows for a short distance in the bank and finally passes
beneath the alluvial filling of the river flats. About 8 miles farther
west, the next overlying limestones (the Stanton and Plattsburg)
m turn pass beneath the river Hat near Eudora. As the formation
above them is soft, easily eroded shale, the bluffs along the valley
sides here greatly diminish in height and steepness.
Eudora was named after the daughter of a Kansa chief, Pascal

Fish, from whom the site was purchased. Here the railway crosses
the mouth of Wakarusa Creek, which occupies a wide

Eudora. vaUey extcnding far westward . TMs yaUey ]s wide
mainly because it has been excavated by a good-sized

mfles. stream in a thick body of soft shales but also because
at one time, probably during the glacial epoch, it

served as a channel for Kansas River. Since that time, however, all

the valleys of the region have been cut about 100 feet deeper
Another old channel of Kansas River extends across the wide bench
on the north side of the present valley, 4 miles south of Eudora,
about 150 feet above the river. This channel, however is older than
the one in Wakarusa, Valley, for it is higher and the coarser materials

origin which were later spread over this region bv the glacier.

The flat at the junction of the Wakarusa and Kansas valleys is

wide and .hows terraces of moderate height, which extend some dis-
tance west of Eudora. The railway passes over this Hat, and in

The wide flats alono- Knn«n. KWov rnnt.ain « thick m «Qa n f aanA

ceptionally high. Heav
farmers lake the chance
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of Eudora, is capped by an outlying mass of t hi

peaks and hills farther southwest present the s;

The thick Oread limestone and the groat ma
it form one of the most prominent of the long

the Santa Fe line

rhich has published many reports on the geolo

roes of Kansas.

ititute, a Government school for young Indians.

[, is situated in the southern part of Lawrence,
from the several reservations near by
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Lawrence was settled by a colony of New England people who were
ardent advocates of the abolition of slavery. The attempt to make
Kansas a proslavery State was prosecuted with zeal, and vigorous
endeavor was made to keep out settlors who were not in sympathy
with that side. On the other hand the abolitionists of the East
organized companies which established and assisted in maintaining
"free-soil colonies." The New England Emigrant Aid Society, of
which Amos A. Lawrence, of Boston, was an active member was
responsible for the settlement of Lawrence, Kans., in 1854. From
this time to the Civil War the town was the stronghold of the anti-
slavery party. In 1863 Quantrell raided Lawrence with a band of
Missourians who killed 288 men, a large proportion of the adult
male population at the time. Lawrence was a noted station on the
so-called underground railroad system by which slaves escaped from
Missouri and other States.

At Lawrence brick of varh

is dredged from the river for

(to the north), and the prinoi

a mile west of the station. I

1 The Lecompt,

five principal bee

fossil", Fusulina.

of the Lecompton

one (the Lecompton),! which
i\

r

I he Lecompton limestone

Una of the valley filling near
Kansas River it yields large

ihi r places for curbing, pave-

. on the north side of the rail-

''M.i the underflow of the river
ol which perforated pipes are



Near Lakeview several old sections of river el

anspicuous. Thev are now abandoned hv the

with the low grade finally

been in process of being 1

ever, for every few miles t

ridge between thai river and the valley of Wakarusa Creek. The
drift margin continues in this position to Topeka and beyond, but it is

hardly perceptible to the traveler on the railway, which follows the

relatively recent river bottom. The rolling hills that can be seen on
the upland in places north of the river consist largely of glacial drift.

Lecompton (see sheet 2, p. 22) was the capital of Kansas Territory

from 1855 to 1861 and was named from D. S. Lecompte, chief justice

of the Territory. It was a noted proslavery strong-
Lecompton. hold and a rival to Lawrence. The " Lecompton con-
Eievation 846 feet. stitution," under which the proslavery party wished

^ Kansas to become a State, was drawn up at a consti-

tutional convention called at Lecompton in 1857.

This constitution was overwhelmingly defeated by popular vote.

Toward the end of the free-soil troubles the Territorial legislature was

rence. Those days of political turmoil are happily past, and now
Lecompton is a quiet little village.

Between mileposts 38 and 39 the Lecompton limestone crops out

in ledges south of the track for some distance, but farther west there

are wooded slopes which show limestone only at intervals. These

slopes continue beyond Grover.

!)75T0°—Bull- 613—15 2
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Teeumseh is on a low terraced slope in a sharp bend of the river.

The name is that of a Pawnee chief and means
recumseh. panther. From Teeumseh low river terraces extend

wiationTo^
1

*
westward for nearly a mile, to a point at which

feoauCtt 62 miles they give place to a wide, low Hat that extends to

Topeka.
Topeka. the State capital, is one of the largest cities in Kansas. It

ias broad, well-paved streets, with parking and shade trees. Its

name is an Omaha Indian word signifying the so-
'opeka. called Indian potato. It is a division point on the

XTatfon^tS'
Santa Fe Railway and the place of convergence of

iauuCfty'ttmiiss. s<^eral branch lines and other railways. The general
offices and extensive shops of the Santa Fe system

re situated here, and there are many factories and local industries
f various kinds, including quarries, brickyards, sand pits, large flour
lills, and what is said to be the -largest creamery in the world. It

was from Topeka that the Santa Fe Co. began building a railway
westward in 1869, but it did not reach Santa Fe until 1880.
Topeka was the scene of many riots during the conflict between the

abolitionists and the advocates of slavery. Here in 1856 the Free Soil
legislature, meeting in opposition to the proslavery legislature, was
dispersed by United States troops acting under orders from President
Pierce. Five years later, after numerous elections and conflicts, the
first State legislature assembled in Topeka.
On leaving Topeka ' the train goes nearly south up the valley of

Shonganunga Creek and then up one of its branches which heads at
the top of the plateau. The ascent is made by a moderate grade,
about 125 feet in 5 miles. This plateau is made up of a succession of

limestones and shales, shown in figure 3. A few ledges of limestone

i Topeka. to Isleta indicate distance from Atchison.
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crop out in the slopes of these valleys. These beds are of late Car-
boniferous age and slope at a very low angle to the west.

A mile south of Pauline the railway crosses the line of the old high
valley through which in glacial time Kansas River flowed across the

divide into the valley of Wakarusa Creek. This
Pauline.

deflection of the drainage to the south was probably

S^cl^Sffl. caused hy the advance of the great ice sheet south-

ward between Lawrence and Topeka. The ice

blocked up the older channel, which was in a general way coincident

with that of the present valley but, as explained on page 10, at a
higher level, for the old channel across the divide is about 150 feet

above the present riTer. It is marked by a broad depression and
especially by deposits of sand and numerous bowlders, some of them
very large and easily recognized as having been brought by the ice

from regions far to the northwest. The relations of this stream
deposit are not well exposed along the railway but are clearly exhib-
ited along the stream and slopes northwest of Pauline station.

At the time when the river passed in this direction it carried the
drainage of the west side of the glacial ice from the Dakotas and
Nebraska far to the north, and its volume was therefore much greater

than at present. It cut a valley toward the east, now occupied by
Wakarusa Creek, which, however, has deepened its channel consider-

ably, leaving remnants of the old deposits on the valley sides.

West of Pauline the land rises abruptly in a step due to the outcrop

of a hard bed of limestone. This step or ridge is a conspicuous

feature for the next 40 miles, the railway skirting the shale slopes and
plains at various distances from its foot. The succession of cliffs

due to the hardness of limestone and of slopes due to the softness of

shale is characteristic of the eastern part of Kansas, especially in the

drift-free area south of Kansas River. The rocks consist of alterna-

tions of beds of hard limestone, mostly from 5 to 25 feet thick, and of

shale, from 25 to 100 feet thick except the Lawrence shale, whose
thickness is 200 feet. The beds all dip at a slight angle to the west,

and as the country is rolling upland, the limestone beds rise in sloping

ledges, usually terminated on the east by cliffs of varying degrees

of prominence. These cliffs cross the country from north to south

at intervals of 3 to 5 miles, the distance depending on the thick-

ness of the intervening shales and in some places on slight variations

in the dip. From a high point in this area can be seen the long

westward-sloping steps of limestone and the intervening rolling

plains and gentle slopes of shale.

Nearly all of the area is in a high state of cultivation, producing

large crops of grains and vegetables. The soil is rich, and a fair

proportion of the rninfall. which averages 35 inches a year, comes at

the time when crops are growing.
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A short distance south of Pauline the summit of the divide, which is

on the Scranton shale, is reached at an altitude of 1,050 feet; thence

there is a down grade to the village of Wakarusa.
Wakarusa. Here the railway crosses Wakarusa Creek at a point

J:

1'"' n" ,

:
u ' ,

:
l

where the stream has cut through the shales to the
nsas tty es. ^^ ]hn(ls(()n(1 fl {edg& ((f whicfa ^ expoged in the

shallow railway cut a few rods north of the station. South of Wak-
arusa the track rises from the creek valley to a rolling plain, whose
altitude is from 1,000 to 1,075 feet. At milepost 64 a 4-foot bed of

ridges traversed in the next 3 miles there are several cuts in shales,

some of which expose thin included beds of limestone.

Between Carbondale and Osage there are many small coal mines
and numerous abandoned pits and long open cuts. Several of the

mines produce a moderate amount of coal for local
Carbondale. use and for shipment to various places in eastern

.ecu mined by st ripping off the

For ma ,\ o ars this fielc

for the Sanl F< Kailwa

bv the ailw V 1 ompany
In 1803 and L89 the an

coal J
is bituminous, and although it is not all of high quality this

thin bed has been worked with considerable profit. It is known to

extend to Lebo and Neosho Rapids, and it is oidy about 250 feet

About the coal mines from Carbondale to Osage are heaps of gray
shale excavated in sinking shafts and extending the coal chambers.
In places where this debris has contained considerable coal waste it

has been ignited at times by spontaneous combustion and the heat
has given it a bright-red color, which makes the piles conspicuous.
The Howard limestone is traversed a short distance north of milepost



K'r"';':^:-'.' <T IbnhnJ.me'.n \skC*\\\\J\CuL were ablenTin

the Army, but the women built a fort of rocks ami

held their ground for six weeks until I'nion soldiers came to their

assistance. This town was named for Anson Buriingame, formerly

United States minister to China.
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Several coal mines are worked in the vicinity of Burlingame. A
short distance west of the railway rises a prominent ledge of the
Burlingame limestone, of which this is the type locality.

Beyond Burlingame the railway goes south and east of south
across an undulating plain, making shallow cuts through the Scranton
shale, which lies between the Howard limestone and the Burlingame
limestone.

At Osage the Santa Fe crosses the Missouri Pacific Eailway. The
city is named from the Osage Indians, a branch of the great Siouan

family, some of whom formerly lived near the Kansa
Osage. Indians, north of the Arkansas. In addition to its

r5Son2432

feet
'

coal-mining industry, it is the center for the sur-

Kansascityioi miles, rounding farming community. The rolling plain of
shale continues from Osage southwestward to Head-

ing. The highest altitudes attained on the divides are 1,165 feet,
or slightly higher than in the region to the north.

many as 180 yoke of oxen
o trains of wagons . In 1849would haultw

regular coach

Independence

and in 18G2 t

trip required two weeks. The coaches
carried 11 passengers, who were charged
$230 each for the trip, including meals.
The cost of the trip from Kansas City to

Santa Fe now, including meals and
sleeper, is less than $35 and the time re-

quired is 15 hours. Express charges for

carrying money were $1 a pound for gold

• old

Lian passed through the southern part of

the city of Lyons, reaching Arkansas

river, in greater part within a very short

distance of the course now taken by the
railway, but in Colorado it kept on the
north bank to Bents Fort, above Las
Animas, where it crossed to the south side

of the river. From this point into New
Mexico the trail led southwest ward, idcug
a course very near the line of the present

The Santa Fe Railway follows 1

not very close together. In easte

sas there were several lines oi

One began at Independence, Mo.
distance east of Kan.-as City, cro

river to \\ .•-tp J .rf. passed through
in Kansas City, and then went by Olathe
and Gardner over the plateau southeast-

ward to Council Grove, a famous rendez-
vous 25 miles northwest of the present
city of Emporia. About halfway to

Council Grove it was joined by a route
from Fort Leavenworth, where most of

the Government troops outfitted. The
Santa Fe Railway now crosses this part of

the trail near Olathe and again near Bur-
lingame, about halfway between Topeka
and Emporia. West of Council Grove the

above Dodge and went southwest to t!

Cimarron Valley and thence to Wage
Mound and Fort Union. Along muc
of its course the old trail is mark.

Daughters of the American Revolutioi
(See view of typical monument give
in PI. II, A.) The tracks of the tra

are I'm* fi . i iv i ,. in in Ul
_ j

].,, ,. s iin ,[ ,.,,,

sist of old ruts deeply scored into th.-saix

Sunflowers spread westward along th

course at many places.

•kits
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Just south of Barclay the ledge of Burlingame limestone is promi-
nent to the west, ami sev. ral small outliers of it cap knolls that stand

east of the railway.
arc ay.

^ ^gt ^ Reading the railway turns to the west and

Popuki'mn ',;>i.*'

H
' within 2 miles rises over the ledge of Ihlliingam - lime-

Kansas City 106 miles. stom\ then goes across 75 feet of the overlying Willard

shale to the Emporia limestone, which hegins on a

Reading. divide half a mile beyond niilepost 100. 'Phis bed is

Elevation 1,074 feet, crossed again in the next divide to the southwest, and
Population 289. .-jso on tlic down grade descending to Neosho River,

m ' es
" which is reached near milcpost 108. The Neosho is a

stream of moderate size carrying the drainage of a wide area of cast-

central Kansas. In its north bank are bluffs of the Willard shale.

South of the river is a long, wide flat extending 4 miles to and into

Emporia. A mile east of the station at that pL.ee this line is joined by

the Ottawa cut-oil' from Ilolliday.

Emporia. Emporia, the county seat of Lyon County, is an

Elevation 1,134 feet, important business center for a wide area of farming

!^ ;
•

;;

;

,.;'j ^',
7

., country and is the site of the State Normal School,

by Topeica (112 which has 2,600 students. Emporia is the type
imies by Ottawa).

jocajjty f ^q Emporia limestone, which here passes

underground on its westward dip.

HOLLIDAY TO EMPORIA BY WAY Or OTTAWA. 1

Some of the trains on the Santa Fe Route now diverge from the eld

lino at Holliday and take a more direct line nearly straight southwest

by the Ottawa cut-off. This line runs over the plateau between

Kansas and Osage rivers, then up the valley of the latter for some

distance, and finally across the low but wide divide to Neosho River.

On this line the railway crosses wide areas of shale and gradually

rises from one limestone ledge to another in the great succession of

rocks of later Carboniferous age that constitute the surface of eastern

Kansas. The outcrops of these limestones extend from southwest to

northeast across the country in lines of low cliffs, above some of which

are bare rocky slopes of varying width. As the beels dip to the west,

each bed of limestone passes in succession beneath the overlying

shale, so that the beds which crop out in the bluffs near Kansas City

lie several hundred feet below the surface at Emporia. These rela-

tions are shown in the cross section on sheet 1 (p. 14). On the other

hand, the upper beds of limestone and shale, which crop out at the

surface in the western part of the area, originally extended far to the

east, but they have been removed by erosion down to the general

level of the country

1 The mileposts on this line indicate distance from Kansas City.



thick deposits and con-

This rock is utilized at

ansas and elsewhere for

at Kansas City and Ardent in e. Several beds
'.

()f sll!ll(1

'

are exposed,
L.yliMljrrs of limestone

Olath.3 (o-lay'the, th as in

of the plateau whichTu-^ZTh! the railwj iy t

s on the

miles toward the southwest.
'

This plate
Olathe. covered by s]hale. At long intervals the railway

23 feet, descends into fshallow valleys, :most of th

26 miles, ledges Of UJldCriving limestone:

At Olathe tlle railway erosses the line of the Sa:
Fe Trad, which is described in i the footnote on
The trail lies a short dista:nee north of tin IYmp i Olathe

through Gardner and Edgertoil, but near Edgei tu'n'ii dm .,-!!,..

the west, going
; through Baldwi Wmerly

Gardner. the well-knowj i Palmyra sta-e station A >]

S
to2S 1

f?
fc"t tance west of WellsviHe the~rjadway tra rn^es a

Kaniis'i'itV thin ledge of .limestone and e o-Ml area of
shale. At Ottawa Junction (N.orth Ottayr&) t he. main

hdsji-rion.
line is crossed by a branch of the Sante 1 I'Y

ifert. which extends from Lawrence southwai i t() Tulsa,
Kansas eiu io miles. Okla. A mile south of the junction is town of

Wellsville.
Ottawa, whirl, has a populatic>n of 7,65( d is the

orally applied only
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The coal bed lying below the Howard limestone has been worked
at mines in the vicinity of Lebo. This coal is the

e
°; same bed that is worked in the neighborhood of

ix :,n .,155 feet. Scranton and Osage. (See pp. 17, 18.) The bed is 14
Kansas city m miies. to 16 inches thick and is mined by stripping and

tunneling.

At Neosho Rapids the railway reaches the bank of Neosho River,
a large stream flowing in a wide valley floored with thick beds of

sand and loam ir has itself deposited. Neosho is an
Neosho Rapids. Indian worJ meaning Hpftr (

.

()1(| ^^ ^ ^^
is followed as far as Emporia. Near milepost 104

Kan*. •i-yi-.L-mii, the railway crosses Cottonwood River, which in this
vicinity occupies the same wide flat as the Neosho

and which empties into that stream a mile to the east. The thick
accumulation of sand and loam deposited by these streams has re-
dnced their slope and compelled them to follow very crooked courses.
Near Emporia the Burlingame limestone, which slopes down from
the east, crosses the valley of the two rivers, but it is covered by the
alluvial deposits so that its precise location underground is not
known. A mile east of Emporia the main line from Holliday by way
of Topeka joins the Ottawa cut-off. Near this place the Santa Fe is

crossed by a line of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway, pop .J..: 1\

known as "The Katv."

West of Emporia the railway passes over the flat bottom lands on
the north side of Cottonwood River to Florence, a distance of 45
miles. The valley is wide near Emporia and as far west as Safford-
ville, and the shale slopes on the north and south rise gradually to
plateaus capped by limestone.

At Saffordville siding the Cottonwood Valley is much narrower and
the limestone caps on the adjacent shale ridges are conspicuous. One

saffordville
limestone ledge is a short distance above the track;

Elevation i «
30 t0 4° feet niSner >

with shales intervening, is another

Ka^iatySmiles.! limestone. These two limestone beds are°exposed in
many prominent ledges to the vicinity of Clements,

a distance of 22 miles. The lower one (the Neva) is from 7 to 8 feet
thick, and in the outcrop breaks out into large blocks with sharp
angles and rough surface of chalky-white color. The Cottonwood
limestone, the upper ledge, is one of the most continuous and best-
marked formations of Carboniferous age in Kansas. It carries
fossil mollusks of numerous species that are characteristic of the

1 Distances by way of Topeka are g
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Permian series of the Carboniferous system. (See table on p. ii.)

Its upper part consists largely of an aggregate of the fossil foraminifer

Fusulina cylindrica, which the quarrymen call "rice" on account of

its general resemblance to grains of wild rice. In the vicinity of

Strong City, Clements, and Cottonwood Falls there are more than

20 large quarries in this limestone, constituting the largest quarrying

industry in the State. The stone is of light color, uniform texture,

and generally so free from joint planes that blocks of almost any

desired length or breadth can be obtained. The two layers of which

the formation consists in most places are only from 2 to 3 feet thick;

locally it is in three layers. The Cottonwood stone is shipped great

distances to places in Kansas and ad i
-

There is one limestone quarry of considerable size in the northern

part of Strong City (see sheet 3, p. 26), north of the railway, and others

a mile or two distant on the south side of the river, east
Strong City. f Cottonwood Falls. Strong City, named for W. B.
] - " |

- mtafc Strong, a former president of the Santa Fe Railway

ESS/il? miles. Co., is on the north side of Cottonwood River, and
the city of Cottonwood Falls is on the south bank of

that stream, 1£ miles south of the railway at this point. At Strong

City the Neva limestone is below the surface, and at milepost 133

the Cottonwood limestone also goes under. Within a short distance

to the west, however, both of them are brought up again by doming
of the beds (see glossary, p. 182), so that near Elmdale they are mod-
erately high in the valley slopes. The underlying Eskridge shale also

appears.

A boring recently made on the crest of the dome near Elmdale
has found some natural gas, but the amount available has not been

fully determined. Petroleum and gas occur in many
Elmdale. places where the beds are domed, because structure
Elevation i,i95 feet. f this kind offers a favorable condition for their

les. accumulation. There are, however, numerous domes

in which neither gas nor oil is found, so that this

structure is not always evidence of their presence.

Clements is third in rank among the cattle-shipping towns of

Kansas. A large number of cattle brought from i

> arious points west

of this town are wintered here and fattened for

Clements. market. A short distance beyond Clements is a small
Elevation 1,222^^ quarry in the Cottonwood limestone. In this part

nsascityieim es.

of ^ vaney Qf Cottonwood River the slopes are

terraced by the projection of hard layers of limestone as tabular

shelves of considerable extent, each one terminating in a more or less

prominent cliff, as shown in figure 4 (p. 24). In places there are three

or four terraces or steps made by the succession of limestone beds,



above the oth< d<dip
.>(.«!

i

In this vallev there is a notable ,lili'< ivikt in character between the

bottom lands, which have a deep, rich soil, and the adjoining slopes,

the rock outcrop,. The \-a!l« y lan.U arc n<. ; , i/aii in a high state of

cultivation, yielding a great variety of farm products. At many
farms the traveler will see the round towers, mostly of concrete,

known as silos, in which corn leaves and stalks and other similar green

materials are kept green and moist to serve as winter fodder for stock.

kveen Clements and Cedar Point there are many shallow cuts in

the shales overlying the Cottonwood limestone. At
>dar Point. Cedar point the Wreford limestone is crossed, but it

nation 1,239 feet, jg exposed oidv in a few ledges in the slopes north of
^sctyieemaes.

thetrack>

A short distance e;tst of Florence a large crusher north of the rail-

ed is working the Florence flint and owrlving Fort Rilev limestone

t road material.



is a minor railwa

?e leads to Wichit

isas and Oklahoma

arc iisfd on irrigated lands. In some

places alfalfa is cut three to five rim.- a

.-«-a.-..n and therefore produces a higher

vield than any other forage plant in the

western United States. Over 5,000,000

acres were in alfalfa in I'WO. Kansas has

the largest acreage, with Xebi-a-ka and
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In this vicinity and for the next 25 miles to the west there are

many settlements of thrifty Mennonites, who colonized here in 1874.

The railways conducted a campaign of advertising in Europe and

wore instrumental in settling lar'j;e areas of Kansas lands with col-

onies of Swedish, Welsh, Scotch, English, Germans, and Kussians.

of their thrift' and "industrv had heen invited to settle in Russia,

an invitation which they accepted. Some of their special privileges

having been withdrawn, however, they emigrated to this country.

They brought wit h them many plants and for a long time held their

lands in community ownership. Each family brought over a bushel

or more of Crimean wheat for seed, and from this seed was grown

the first crop of Kansas hard winter wheat. At first this wheat

seemed to be more difficult to mill and bake than the hard spring

wheat, and even Kansas millers for some time either declined to

receive hard winter wheat or paid a lower price for it than for softer

wheats. Tn 1890 the prices of soft spring and soft winter wheats

July, 1910, for the first time the price of hard winter wheat equaled

About 4 miles west of Xewton is an area of sands and gravels

excavated hv a large stream that long ago Slowed across the region

from the north and finally deposited the gravel and sand. This

stream was probably an outlet for several rivers of northwestern

Kansas, the Smoky Hill and probably also Solomon and Saline

rivers, now branches of Kansas River. The width of the buried

valley is about 20 miles in the region west of Newton, but a short

distance south of t he railway i; merges into the valley of the Arkansas.

Its western margin is well defined by the steep slopes of the land

rising toward the aorthwest, but to the north and northeast are valleys

since excavated to a lower level. The underground relations of the

deposit have been explored by well borings, for the large amount of

water which it yields is of great value, especially as there is but little

water available in the shales of Permian age in the adjoining lands

and in the floor under the basin. This resource has been an important
factor in the development of Newton. When that town needed a

city supply deep drilling soon demonstrated that little water was to

be found underground in the city area, even at a great depth. On
the advice of geologists tests were made in the edge of the buried

valley a short distance west of the city, with most satisfactory results,

and now this source yields a large volume of water which is piped
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From a point near Halstead a brunch line mils to Sedgwick, con-

necting there with the line from Newton to Wichita

Halstead. an(j beyond.
Elevation 1,388 feet. At Burrton (see sheet 4, p. 30) the Santa Fe line

KamlfSy^'omiies. is crossed by a branch of the St. Louis & San Fran-

cisco Kailroad ("Frisco" line) running from Wichita

to Ellsworth. South of Burrton are wide smooth plains extending

to Arkansas River and forming part of the buried valley referred to

above. A short distance north of Burrton is a range

Burrton. f sand dunes—low, irregular hills composed of loose

Elevation 1,450 feet, sand which the wind has blown out of the flats along

Arkansas River. These sand dunes extend north-

westward for some distance past Hutchinson, not far

north of the Santa Fe Railway. Burrton was named for I. T. Burr,

a former vice president of the railway company.

Hutchinson, the third largest city in Kansas, is attractively laid

out, with wide streets, most of which are bordered by several rows

of shade trees and extensive grassy parking. It was
Hutchinson. named for C. C. Hutchinson, its founder. The greater

Elevation 1, -,27 feet, part of the city is on the north side of Arkansas River,

1)U1 a portion known as South Hutchinson is on the

south side. This river, called the Nepesta by the

Spanish explorers, is one of the largest branches of the Mississippi,

to which it carries an average of 200,000,000' cubic feet of water a

day. It rises in the Rocky Mountains, in central Colorado. At

Hutchinson the river valley is about 8 miles wide and is a broad

expanse of nearly level land underlain by a thick body of sand and

gravel that was deposited by the river and contains a large amount

of water. Below this river deposit arc shales containing thick deposits

of salt. This mineral is extensively worked by several plants in

Hutchinson, one of which is the largest in the world. They produce

not only salt, but soda ash, caustic soda, and other chemicals manu-

factured from salt. The salt is obtained from borings about S00

feet deep, containing an outer casing down which water is forced

and an inner casing up which this water, saturated with salt from the

.

beds below, is pumped into tanks for evaporation. The production

of salt at this place averages 2,000 barrels a day.

The salt occurs in beds about 380 feet thick (depth 430 to 810 feet)

in the midst of red and gray shales of Permian age (see table, p. ii),

where it was deposited long ago by the continued evaporation of

extensive bodies of sea water. These great salt beds may reach

far to the west and they underlie a large area extending southward

to the Oklahoma line, but they appear to thin out toward the north

and east. They arc worked at several other places, notably at Lyons.

25 miles northwest of Hutchinson, where they are penetrated by



a shaft 1,465 foot doop. which exposes more than 400 feet of salt,

of which 1275 feet (from 793 to l.OGS feet) is mostly in solid beds.

There it is mined principally for the production of rock salt. The

d in many mills and

davs of settlement i

y Indians, notably

iiul travel the Hutc
had come in

l, and their allies, t Lches, wh< > controlled a

south of Arkansas I liver. Tl ie<e India ns committed
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Arkansas River in the Bouthwestern part «,f llntchinson. Not fa

southeast of the bridge will be noted the tall stack uf the larges

salt works in the world.

Beyond the river the route goes nearly due southwest for a fe\

miles to Partridge, rising by an almost imperceptible grade fron
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West of Stafford, notably at milepost 261, the railway en
small belt of sand dunes, and near milepost 262 there are bar<

from which the sand is being blown by the wind.

St. John (see sheet 5, p. 36) is on the great s

St. John. plaiRj in th(, midst of ^rain fields Ifc was nair
- John P. St, John, governor of Kansas from 1;

'

lliles . 1SS3 and a famous advocate of prohibition.

The region ;.l ! Maeksville is a gently rollinj

K^asChy^mile,. ^«

tered wheat iieids in some of

About 3 miles west of Omar
•r distance bevond is Kinsley.

f joins the old mam line from

nk of Arkansas River,

.e wide flat or alluyial

t from Great Bend to

inarkMhlr l„md in the
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Pawnee Roek was named from I be Indian tribe which roamed over
the neighboring plains, menacing the life and property of almost
every passer-by on the trail, as they had menaced the Spaniards for
two centuries. The name Pawnee is supposed to signify horn and to
have been applied to the tribe on account of a curious custom of
plucking out beard and eyebrows and shaving the head, except a
narrow ridge of hair from forehead to scalp lock; this remnant was
stiffened with fat and paint so that it stood erect and curved like
a horn.

Half a mile beyond milepost 287, or 4 A miles southwest of Pawnee

easilv sawed or chiseled.

The railway bridge crosses Pawne
Santa Fe Trail. Owing to a twist in 1

1

ing was difficult. Manv a thrilling sk

occurred here, and in 'l S7I1 : , „rW 1

rfield a ledge of Dako
nit by the railway for i



Near Garfield the Arkansas Valley is much narrower
other places, for a ridge of the upland encroaches from

and the sand dunes on the southeast si,

Garfield. rise rapidly to the broad plain whirl
E tton2

Ja»feat \ ;l lle\- on that side. Xear Kiiislcv the

inile . north side of the vallev trends somevvh

and the flat widens to about 4 miles.

At Kinsley, named for W. E. W. Kmslev. of Boston.

line of the Santa Fe by way of Great Bend is joined bv
Hutchinson branch, described unpads

Kinsley. of Kinsley the railway continues its

;
,

'

(

- course we,f, diverging from the x alley of

m,le ' l

T\w ascent M the surface of the' (.real

gradual as to be barely noticeable, for the vallev si

Kinsley are very gentle.

At milcpost ;i-l, about a mile east of OilVrle. is an S-f

are deposits of the Arkansa
ly both lie on the Dakota
nilepost 329 are other sin

West of Bellcfont

PS
" on a verv sine oth surfa
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£lfe,t. thesui
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the railway, at a point half a mile beyond milepc

are scattered exposures of a bed of white limestone a f.

, u s Mil unit's- -The (u Plains, a part of v
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|
scribed in the footnote on page 2
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Just across the river from Dodge was, until 1835, the northeast

corner of Mexico, and between 1835 and 1815 the corner of the

Republic of Texas, the boundary of which extended from that point

along the south side of Arkansas River to the Roekv Mountains.

An account of the famous frontier characters formerly known around

Dodge is out of place here, but they figure in many narratives and
romances of earlier dayB, when it was widely known as the "wickedest,

town in the country." Xow it is a model of peacefulness ami t ran-

is made here from (Vnl

distance northwest of t

t the north side of the river and 1

...

'
•
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on the south side. For many miles the surface i- made up of sand

and loose sandstone or conglomerate of Tertiary age. The valley

has been cut by the river to a depth of 250 feet below the adjoining

great plateau, but it is partly filled with about 100 feet of sand and

clay (alluvium) deposited by the stream, and these materials are

still in course of deposition. In places the valley is cut through the

Tertiary deposits into underlying shale and limestone of Upper
Cretaceous age, but these do not appear at the surface until they rise

in the valley slopes near Ilartland. In ascending the valley the

railway skirts slopes that rise 100 feet or more above the river flat

to a plain of remarkable smoothness which ascends gradually west-

ward at about the same rate as the upgrade of the valley. In these

slopes are widely scattered outcrops of the Tertiary deposits—loam

mileposts 358 and 359, 6 miles west of

<posure of coilglomerate is visible from the train. A
tdicates the former course of the Santa

xtended up tl:ie north or American hank of the river

ourse of the present railway line from Dodge to

ledges of conglomerate appear for a short distance

le of the fcrack at Howell and again just beyond
tiilepost 363, a mile and a half west of Howell. At

he sand hills on the south side of the

-alley are visiible, and they extend almost continu-

ber. There are also fewer cultivated fields, although some alfalfa
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and wheat are grown. Pastures are much more extensive, for the
raising of cattle increases in importance as the cultivation of the land
becomes more difficult.

The village of Cimarron (sim-ar-rohn') derived its name, which is

Spanish for wild or unruly, from Cimarron Crossing, a ford some
distance to the west, where the short cut or Cimarron

Cimarron. branch of the Santa Fe Trail crossed Arkansas River.
i:i-,:,:i,,n.j.-^i,,. i

. This branch passed through the sand hills, crossed the

liles west of Cimarron the railway is on the river

•ugh cuts showing buff loams of the deposits «,f

hard layers of con-

down to the river,

d and gravel that

chards. and garden plot- >u-tained by irrigatit

the center of an extensive beet-sugar iudu>

a large refiner v is prominent in the norther

the town. In 1914 about 50,000 tons of b<

worked at the reimerv, vieldinjr 13,000,000 p
sugar. The pulp is' used for cattle feed.

iter from Arkansas River, not only for irrigate



ppears adequate.
1 United States Recla-

eontained in thesands

dorado in 1<>01 1D..7. Many experts notified for the defem
he- main body of underdo* was derived from the slop,., adjoin..,

alley and that it, volume was no, eloseh related to the amoui
(«•!• floNvin- down the river, except possibly for a few rods froi

anks. Detailed observations at the wells a. 1 Verfield and oth,

.ellssunk by the Government proved that the line of flow in il,

•deposit, was mainly from the >i,|, , .ward ,1., middle. Tli
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At Holcomb, 7 miles west of Garden City, may be noted on the
north side of the track a loader of the sort in general use for dumping

Holcomb
beetS fr°m wag°ns into the height cars. The ordinary
crop of beets suitably irrigated is from 10 to 15 tons

Km tcffnlSa* to fcne acre ;in<! tnev Drmg about $5.50 a ton at the
place of delivery. The tops are also sold for stock feed

at about $3 a ton. The cost of cultivation, harvesting, and handling
is $30 to $40 an acre. One ton of beets yields about 250 pounds of
refined sugar.

In the vicinity of Garden City and farther west the sand hills are
very conspicuous south of the Arkansas, where they cover a district
from 15 to 18 miles wide. This sand has been blown out of the river
bed by the prevailing northwest winds. The sand is in a thick sheet,
but is blown into dunes and dunelike ridges separated by irregular
winding basins. Some of the dunes are 50 to 60 feet high, and many
of them have crater-like holes blown out of their tops. Much of the
sand-hill area contains bunch grass and kindred plants, but other
portions are bare and the sand continues to he blown farther from
the river with every strong wind, while new supplies are added from
the river bed. This process can readily be seen on a windv dav
West of Holcomb the part of the valley north of the river narrows

crops, so that there are no exposures of the underlv-
Deerfield. ing formations. In this vicinity and at Deeriield

eSSon'^^-
the north sido of thc V:,lll

-

V Prints a broad second

Kansalniy 4^ miles,
torrju'e or step. 50 to 100 feet higher than the river
flats, a feature not common along this river. A few

rods east of Deeriield station and just south of the tracks is the
pumping station of the United States Reclamation Service, where
water has been pumped from a series of shallow wells as already
described. For a mile west of Deerfield the railway is close to the
river, and the banks show thick beds of loam and .and of the later
river deposits. Northwest of Deerfield k Lake McKinuev a lar^e

near the track,

scattered outcrc

age. One consp



Marl land I ho valley is narrowed -ready |, v the enema
ligh lands on the north and of the wide belt Of sand hills

the south. The plain to the north is nearly 200 f

above the valley and i- a smooth expanse charact
feet, istic of the Great Plains in general. Southwest
:
iri

.

it
,

Ilartland the Government set aside a part of the sa
'

hills as a national forest for the cultivation of tre

rea will be open to agricultural settlement after Novemh
1015. Just west of Ilartland

at a ford across the Arkansas.

Chouteau took refuge from tl

this vicinity that Maj. Riley

that formed the first caravan

11

!^ort^

to carry it farther. A vear la

A short distance west of 1

taccous age rise above the vail

?!
on which the deposits of the Gr
places somewhat irregular. I i tl

Kendall. amj wo .lt hers to a li^ht-vel

at int<.rvalstoK.-udaUaiidb

, and for a short distance fai

dug extensively for ballast for the railw



viable* from the railw;

Cendalhwasoneofth,

icuse, X. Y. The Santa Fe

he railwaVstation. ' Svran.se

shiefs of that tribe, and in a few month., ili.msiimU..

oul.l road and write it. Sequoyah took part also in the

>f the reunited Cherokces into their new Cherokee Xat
territory, now Oklahoma.
At Syracuse the north side of the Arkansas' Valley

oft impure limestone and shale, mostly covered with
.laces exhibiting low cliffs of white Greenhorn hnvston
oft and not very thick-bedded, it is useful for buildii

initV;
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A quarry in the Greenhorn limestone is visible

a short distance west of Syracuse, and low bluffs <

at intervals to and beyond Medway siding. The ta
slope on the north side of the valley is capped by
Tertiary deposits already mentioned. The low whi

of the v.-

Coolidge, Kans. Q f theslo'pes are '«' i'i t leluul"

|-

;

;;;-
;;";;' ;-;

i

l

'.
1 ''" rocks are too soft to form prom

president^ of the Santa Fe Kaihv
eastern limit of the Arkansas Vallev artesian t

wells are obtained along the bottom lands r

the foot of the Koekv Mountains. The artes

led through Colorado they

itatious. Lieut, Pike dis-

l Col. Long visited them hi

northern part of the State

in the Louisiana Purchase,



1861, included portion-, of Ka
:ah. The Civil War and depre*

development, hut in ls76 the

vicinity of II

rock outcrops

Greenhorn lii

i;dnh- !..r the pnuhietiun of Mmar heets to

oUv. The broad alluvial flaw alon- the n<

espeeiallv suited to the cultivation of thi

at ilollv and fo

Ford, famous f<

rkansas Valley, v



The railway is en tin
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18E:
:;:,'

k, together wit

w bluffs a sh

j extent for bu

West
Grote si

Grote.

shown in Plate V. B. This
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Between mileposts 495 and 496 there is a long railway cut 5 to 10
feet deep, through loam with interspersed beds of bowlders, gravel,

and sand of the alluvial deposits that Boor the valley and constitute a

terrace slightly higher than the river flat to the east, and west, The
material was deposited by the river a few thousand years ago, and

of swifter and slower rum-tits, the' former bri^in'V co; ir>e materials

. Change, of channel are fre-

ther large streams. A notable
illustration of such a change is visible halfway between mileposts 496

Lamar, the seat of Prowers < ounty. was named for I, Q. C. Lamar,
a former Secretary of the Interior. It has extensive agricultural

Lamar - iieHdes^vendmin^n!l\^

^Z^--^ milk-condensing plant
.
supplied bv manv dairv farm-

Kansas city"«8 mue cis in the vicinity. In 1914 the milk of 2,000 cows
was being condensed. There is also a beet-sugar fac-

tory here, but of late it has not been in operation because the farmers
in this vicinity have come to the conclusion that beet raising is not
sufficiently profitable for them. Bees are kept in large numbers,
and honey is an important local product.

Very few rocks are visible in the vicinity of Lamar, although
ledges of the Dakota sandstone appear in some of the slopes south-

sandy slopes partly occupied by dunes. A well at (add*
feet deep, passed through the D,r
a very satisfactory water supply in its lower portion, a

did not have suificieut pressure to come to the surface.
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Opposite Hilton siding (seo sheet 9, p. 54), about three-quarters
of a mile beyond milepost 526, is old Fort Lyon, a well-known mili-
tary post on the Santa Fe Trail, which was an important depot of
supplies. A regiment of soldiers was garrisoned there to give pro-
tection to travelers. The old fort is on the top of the bluff of Dakota
sandstone on the north side of the river, and the few remaining
mildings are plainly visible from the railway They are now
itilized as a United States naval sanitarium. Se'vm miles northeast
>f this fort a boring was sunk 815 feet by the United States Govern-

This i-

the noted scout Kit Carson, at has Animas, is still in existence, and
another survivor of the old days is the stage coach in which Horace
Greeley toured the West in 1859.
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was Bents Fort, 1 a noted place on the Santa Fe Trail. This fort was

walls 4 feet thick, situated several miles above the junction of Purga-
toire and Arkansas rivers, where the trail crossed Arkansas River.

In earlv davs the Arkansas was the northern boundary of Mexico
westward from a point near Fort Dodge. On crossing the river the

"

of Mexican soldiers.

Five miles west of Las Animas the railway approaches bluffs of

darkGraneros shale capped by the Greenhorn limestone, which extend

along the south bank of the river for some distance to the west. A
slight westerly dip finally carries the shale helow the surface of the

alluvial filling of the valley, but cliffs or ledges ,,f the limestone are

almost continuous nearly to La Junta. These ledges consist of

alternating thin bed-, of lime-tone and .lark -hale, a feature which is

outcrops of the Timpas limestone, a f<

in the geologic column than the (iree

table-land some distance south of the

for 6 miles. A few rods east of mile



envrr branches off.

•rv'oia (l .v

mall outi-rops along the
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In this region the strata rise southwestward at a rate slightly

greater than that of the railway grade. This structure is shown on

the cross section on sheet 9, winch represents not only the attitude of

the rocks but also the relative thickness of the formations and facts

revealed by deep borings at intervals.

The old Santa Fe Trail passed 400 feet east of the site of the sta-

tion at Timpas. A short distance beyond this place the Timpas
limestone caps mesas l or buttes of considerable promi-

Timpas. nenee, especially along the east side of the track, and
F.i^aii.ni i.ii>..f.H>t, a little farther southwest it extends southward in

m es
" a long line of low westward-facing cliffs. Below these

cliffs are slopes of Carlile shale, at the foot of which, near Ayer, is

a bench of the Greenhorn limestone. Along this portion of the

valley of Timpas Creek, on both sides, arc excellent exposures of

long, sloping mesas rapped hv the Timpas limestone. This rock,

s N
though soft as rocks

go, is much harder

jeet in a cliff presenting the greater part of the thickness of the

formation. Most of the mesas slope to the northeast because the

in the Timpas (Veekv^ileviire a low. wide hen.-hoV>l,elf<,f(ireenhc>rn

limestone at or near the bottom and a slope of about
B,oom -

200 feet of Carlile shale, rising to a eliff at the edge of

J:

1

;; 'J
'"„,',. the tabular surface of the mesa of Timpas limestone

'
' (See PL V, A, p. 29, and fig. 6.)

The areas of Timpas and Greenhorn limestones carry a small growth

of "cedars" («/*/>/,>,->/* ocntlmtalis), termed sahina by the people of

this vieinitv ami tot he south and west through

md Xew Mexicci. together with flat-leaved cactuses of

.ota sandstone is exposed a short distance west of the rail-

->v a low dome, as shown in the

>n on sheet 9. 1Hie outcrop of this sandstone extends to

beyond, with tl »• adjoining higher slopes of shales and

a a relation close ly similar to those shown in figure 7.

1 men h ,raie, i, 7ll i l ~~i ,

~ ^7777







At Delhi the railway crosses the Santa Fe Trail, the old wheel
tracks of which are plainly visible in the slope rising to the west, A

.
few rods west of Delhi a deep canyon cuts through the

Dakota sandstone and exposes the beds of the shales

and sandstones of the underlying Purgatoire forma-

VII, A), two symmetrical cues rising- in front

the Rocky Mountains, which are conspicuous

During much of the year the higher summits ,

The Spanish IVak^ consist of large masses o

were intruded in molten condition into the san

the foot of the Itnckv Mountains. (See fig. S. F



ing from the large masses through cracks in the sedimon
mid extending out in every direction for many miles fro;

eCristo Uaiig, Nalia'^ dax cris'tu. Sp ;

loodof Christ). Fishes Peak, east of Tn
so \'is"ddo from ih,. plateau nlx.ui.Tvrom-.l

Beyond Earl the route ,-r,w, a low ridge of Apishapa shale and
th-nce southwoMwa, ...-..„, nto h aile

} „f Purgatoiro Hirer,

^ stream, which was passed farther easl at Las Animas,

I;::; : \ / ,

7

;";;;.
]l ' "'^ <-ns,derahle water iY,, tn the mountains west of"""
Trinidad and is especially subject to freshets, some

feet.* In 1912 nearly ;o.'i m> „,..'." kudw"'^ [•.t^ti^hv wlTer
from this stream, most of it in the r< gion between Trinidad and Las



:



At Hoehne a broad area of the Pierre shale ' is entered. It extends
to the base of the cliffs of Trinidad sandstone, 10 to 15 miles west

Hoehne. and south of Hoehne. A short distance beyond

Elevation 5 7oo feet
milepost 627 is a narrow (like of igneous rock, prob-

1
'
-'

' ably an extension of one of those connected with the
,1"SU,yt,42miles -

intrusion of the igneous mass in the Spanish Peaks.
On account of the hardness of the rock, this dike makes a low but
conspicuous ridge a short distance west of the railwav.

At Elmoro ars extensive ovens in which the coal of the Trinidad
field is made into coke, 2 for use in blast furnaces and smelters. Mam-

Mexicans reside in the vicinity of Elmoro and Trini-
Elmoro. dad. Sonic of them belong to the order of "Peni-

lation and other forms of bodilv punishment, even to
'

crucifixion. Many Mexicans in southern and central

New Mexico belong to this order.

Trinidad is a railway division point where all trains stop, some of

them for meals at the Hotel Cardenas (car'dav-nas), built in the

mission style. The hotel is named in honor of Garcia
Trinidad. Lopez de Cardenas, who accompanied Coronado's ex-
Elevation 5,967 feet, pedition and was sent by him to find the great river

of which the Indians spoke. This was the Colorado
'

in the Grand Canyon, and Cardenas was the first

:hes in the adjoining region which bring considerable trade. It

lc terminus of a branch of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad and



Texas.

At Trinidad the plains give place to the high, rugged foothills of

the Kocky Mountains. This change is due to the fact that here the

Pierre shale is overlain by the Trinidad sandstone, which is sur-

mounted by 2,000 feet of shales and sandstones that are resistant to

erosion. The shales and sandstones above the Trinidad sandstone

contain valuable deposits of coal. Those coal-bearing rocks extend

along the foot of the mountains for nnmv miles in southern Colorado

and southward for some distance in New Mexico. They are nearly

horizontal in the vicinity of Trinidad. The prominent mountain

mass southeast of Trinidad consists of coal measures and overlying

strata capped by a thick sheet of black lava (basalt), constituting

an extensive plateau with nearly flat top, known as Baton Mesa,

Its altitude is 9,f)8G feet, or more than 3,600 feet higher than Trinidad,

so that it is a conspicuous object for many miles north and east. It

is shown in Plate VIII. The mesa or plateau, which extends south

from this peak, has a relatively level top about 20 square miles in

area and is the remnant of a widespread lava flow that was poured

out over the surface prior to the excavation of the valleys that are
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of Jansen this sandstone cn>- (s the valley, causing a cascade in the

creek just east of the railway. A mile farther along the sandstone is

quarried on the east side of the track.

There are coal mines at intervals in the slopes, especially to the

south, in the vicinity of Starkville, where there are several large

mines and numerous coke ovens. The principal

Starkville. muie here is one of the largest and oldest in the field.

Eta atfcm effort. The main opening is in a gulch east of the railway and
nsastm-bor mi es. ^ mine entries extend eastward under the slopes of

Fishers Peak, emerging at Engleville, on the north side of the

mountain, 3h miles to the northeast. The coal has been removed

from a large area beneath the mountain. The coke ovens on the

east (left) side of the railway present a brilliant spectacle at night,

for usually W or 40 of them are in operation. At a point a mile

beyond Starkville there is a specially good view of Fishers Peak,

the summit of which is about 3 miles east of the railway. Half a

mile farther south the northern boundary of the Maxwell land grant,

originally the Beaubien and Miranda grant,' is passed. This boundary

line is marked by a sign east of the railway.

As the train climbs the slope toward Raton Pass, the landscape

changes greatly, for the high slopes presenl sandstone cliffs and

clumps of pines grow along many of the ledges. Some of the cliffs

are more than 100 feet high, notably in the vicinity of Gallinas siding.

At Morley a slight upward arching of the bods brings the top of the

Trinidad sandstone and also the Pierre shale to view in the bottom

of the valley, and the coal bed in the overlying

Morley. Vormejo formation appears at the surface. There is

Elevation 6,748 feet, one large mine just east of the railway. The coal bed

kIp"^' »v. m miles
croPs out a snort distance beyond, on the west side of

the tracks, and also in the south portal of the tunnel

just beyond Wootton siding. Other higher beds crop out at intervals



At Wootton was the home of "Vnrh Dick
1 W

mous scouts of the early days when emigrants w<
theeountn and Indians were a sou

cotton, Colo. T] „, [>
;|I . R M(lUU1;lju< v .

atures of Colorado s,nd

•ted toll from those win

»nlv a mountain trail thro

A short, distance beyond Wootton

te should follow the thirty-seventl

rvevs have shown that the line Wat
nth of that parallel.

Republic of Texas

ion was 2.7 to the squaiv mil,, having more than doubled
$90. More than half the population are Mexicans, a people
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consisting partly of descendants of Mexican settlers of long ago and

partly of descendants of local Indians with whom the Mexicans and

others have intermarried. Spanish is the language of a large pro-

portion of the population, and in many sections it greatly prepon-

derates over English. A large number of Indians live in the several

reservations iti the State.

Of the 78,485,760 acres of New Mexico, nearly half is public land,

14,000,000 acres State land, 12,000,000 acres in ranches, 12,000,000

national forests. Somewhat less than 2.000,000 acres is cultivated,

and less than 600,000 acres is irrigated. Of the irrigated area

B considerably ii

'am are utilized.

Probably the
]

d wh<

allup, and m s<

>pper, silver, lea&Xc t

oinor

New Mexico co:

f them of great i

»ng before the c

Just beyond tl

•;;;-;
v. ''J

of tl.



gorge m the Trinidad >.-iii.Ut..ii... and imallv ,,„! int., the plan.

miv shale en which the town of Katon is located. Good view,

• lava-capped Bartlett Mesa to the east are presented at mile-

654 and 655, the latter showing the great Mocks of lava lvnc.

alus at the foot of the (dill's. Xear milepost 654 there is an ont-

rf coal on the east side of the track.

hort distance bevond milepost 65S the Pierre .hale appears undei

nnnent cliff of the heavy Trinidad sandstone extending far t«

ast as well as to the southwest. Xear milopo.t 65!» there an

ne. Ahotil 6 miles due ea-t is

id that rises to an altitude of alx

on Mesa in structure. It is occ

Ititude, there is more
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Branch railways connect Raton with Yankee and Sugarite, two

mining towns to the east, where coal i> mine! from hods lying a short

distance above the top of the Trinidad sandstone. The mines of Col-

fax County produce about three-fourths of the coal output of New
Mexico, which amounts to more than 3,700,000 tons a year, valued

at nearly $5,000,000. The St. Louis, lWkv Mountain & Pacific Rail-

way, a part of the Santa Fe system, has a branch running to Raton

from Clifton House, a few miles to the south, parallel to the Santa Fe

main line.

From Dillon (see sheet 11, p. 66)^3 miles from Raton, a branch

road extends up Dillon Canyon, in the mesa west of Raton, to coal

mines at Blossburg and Brilliant. These mines were
Dillon. developed mainly to supplv fuel for the railway and

'

' prodiiced in the Riiton field. ( yens at Gar-

diner, 3 miles southwest of Raton, still product 8 lai'L;e amount of

coke, used in smelters in the Southwest, From 1 tatou •outhwardfor

many miles the nu>sa of Trinidad . sandstone and oirerlying coat

bearing rocks is a pi e of the viev

Southwest of Otero (o-tav'ro), a Iiiding 5 mile* i beyor.id Raton, the

face of the mesa wes t of the railway is very preciipitou-, because it is

form.?d of thick sheets of hard, igneous irock (basalt),

Otero.
wtlic]ft were intruder1 into the c« al-bearing rocks in

! 1. i > teet. a miuten condition . The heat of th< se intrusions
Kansas City 6S0 miles.^ ^

ill an area of seven

Ranged the co al into grapl

lalld- ;;;inhnat;

u

'm

lied River Peak, a
]

which in the early d ays of exploration'servolras

Boutin est of Otero,

ly recognized

landmark for the ";prairie schooners" traveling the Santa Fe Trail.

Tin- trail, after pa-r- lIl

f p
lu

7
l

p-
h lu ''"' * U

>

,ni
'fuot

l

and went thence soullivve^wanl't.

mnev-hke m 188 Of I

>eak owes its

prominence to the p
rock forced into tinj shale in a state of fusion. nd Otero the

mute crosses the St . Louis, Rocky Mountain &c Pacifiic Railway, a

line 94 miles long that lies wholly in New Mexico.

A mile southeast of Hebron is a large storage reservoir covering

7,000 acres, to supply water to an extensive irrigated area about

Maxwell. East of Hebron and Dorsey there are

Hebron.
gj.eat masses of volcanic rocks constituting wide-

KanaBCttvw'nfles
sPread platforms of moderate height, surmounted in

eS
" places by high ridges and peaks, some of which were

originally active volcanoes. One of the most conspicuous of these

cones is Eagletail Peak, due east of Dorsey. Laughlin and Tinaja

m ika are oth • ast. The sheet of dark





lava lies on the soft Pierre shale, and at some places its margin

presents a cliff showing more or less columnar structure. This cliff

exists because in most place- the original thin margin of the lava flow

has been removed by erosion and the thick mass of lava, with its

characteristic columnar structure is exposed.

In the region extending from Raton Mesa to these volcanic peaks

there has been prolonged volcanic activity in several separate epochs.

The caps on the high mesas are remnants of the earliest flows, poured

out before the surrounding lowland* had been excavated. After

these outflows ceased erosion progressed . developing valleys and cut-

ting away a portion of the earlier lava sheets. Then followed erup-

tions of lava, mostly from new vents, which spread out over the lower

lands. This was repeated at least three times, and between succes-

sive outflows the vallevs were considerably deepened. The last erup-

tions were very recent, for thev closed with the budding of cinder

cones that are still steep-sided and have central craters apparentlv as

fresh as if they had just cooled off. Eaglet ail and other smaller cones

are vwilde from the railway; others can not be seen, but the largest,

Mount Capulin, is oidy 20 miles east of Hebron.

From Hebron to and beyond Dorsey the line of cliffs to the west

continues to be a conspicuous feature. As explained
Dorsey -

above, these cliffs mark the outcrop of the Trinidad
'

t

', '

,/;,_,',, samUtoiic at the ha-, of the coal-bearing rocks. They
gradually trend awav toward the southwest, how-

ever, and near MaxweU are 15 miles from the Santa Fe line.

Several railways that lead to t he coal h. Ids beyond the cliffs on the

west cross the Santa Fe line south of Raton. One from Dillon to

Blossburg and another south of Otero have been men-
Maxwell. tiolle(i

• a third goes from Hebron to Van Houten, and
Elevation 6,0.3 feet. the fourth is a branch of the El Paso & Southwestern

„ >v,tem. whirl, cro-e. at French, affording an outlet

agement, but disregard of regulation- by the miner- caused coal dm
to become ignited, and an extensive explo.-ion followed.

The valley followed by the railway from Dillon to French is tha

of Canadian River, which rises m the hill.- west of Raton and flows int

Red River in southern Oklahoma. This stream wa
French. originally called Red River, on the supposition tha

it was the head of the Red River of Louisiana an
Kansas city to maw. ^5^^ a mistake finally rectified through explora

tions by Capt, Marcy, who discovered that the headwaters of. th
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much shorter but so-called main branch of hVd Kiver arc far to the

southeast, in northwestern Texas.

The Canadian River valley is broad from Otero southward because

it is excavated in the soft Pierre shale, which crops out in a wide zone

across this portion of northern New Mexico. This shale is exposed

here and there in shallow cuts along the railway. South of French the

Timpas limestone is crossed, but its outcrop is hardly noticeable from

the trains. From this point southward are shales which probably

represent the upper formation (Apishapa diale) of the Niobrara group.

The town of Springer is built on the north bank of Cimarron Creek,

a running stream of moderate size, which rises in the Rocky Moun-
tains 35 miles west. This creek is an entirely < lifferen t

Springer. stream from Cimarron River, which rises a few miles
Elevation 5,768 feet. east f Raton and flows through Oklahoma. Cimar-

Kansas city 7i5 miles. ron Creek passes through the village of Cimarron, on

the Santa Fe Trail 20 miles northeast of Springer, and

crops of alfalfa, wheat, beans, potatoes, corn, oats, barley,

Its fruit season begins in July with cherries, continues with
plums, peaches, and pears, and ends in October with apples

A short distance south of Springer there are extensive exi

to represent the Api>

• shale.
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At Rayado the front of a high mesa is conspicuous about 8 miles

west of the railway. It is capped by lava (basalt) and is an out-

w .
Jymg portion of a widespread sheet of lava that caps

Kayado. ^ broft( , ^^ ^ ])hlU ,nn t() th(1 S()Uth and Wogt

South of Colnior the line gradually approaches the

K«U«',n 7 ; imil e,. east end of this plateau ami at Wagon Mound passes

through a gap in it. The mesas in this vicinity are
Colmor. no + ns i,j

(,j, .ls t
im<( , „ f j» .,,.,. p.... }.,,, ._ i]u

" „•

southwestward to Fort Union, where it joined the

other branch, which came through Raton and Cimarron and over the

volcanic mesa west of Colmor and Wagon Mound. For a long time

there was a Mexican customhouse at this place. Its name is derived

The relations of the two lava sheets are well exposed about Wagon
Mound. The higher sheet readies main- miles west and northwest,

as well as along the top of the narrow ridge extending 11 miles east

of the village. This sheet is about 100 feet thick and lies on a plat-

form of Pierre shale that was originally the floor of the valley down

ing lands to much lower levels and c^Merahlv Timnu>hed the extent

their base, tal'i- . ' I- f I f _<; uf- The softness of the

which there are excellent views of the high lava

e north. The high ridge known as the Turkey Mo
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is a prominent feature west of Bond. (See sheet 12, p. 72.) It is due

to a dome-shaped uplift of the rocks which in the center exposes an

extensive area of red beds and underlying limestones of Carboniferous

age. The light-gray foothills are the outcrop of the upturned edges

of the Dakota sandstone.

For some distance south of milepost 730 the Greenhorn limestone

is near the track, and finally, as it is crossed by the railway, it is exposed

e.vtensivelv in cuts, notably between mileposts 732 and 734. A short

distance beyond milepost 734 the route descends from the flat ridge

of the limestone into a broad area of lava (basalt). This lava came

from the Maxson < 'rater, an irregular volcanic cotie which is visible on

the southeast slope of the Turkev Mountain uplift. 5 miles west of

in flowing down Hit- deep ranyon of Mora River it «> narrowed to a

few hundred yards. It tilled this canyon about lialf-
Optimo. vvay ll{) its si(Uls but the river has sin ;>e cut ft narrow

^'Y
"'"'.''

""'Y'n
'.- inner goi'L'e into the lava sheet, and in places through

the lava into underlying rocks, as shown in figure 10.

This lava-lilled canyon begins 6 miles east of the railway, and its outer
walls of sandstone are plainly visible from the vicinity of milepost 740.

Halfway between mileposts 741 and 742 the southern margin of the

lava sheet abuts against a cliff of Dakota sandstone which extends

northwestward. A short distance beyond this place,
Shoemaker. near shoemaker, the bank of Mora River is reached,

and the railway follows this stream along the north
' side of the deep canyon which it has cut in the Dakota

sandstone and underlying beds. The beds lie nearly horizontal and
in places the high cliffs of sandstone have at their bases the greenish-
gray shale of the underlying Morrison formation. On the north side

of the track at milepost 748 the Dakota sandstone is extensively
quarried for railway ballast. Two miles beyond there is, on the south
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bank of the river, a bluff of Dakota stun Intone with Morrison shale *

at its base.

Watrous is the railway town for extensive eattle, sheep, and other
interests. It dates back to the time of the Santa Fe Trail, the

Cimarron branch of which passed through the western
Watrous. portion of the village. Eigjlt miles north are the

J,

1

';
,'

';;';,; JJJ**-
ruins of Fort Union, one of the most important mili-

k.'.
'<""

':..:. „„'... (
"' u-y stations on the Sant.a Fe Trail, where the two
principal branches of the trail from the north joined.

The place may be seen far to the north from points a short d.stanee
beyond Watrous. The adobe houses are unroofed, most of the walls
are falling into ruins, and the grounds are overgrown with masses
but the visitor mav see that the fort had aecom todatioi *
garrison. This fort served not only as a refuge for the settler and the
traveler, but its storehouse and arsenal earned a large stock of Army
supplies. Its possession was the strate-qc object in the Civil War in

the far West. To its protection Union volunteers rushed over the
snowy mountains from Denver, while Confederate troons man-he,] a

the Armv supplies : vA ammunition -tore,! m Fort Union
In the vicinity of Watrous there are wide alluvial flats that have

long been utilized for farming, mainly by the assistance of irrigation

from Mora Eiver and a branch stream. Sapello (reek. The°Mora

bvVhe'l uit.-tl -t.,1.,'1' (I,','

1

i - ,' !\ !,! L ('„ !!! kwav'vl^U
miles above Watrous, found that its average flow was 29 second-
feet in 1909 and 20.3 second-feet in 1910.

On the. south side of the track three-fourths of a mile beyond
Watrous is a large quarry for obtaining massive blocks of Dakota
sandstone, which are used for making embankments along portions

Fast of the railway al nste monument marking
the location of the Santa Fe Trail from Fort Union to Las Vegas.
Its course was very nearly tin- same as that now followed by the
railway. A short, dirtanee bevond Kroenigs siding the upgrade of

X. B>, wliirll

mired in the soft clay c



)<• railway carries it. from the Dakota sandstone to the Graneros

lale 1 and thence within 2 miles to the summit of an extensive

lateau of Greenhorn limestone, above which to the west rise luittes

: Carlile shale. This plateau is the divide between the drainage

asin of Mississippi River and that of the Rio Grande. A fine vista

f the Rocky Mountains is afforded toward the north and west; due

iter of the range. The Turkes Mountain- and Orate Crater are

ispicuous toward the northeast.

Dnavn is a small settlement sustained bv irrigation with water

night through canals from streams and reservoirs a few miles to

the northwest. From Onava southwestward the rail-™'
way rims on a gentle down grade to Las Vegas, all

the way on the surface of the Greenhorn limestone,

except where it is covered by a thin capping of the

rlile shale. The bed dip* gently to the west and southwest, so

it the surface of the plateau is in greater part a dip slope of the

> rock is exposed in numv railway cuts, especially

., and to the west at varving distances is a line of

erlying Carlile shale. The relations of the rocks near
ag a line passing through Las Vegas are shown in

posed at a point. Haifa mile wvst ,,{ Kroo- neros shale 'All the beda in this
nigs aiding. To the south and west of vicinity lie nearly level or dip at a low
this place La a low ridge of the Green-

| angle to the weat.



Las Vegas. £()r(

Elevation 6,384 feet. The

Galhnas Creek, whirl, (!„*-, through Las Vegas, is a small stream
drainiug a portio.wflhe east slu,) (

.

(> f the Rnckv Mountains. Gaging*
by the I mted States Geologieal Survey have shown that its aver-

&
A branch railvvaN goes nordnve-Us M , I,,' \V4a-.. J ! 'I?. I , > 1 !

,

the Montezuma Hot Spring- m a gap in the foothills where there is a

large hotel ami sanitarium that, in recent years, has not been open.
Most of Las Vegas is built on the Greenhorn limestone, and this

formation also crops out extensively in the high bluff just east of the

railway station, where all its beds may be seen. At the base, near
the stream, is the underlying Graneros -hale, passing upward bv a

few feet of transition bed- into the Greenhorn limestone. This lime-

stone presents its usual rhara.terist ie feature* of an alternation of



A few miles east of Las Vegas the plateau or bench of the moun-
tains on which it is situated terminates in a great vertical escarp-
ment of Dakota sandstone, which overlies the Morrison formation.
This escarpment overlooks the Canadian and Pecos valleys, which
lie between the Las Vegas Plateau and the western edge of the

At Las Vegas an extra engine is attached to haul the train up the
heavy grades of the long .limb over the south end of the main chain
of the Rocky Mountain-;, which lies between Las Vegas and Lamy.
In order to find suitable grades for crossing this range it was neces-
sary to deflect the railway line far To the south, for in the country
west and northwest of Las Vegas the lowest passes through the moun-
tains are at altitudes greater than 10,000 feet, or more than 2,500
feet higher than Glorieta Pass, the one utilized.

On leaving Las Vegas, the train goes southward, at first over a
rolling plain of the Graneros shale along Gallinas Creek (gahl-yee'nas;
locally gah-yee nas). Within 2 miles the base of this shale is reached,
and the underlying Dakota sandstone appears in railway cuts and in

the canyon a short distance east of the track. Hall" a mile beyond is

a shallow basin of the shale, in which small outliers of the overhung
Greenhorn limestone rise as hills on both sides of the track.

a gap through a "hogback" ridge that constitutes one of the foothills

Romero
<>f the mountains. This hogback consists of Dakota
sandstone and associated rocks steeply upturned on
the east side of the uplift of the main range of the
Rocky Mountains. The ridge is caused by the hard-

ments that eroded to a lower level the soft overlvimr shale on the

r goes southward up
vard through gaps i

in li-

re, i shale y alley a bed of hard sandsl
which constitutes a high ridg
south parallel to the hogback t

thickness, whi t« a high ridge extending for many
hogback ridge. The relations of these
action across the railway in the vicinity
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of milepost 779, half a mile beyond Ojita siding. The Spanish word
ojita (o-hee'ta) means little spring.

The sandstone in the ridge west of the railway is thick and hard, and

is a persistent member in the middle of the great succession of red

beds throughout this region. It is crossed by the railway in a sharp

turn to the west at milepost 785, at the bridge over Tecolote (tay-co-

lo'tay) Creek.

for some distance. On some of the higher mesas adjoining the track

At i liapelle there are long slopes .

beyond Chapelle the old Mexican p

passed a short distan
Chapelle. i

ftt TWnnl Snrii

among the Mexican resid.

of a high mesa to the s.

platform capped by the 1

way east of Chapelle, here,

rise of the strata. Owin<

the softness of the nndei

precipitous outward slope

In passing along the f<>

red beds for a short distan
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still lower limestone of the Magdalena group, 1 of Pennsylvanian age,

which is exposed in many of the railway cuts.

Just beyond Kibera (ree-bay'ra) the railway crosses Rio Pecos

(pay'cos), a large stream which rises in the south end of the Rocky
Mountains, flows across eastern New Mexico and the

Ribera. western part of Texas, and finally empties into the

Rio Grande. This is the first important stream of

" the Rio Grande drainage basin met in the westward

journey, although Gallinas and Tecolote creeks, above referred to,

arc in the Pecos basin. According to gagings by the United States

Geological Survey at Cowles, 20 miles or more to the north, the

flow of this river averages about 100 second-feet. The water is

used for irrigation at many places. There are many Mexican settle-

ments along Rio Pecos. One of these, San Miguel (me-gale'), is a

large plaza plainly visible from Ribera station, about a mile to the

south, and another, San Jose (ho-say'i. formerly an Indian village, is

a short distance east of milepost 802. It was at San Jose that Gen.

Kearnev and the Armv of the West encamped in 1846, expecting the

next day to have a battle with 2,000 Mexicans under Gov. Armijo

(ar-me'ho), who wen 1 reported to be waiting for them in the canyon

beyond the summit . The following day near Pecos they learned that

the Mexicans, after constructing elaborate breastworks, had quar-

reled among themselves, and the governor and his forces had discreet I v

retreated, leaving the way to Santa Fe open to the Americans.

It will be noted that most of the houses of the Mexican settlements

are built of adobe- iah-»loe'bays\ which are large bricks made of

sun-dried earth.3 The roofs and in some houses also the framework
i»o-,ts. and the better houses are plastered.

South of Sands and Fulton is a high plateau known as Glorieta

Mesa, the northeastern foot of which is followed by the railway to

Glorieta (glo-reeay'ta). This mesa presents toward
Fulton. the northeast a continuous line of cliffs, with level

,

crest, surmounting long slopes which descend to the
' valley of the Pecos. The railway is built along this

slope on an irregular shelf or series of shelves due to various sand-
stone beds in the lower part of the red bed series. Glorieta Mesa is

may be seen in the high built o
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capped by the gray to buff sandstone of the same bed which caps

Starvation Hill and the mesa southwest of Chapelle.

At Pajarita (pah-ha-ree'ta), a small Mexican settlement north of

the railway, 3 miles beyond Gise siding (see sheet 13, p. 88) and for

a mile or two west of that place, the railway is on or near the top of the

Magdalena, the same limestone as that which is exposed between
mileposts 792 and 794. This limestone is deeply trenched by the Rio
Pecos, which flows in a deep canyon 1 to 2 miles north of the railway

in the vicinity of Pajarita and Rowe. The high mesa cuts off the

view to the south, but there is in this region an extended vista to the

north up the valley of the Rio Pecos and along the many rocky ridges

constituting the southern extension of the Rocky Mountains.
A short distance beyond milepost 819, 3 miles north of Rowe, the

remains of Old Pecos Church are visible about 2 miles north of the

railway, and they continue in sight to and beyond
Rowe * Decatur siding, 1 mile beyond milepost 820. They

pSitL
6

S?

*

eet
' are shown in Plate XII, ^1 (p .

74)
.

These ruins mark
Kmims city 83i miles, the site of the old pueblo of Cicuye (see-koo'yay),

which occupied a large area on the top and slopes of

a long low ridge of red sandstone.

The traveler is now entering the land of the Pueblo Indians, who
have an interesting history, extending back many centuries. The
name Pueblo (pweb'lo) was applied to them by the earliest explorers

because they lived in well-established permanent villages (pueblos

in Spanish), in marked contrast to the transient camps of the nomadic
tribes to the east and west. With the Spanish conquerors and after

them came many self-sacrificing missionaries and other colonists

from Mexico and Spain, endeavoring to civilize the Pueblo people.

It is not easy to-day to appreciate the heroism of the men who so

bravely entered this strange and isolated country and ruled its

natives for 300 years. There were many struggles and massacres,

and the early chronicles are touching in their evidence of a religious

zeal that overcame severe privations.

At the time of Coronado's march of conquest there were reported

to be 71 pueblos in New Mexico and eastern Arizona, but numerous

remains of habitations of this character show that originally then'

were many more of them and that they occupied a much wider

territory in ancient times. In the seventeenth century the mis-

sionaries endeavored to concentrate the Pueblo people into fewer

settlements, not alone to strengthen them against attacks from the

savage nomadic tribes, but also to facilitate their conversion to

Christianity. The revolt of the Pueblo people against Spanish

authority, in 1680 to 1692, caused the abandonment of still more

pueblos. Only about 20 pueblos are now occupied, and of these
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only Acoma and possibly Isleta (ees-lay'ta) are on the same sites as

before the revolt of 1680.

The Pueblo houses are of uniform architecture, built of stone or

adobes iti terraces one upon another, the roof of one house being the

yard of the next. Ladders were used both for exterior and interior

climbing. Entrance was effected through a hole in the roof, through

which also the smoke escaped. Doors, chimneys, and the dome-

shaped ovens which seem so characteristic now were all introduced

by the Spaniards. The women built the houses and later the

churches as well.

The Pueblo people have always been weavers and potters, and it

is believed that the "Navajo blanket"' \\a> introduced to the Xavajos

by Pueblo women. They raised cotton prior to the conquest, and

the Spaniards introduced sheep. The Spaniards imposed an annual

tax on the Indians of a yard of cotton cloth and a bushel of corn

from each house.

In general the Spaniards were received with hospitality on their

arrival in 1540, but the lightness with which (oronado viewed his

Rowe. InCoronado\ tunc Peco, u a > a wcil-e,-tabuM>ed city, known
as Cicuye, much admired by the Spaniards. At that time it had two
communal structures four storic- j, .,!,. with over 500 rooms on the
ground floor, as well as other building, and a population estimated
between 10,000 and 20,000. In 1(517 thelndi msenx bed an elaborate
church, with four high towers, and a convent, under the encourage-
ment of the missionaries, who established schools of reading, writing,
and music. These Indians belonged to the Jemez (hay'mace) tribe,
though their isolation led to their being considered a separate nation.
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Cristo Range. It extends continuously northward through northern
New Mexico into Colorado. After passing through Glorieta Pass the
railroad turns southwestward and follows a series of canyons and val-
leys, the headwaters of a branch of Galisteo (gah-lis-tay'o) Creek, on
a continuous down grade to the Rio Grande at Santo Domingo.

'

In
40 miles the descent is 2,175 feet, of which the steeper part (963 feet)
is between Glorieta and Lamy.

This portion of the journey takes the traveler over a historic
battle ground, for here occurred a decisive clash between Union and
Confederate forces in 1862. A preliminary skirmish endin- iu favor
of the northern forces was followed by a battle that lasted nine hours
and ended in a truce. The Confederates, who were from Texas, were
superior in numbers and equipment, but their stores were burned in
a brilliant flanking movement. They returned to Santa Fe and
the northern forces to Fort Union. This is variously known as the
battle of Glorieta, of Apache Canyon, and of Pigeon's ranch, which
was near the scene of battle.

Beyond the big cut at Gloriel

the lower red beds for some disti

of hard sandstone that constitutes the mesa to the' east. Thisls the
western face of Glorieta Mesa, which at Glorieta Pass turns south-
ward. In a cut about 2 miles beyond the summit some thin-bedded
blue clays, included in the red beds, contain the remains of fresh-water
shells and insects, and ferns of Permian age. A short distance below
milepost 829 the sandstone that caps the mesa is brought down below
the track by an abrupt bend of the beds, and at this place it is well
exposed in cuts and canyon walls. Not far west it is cut off bv a
great fault.

J

On leaving the narrow pass in the canyon the train passes the little
Mexican village of Canyoncito on the right. At this place the Santa

Fe Trad, which the railway has followed thus far
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canyon m the granite is very narrow, deep, and winding and presents
many picturesque features carved in hard rock. This is the only
place at which the oldest rock of the Rocky Mountains is crossed by
the railway, and its presence here is due to two faults, or breaks in
the earth's crust, along which a narrow wedge oi the granite lias been
uplifted in relation to the adjoining red beds U the mouth of tin-

is e videui
&

tfosl train3 stop at Lam v. some of them
.t extends north to Santa Fe, U< miles.

remarkably pretty].itllehot

takes its name fro

of Santa Fe. At I,;iinv tin
S

' widens, and although on i

sses of til,.^southern continual i< >n of Gh

lature of New Mexico < then including Arizona > met here June 1, 18s

The church of San Miguel, the oldest church in the United States,

in Santa Fe.

To the transcontinental traveler the town is of special interest

the terminus of the old Santa Fe Trail. Every summer the caravai

found on their arrival that people had come to Santa Fe from all si.h

even from places as far awav as El Paso, to purchase their wares, ar

many stores were opened in Santa Fe expressly for the sale of the

goods. The wagons of many of the traders had a capacity equal I

97579°—Bull. 613—15 6



that of a small canal boat. They carried a load of domestic cottons,

silks, hardware, etc., which they were able to sell at 50 to 100 per

cent profit. This high rate was necessary considering not only the

long and perilous journey of transportation but also the import tax

that was levied upon these merchantmen of the plains by the Mexican

authorities—an exorbitant duty, sometimes as high as 100 per cent.

This entry duty was succeeded by another duty on the money carried

away, so the early traders frequently invested their gains in beaver

skins, which passed through free and yet netted a good profit on sale

At the ruins of San Cristobal (eris-toe'bahl), which is only about 7

miles south of Lamy and is easily reached by a good road through the

Pankey ranch, there are sandstone dill's marked with many well-

preserved Indian pictographs. They are opposite the site of San

Cristobal pueblo, which has recently been extensively excavated.

The pictographs were apparently traced by a hard-pointed stone or

arrowhead. Pictures were of great importance to the Indians, not

only those on rocks but the markings on their own bodies. The

body markings often acted as personal badges—of bravery, mar-

riage, freedom, or slavery—and in the same way, it is believed, most

of the rock pictures recorded the achievement of some individual.

Just west of Lamy station shales and limestones of Upper Creta-

ceous age (Manco-i arc well exposed, dipping steeply eastward, and

the Dakota sandstone and underlying Morrison shale crop out half a

mile north of the station. On the east side of the flat east of the

village these rocks are cut off by a prolongation of the fault which

passes down Apache Canyon. East of this fault rise steep slopes of

the red beds wi gh mesa extending southward from
(ilonet a Mesa. The relations of the rocks at Lamy are shown in

figure 14.

The prominent butte just south of Lamy, known as Cerro Colorado,

consists of Mesaverde sandstones overlying the Mancos shale. These
sandstones dip southwestward and underlie the country on both
sides of the railway for some distance. They are exposed exten-

sively in railway cuts and form prominent ridges along the railway
at intervals from Lamy to and beyond Kennedy.



A short distance north of Kennedy the Santa I-Y line is crossed
by the New Mexico Central Railroad, which extends from Santa

Fe, 25 miles north of Kennedy, to Torrence, on the El
Kennedy. paSQ & Southwestern system, 90 miles south. Just

north of Kennedy the railway crosses a yertical dike
' of basalt which extends east and west across the

country for a long distance, cutting the sandstone. Tts width aver-
ages about 30 feet, and, owing to the great resistance to erosion
offered by the hard igneous rock, its course is marked by a distinct

ridge from 30 to 100 feet high.

Two miles east of Kennedy is the Mexican village of Galisteo,

which was an important settlement two centuries ago. A short dis-

tance north of it are numerous low red mounds with traces of walls
marking the site of the Galisteo pueblo. In lfiso. or at the time
of the massacre, it had a population of about a thousand Tanos
Indians under control of the Spaniards, who had erected a hand-
some church. Six miles east, up the creek, was another pueblo,
San Cristobal, now marked by extensive ruins. Galisteo remained
prominent until late in the eighteenth century, when the Tanos,
greatly depleted by smallpox and the depredations of the Comanches,
removed to the village of Santo Domingo, on the Rio Grande, a
little farther west, where their descendants now live, preserving their
language and many customs.
About 5 miles south of Kennedy is a prominent butte, known as

Cerro Pelon (pay-lone', Spanish for bald), which consists of a thick
mass of igneous rock lying on sandstones.
A few rods beyond Ortiz, at milepost 847, is a quarry where a rock

known as breccia is taken out in large blocks to be used in protect-

ing the railway embankment at various places. This

breccia consists of angular masses of volcanic rocks

of various kinds mixed with more or less sand and
cemented together into stone of considerable hard

ness. The cementing agent is lime or silica deposited by under-
ground water passing through the deposit. This rock crops out in

extensive cliffs on the north side of the track for some distance on
both sides of Ortiz. It is a member of the Galisteo sandstone
(of probable Tertiary age), which occupies a basin of considerable
area extending northward under the sands and clays known as Santa
Fe marl.

The name Ortiz, applied to various features In central Xew Mexico,

belongs to a family which has been prominent in the history of the

Southwest since the arrival of its founder with De Vargas's expedition

of conquest after the pueblo revolt of 1680-1692.
A mile and a half beyond Ortiz, siding the Ortiz Mountains are

visible, 10 miles southwest of the railway. They consist of a thick
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body of igneous rock intruding the coal-bearing Mesaverde sandstone.

Considerable gold ore lias been found here and there along the

slopes of these mountains and also in placer form in the wash of many
of the draws leading out of them. The mining is done mainly by
Mexicans; none of it is on a large scale, but it has been in progress

. for more than two centuries and at, intervals si ill v idols a small profit.

Gold was taken from the Dolores mine in this district as early as 1830.

At milepost 849 the sandstones of later Cretaceous age rise from
beneath the Tertiary beds and appear in ledges of considerable promi-

nence just north of the railway, the ridge of breccia dropping back
to the north. Halfway between mileposts 849 and 850, this sand-

long, evpo^d in .• -mall area a d„,,i dki a, - i -r.h of the railway.

From this place westward the sandstones are conspicuous in promi-
nent ledges, in which most of the beds dip steeply to the southeast.

4

north of the railway, h ileposts 851 and s5l\

mass of igneous rock cuts across the beds of sandstone and
It was forced up in molten condition through cracks in the

A short distance farther west, where the igneous rock is

hills) is an old • ih.g, suMamd m-h ••. • „ the adjoinin

hiUs. At Madrid, a few miles south of it are larg
Los Cerrillos.

( ,>al mines whose product is taken by a branch rat
h .n.n- .,*.., „,,v to Waldo, the next st-ttion bexond Los CVrrillo.-

The total amount of coal so h tub

ulway was constructed the output of the mines was small,
l 1882 the deposits here became a very important source of su
rid a large area lias since been worked out. There are three



oipal beds of coal, ranging from 3 to 5 feet thick in greater pari

.

field is about 12 miles long and 3 to 8 miles wide. The coal c

in sandstone and shale of the Mesaverde formation. An intert

feature of this place is that a considerable part of the coal has

converted into anthracite and some of it into cuke by the he

two extensive sheets of igneous rock which have been forced

molten condition between the bed-. A large amount of this ai

v mvgularlv through the de

"varies greatly in size, color, t

elieveu that the turquoise ha:

the

mrnals of all the expeditions

ie slopes of Mount Chalchihu

errillos, 1 the earliest observer

>ng abandoned, for the debris

;neous rock
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and found numerous stone hammers. It was evident that the work-

ings were of great antiquity.

The ruins of the old pueblo of San Marcos stand a short distance

north of Los Cerrillos.

At Waldo the branch railway from Madrid joins the main line.

West of Waldo the route crosses a thick body of Mancos shale, dipping

mostly eastward. Near milepost 858, about 4 miles
Waldo. west f wald(^ the Dakota and associated sandstones
1

'

' and shales are brought up in regular succession from
Kansas City smiles. ^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^^ ^.^^ ^^
sures not far from the railway. The main mass of sandstone, which

tinues in sight to the north I'm- nearly a mile. This thick deposit of

gypsum, 1 on account of its snow-white color and the large mass

exposed, is one of the most conspicuous occurrences of the mineral in

the Southwest.

At Rosario siding the cliff of gypsum may be seen to bear off to

the northeast, and the country for many miles wTest of that place is

occupied by the sands, gravels, and loams of the formation known

as the Santa Fe marl, which is of late Tertiary age. There are con-

spicuous exposures of this formation all ..long the slopes of the valley

of Galisteo Creek, past Domingo station, to the Rio Grande. The
beds lie nearly level and are mostly carved into badland forms. In

some of the mesas in view far to the northeast these marls are over-

lain by some thick sheets of black lava (basalt), which wrere poured

out over the plain before the valleys had been excavated as deep as

they are at present.

By looking up the Rio Grande from the mouth of Galisteo Creek,

which is 2 miles west of Domingo, the traveler may discern White

Rock Canyon, through which the river flows for sev-
Domingo. ^ nultS

'
.ulil iu wfoch it is joined on the west by

KMstici^^S/Siies
Pa

J
arita and Frijole (free-ho'lay) creeks. In the deep

mies
canyons of these creeks are some of the most exten-

sive and remad lings in the West. The rock of the

canyon walls is a volcanic tuff of very massive structure and only

moderate hardness. This great body of tuff lies against the east

flank of the Valle Grande (vahTyay grahn'day) Mountains, which rise

prominently 20 miles to the northwest. In the canyon walls this

1 Gypsum consists of calcium sulphate i is prepared by heating gypsum to a mod-
with about 20 per cent of combined water, erately high temperature to drive off the

It is the Hource of plaster of Paris, which combined water and grinding the result-

is used extensively in the arts and which
| ing mass to a fine powder.



tuff rises in high cliffs, in which thousands of excavations '

by the aborigines. These places afforded particularly favor*

ditions for dwellings, owing to their inaccessibility to the en

comparative ease of defense.

The cliff dwellings, of which there are many in New Me:

Arizona, were occupied by Pueblo Indians and their ancefib

cially in time of danger from hostile tribes. Some of th

located near streams and fields and it is likely that they w<

pied as dwelling [daces and for storage of grain and other

at times when no danger threatened. In the edge of tb

Plateau, which faces the Rio Grande a few miles north

Domingo, there are thousands of caves that were thus us<

early history of the Pueblo people affords many examples

willingness to abandon an old home, or even a pueblo, when

their interests to do so. This, in some measure, account,

great number of ruins in the Southwest, and thus it nms

imagined that chif dwellings were deserted only because of t

munition of the tribe that had occupied them.

The Rio Grande, the east bank of which is followed by tin

from the mouth of Galisteo Creek to Albuquerque and be

one of the longest streams in the United States, draining a \

of the central Korkv Mountains in Colorado and north

de Xuestra Sen.ua (River of Our Lady). The bottom lauds that

extend along the river at most places have been utilized for ruany

centuries for agriculture and there are almost continuous settlements

and ranches along both sides. As early as 1680 there were 19 ranches

of Spaniards in the general Albuquerque region.

Many of the present randies and \ Mages arc peopled by Mexicans.

but there are also numerous settlements of Indian-. )ne large Indian

village is at Santo Domingo (see PI. XII, B, p. 74), not tar aor^oi

the railway, half a mile below the mouth of Galisteo ( reek. I his

pueblo, known to be the third one built on this mt.-. wu^ cMabh-hed

as Gipuyi 200 years ago. Because of its proximity to the Rio Grande

it has suffered disastrously in three great floods. There are at Santo

Domingo now about 800 Indians living in fairly comfortable adobe

houses and cultivating an extensive area of adjoining fields, largely

irrigated from the Rio Grande. These Indians have for a long 1

. turquoise from Los CcmUos. Together

with those at San Felipe (fay-lee 'pay ), Cochiti (

Keresan tribe, of which the Acoma and Lagu

western division. Thev have a language very

sion of the

s form the

om that of
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other Indians in New Mexico. On their feast day, which is about

features. This' is attended by a large number of people, who are made

Southwestward from Santo Domingo along the east bank of the

Rio Grande there are extensive exposures of the Santa Fe marl in

long slopes, partly of a badland character. In places on the west side

this material constitutes the slopes of mesas of considerable height,

which are capped bv lava Hows (basalt).

Opposite milepost S75. 21 miles beyond hdota (ay-lo'ta) siding,

still older p.iehlo built for pro, ee, im, against the Sj

still earlier time the Indians bad other places of re

ing Cubero (koo-bav'ro), all bearing the name Ka
Indians, like those at Santo Don.iajn, are of Keros;

places'inthe valley "of 'the

> adjoining highlands and

mi1
"'

gray to p , ctenda along
the valley in a belt of considerable width. On the west Bide of the

This material is caLled \riarl because ir is a fine liglit-coWed silt.
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the Santa Fe marl, at a point 6 miles northeast of Algodones, consist

of the Dakota and associated sandstones and the red beds, while

farther south the underlying rock- appear in a ridge of limestone

(the Magdalena) which rises gradually to a high range known as the

Sandia Mountain-- (sahn-dee'ah, Spanish for watermelon). This

range is a very prominent feature that extends along the east side

of the Rio Grande valley for 7 miles. Its higher summits rise some-

what above an altitude of 10,000 feet—that is, 5,000 feet above the

Ruiz (rwees) is a contraction of the name of the Franciscan friar

Rodriguez, who organized a small expedition from Mexico in I5S1.

On an exploring trip through the pueblos he and

two other Franciscans remained after the departure

j^;;

'

1

,'

1 '

r
J,

i

;."'',";
t*

J

'

1

'

.

of their soldiers. The three friars were murdered
6S

' by the Indian*, Rodriguez being the last of the three.

He was killed in this neighborhood, and his bod-, was thrown into

the Rio Grande, which was then in flood.

On the west side of the river opposite Ruiz, a small body of black

volcanic rock (basalt ) is exposed, cutting across the marls and forming

a small peak. Probably this represents a feeder for the lava flow on

dred fe,et of lim Cstoi le, win.

modera n slo

west a ored
3
alums;

which is readily recognized

A cross seetiou « rf th<

son'^, ;.;:.;

Paso, wi

:S!s

as shown

B it dips b

'i-'X an to Tr

been supposed that
'.,'.:, ;;;-;.;;/

th.-y aiv :;

u

;

!

: ;,;;;;;
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Bernalillo (bare-nah-leel'yo, locally ber-nah-lee'yo ; Spanish for

little Bernard) was so named because it was settled by descendants

of Bemal Diaz del Castillo, who was associated with
Bernalillo. Cortez in the conquest of Mexico. The population

Elevation 5,033 feet, consists mainly of Mexicans, and the village is one of

I"'''

1

','.'.','
1

,
1|

,

,

ulill , the oldest settlements in the valley. The fertility of

the wide valley and the favorable conditions for irri-

gating by use of the water of the Rio Grande have been the principal

factors in sustaining a large settlement at this place. De Vargas,

the Spanish governor who restored Spanish domination after a lapse

of 12 years, died here in 1704. There have been Indian villages on

the same site and in the vicinity for centuries.

A short distance north of Bernalillo began the province of the Tigua

group of Pueblo people, who became famous through the narratives

of the early historians. They comprised three geographic divisions,

of which the one living in the region extending from Bernalillo 35

miles south was the middle. The reported population in 1630 was

7,000, living in 15 or 16 pueblos. Their principal settlement,

Puaray (pwa-rye'), called by the early explorers Tiguex, lies in

ruins at the south end of the present village of Bernalillo. It was
probably here that Coronado spent his first winter and here that he

conducted a 50-day siege during the revolt of the Tigua villages

against him. His success led to the first plundering of the town
by the Spaniards; the last occurred at the time of the general revolt

of the Pueblos against Spanish rule in 1680 and resulted in the final

abandonment of the village by the Indians.

From Bernalillo to Albuquerque, a distance of 16 miles, the railway

continues along the east side of the Rio Grande, but in some places it

is separated from the stream by wide alluvial flats, which at Albu-
querque are more than a mile across. The Tigua pueblo of Sandia is

on the east side of the Rio Grande about 12 miles north of Albu-
querque, it was visited by Coronado and had many vicissitudes of

abandonment and burning, but was reestablished bv



Ten miles from Albuquerque is the ruined pueblo of Alameda

(ah-lah-may'da, Spanish for row of cottonwoods). This was a

Tigua village which was built upon the banks of the

Alameda. Rio Grande, but owing to a change in the course of

Elevation 4,980 feet, that variable stream, it lies now a mile from the river's

KXasa^wmiies. ed8e - Here Cardenas had 200 Indians burned at the

stake, a crime for which be was thrown into prison

when he returned to Spain. Like its companion villages of Puaray

(at Bernalillo) and Sandia, Alameda was burned by the Spaniards at

the time of the general uprising in 1680.

To the east there are fine views of the west front of the Sandia

Mountains. (See PL XIII, A, p. 75.) Near Albuquerque it may be

seen that this range is terminated on the south by a deep gap,

south of which rises another range, of similar structure, known as the

Manzano Mountains.

The portion of Albuquerque (ahl-boo-care'kay) known as "old

town" extends along the river bank a mile to the west; the part

near the railway is much younger. The city was

Albuquerque. founded in 1701 by Gov. Pedro Rodriguez y Cubero.

Elevation 4,954 feet, who established 30 families there and applied to it

l^"";;

1

;,
'

'„;;;;, ,_ the name of the Duke of Alburquerque. who had

been viceroy of New Spain. The duke, who never

came to America, ordered the name changed to San Felipe de

Alburquerque as a compliment to the reigning king. In the course

of years the name has been reduced to one word and a slight change

has been made hi the spelling. Albuquerque was an important

center in the Spanish ;\\u\ Mexican occupation, and Gen. Phil.

Sheridan made it his headquarters until 1870. It is now the

largest ot> in Now Mexico and is an important commercial and

industrial center. It is a railway division point, with large machine

shops and a plant for creosoting railway ties. All the trains stop

for half an hour or longer, close to the large Alvarado Hotel, named

for Hernando de Alvarado, who accompanied Coronado on his

journey of discovery and conquest. In one part of this beautiful

building is an interesting salesroom of Indian goods, which is a

museum of Indian arts. The entire budding is in the mission style.

Indians from Isleta frequent the corridor of this building, offering

pottery and other products of their handicraft at low prices.

In the eastern part of the city, about a mile from the station, are

the State University buildings, of Pueblo Indian style, and in the

old town to the west still stands the mission church of San Felipe de

Neri, built in 1735.

From Albuquerque an important branch of the Santa Fe continues

south down the Rio Grande valley to El Paso, and from this bran- h

another diverges at Rincon to Deming, Silver City, and Lake \ alley.



The railway was built through to Albuquerque in 1880 and the line to
Deming was opened in the spring of 1881. For some time before the
building of the Atlantic & Pacific Railroad, now the western part of
the Santa Fe system, this line by way of Deming and thence over
the Southern Pacific was the principal outlet to the Pacific coast

There are but few mines m the vicinity of Albuquerque, although

tains to the east. Much of the ,m><!urt of tin- niauv ranches is

On leaving Albuquerque the train g<

Abajo (see shed 14, p. 98) and continii

Rio Grande valley for
Abaj0 -

is a mesa of moderate
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Here and there in the rocky cliffs and canyons are the present and
former communal homes of aboriginal peoples, whose arts and reli-
gious ceremonials partly lift the veil of the past and reveal glimpses
of earlier stages of human culture. These vast expanses were long
ago the abode of aboriginal tribes; later they were explored and
dominated by the mounted Spanish conquistadores: and finally they
have been made accessible to all by the comfortable railway of to-day.
The plateau country and its approaches, in all their aspects—geologic,
ethnologic, and historical—form a region which will hold the atten-
tion of all passers-by in whom there exists a spark of appreciation of
striking natural phenomena and significant human events.
A short distance beyond Islet a the main line of the Santa Fe begins

its climb out of the valley of the Rio Grande, ascending by a rather

Sand"
Steep grade t0 the mesa wtich lies west oi tne riveran ,a -

flat. The crest of this mesa is reached at Sandia
siding. 1 In the cuts on this ascent there are many
exposures of sands and loams (Santa Fe marl) which

are capped by sheets of lava and volcanic cones on both sides of the
track. The railway reaches the edge of the lava sheet a short dis-
tance beyond milepost 16 and passes over it for 2 miles or more
There is a group of volcanic cones 2 miles west and another group to
the northwest of milepost 21. From these cones small flows of lava
spread over areas of moderate extent at a time not very remote
geologically, when the river valley was about 200 feet less deep than

just beyond Sandia siding there are
tion. About 15 miles to the east may
of the Manzano Range, the high ridge
extension of the Sandia Mountains and
lar to the south is a prominent peak
(lah-dro'nace, Spanish for thieves), con-
mass of pre-Cambrian granite overlain
group. To the west is a wide region of
ises a very prominent peak, known as

H.'- pla.v -li,,iM n ,,t beconf
« * pueblo of Sandia, which

'! - '•-' m !•- north of Albuquerque.
2 The region west of the Rio Grande,

well known to geologists as " the plateau

its geography and geologic -:

' i, il-

lying nearly horizontal
wide dip

with steep fronts and r

smooth to ps. The hard

softer bed s crop out in t

teaus cu apart from t

ie slopes. There
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Mount Taylor, 11,389 feet high. It will be scon that the mesa

plain of Santa Fe marl extends far to the north and south,

tilling a broad basin between the mountains. Originally it-

was a continuous plain, but the Rio Grande has cut a wide

for itself 200 feet or more deep through the center of the pla

now the river flows along the bottom of this valley, with a n

plateau of the "marls" forming cliffs or slopes on each side.

After crossing the low divide on the plateau beyond Sun.

ing the train descends by a tortuous route to the valley of t

Puerco (pwair'eo, Spanish for dirty). On the way it passes t

many cuts in the Santa Fe marl that exhibit the eharacterr.

the deposits, which are mostly sands and loams, in some

consolidated into loose sandstones.

The Rio Puerco is a long stream draining the mesa country

northwest and emptying into the Rio Grande some distance soi

of the crossing. Its valley is excavated mostly in soft bed-

Santa Fe marl and underlying -hales (late Cretaceous). To tl

is the Mesa Lucera (loo-say'ra), a plateau capped by a thick s

lava (basalt) lying on sandstones and shales. These stra

steeply eastward in a low line of foothills extending along ti

side of the mesa, but they are nearly level under the lava cap.

A short distance south of Rio Puerco station there are :

small knobs of volcanic rock rising above the wide valley b

West of Rio Puerco siding the old main line is

Rio Puerco.
|eled for a few liuie9 Dy a new track diverging

"'^'^ left for the westbound traffic and rejoining t

Rio Puerco Div nee of

far to the north of the

places high cones or necks of older vol-

canic rocks rise above the platforms. .m<!

red cinder cones mark the

orifices of later eruptions. The province uplifted or depressed in

in inark.-dly different in physiographic

and structural characters from the Rocky along which great bloc

Mountain country on tile east and the bodilv up or down on o

region of deserts and long rugged ridges on tion to those on the otr

peculiar structural cond

This section of the country is one of special kind of stresses

great interest to the student of geology, crust, are here localized

tively great extent, surro

hibited, and therefore it presents more in which there is muc

rations of geologic features tilting and breaking of th

than the adjoining provinces. It extends and faults.

other side. These



art hv the alluvium ,., wu^ laid dmvn by the strean

ion is on this lava sheet. A short distance to th

southeast is a small mesa in ^hich an older lava she(

caps luiil' sandstone (Dakota), shales (Morrison?), an

kola and owrlviu- d »an, u~ . i\, i- , ,v the sand-

>anksofshaloor<-la\,m^vat-rpartof ;,ah-mT,Mu.h



Three miles west of Suwanee there is an e:

geyser cone not far south of the tracks. (See PL XIII,
It contains a shallow crater 30 feet in diameter with walls of a hot-
spring deposit, which also constitutes the low cone in which it is situ-

ated. The form of the bowl and cone indicates that at a time not
very remote there was at this place a hot spring, or possibly a geyser

similar to those now active in the Yellowstone Park. South of

Armijo siding a large valley from the south enters that of the San
Jose. About 10 miles up this valley is a large recent volcanic cone,

Cerro Verde (vair'day \ and its lava How appears to extend down to

the San Jose Valley.

At Rito (ree'to) the railway passes a small pueblo (El Rito) of

Laguna Indians, built on a low lava-capped plateau a short distance

south of the railway. There are now only a few

Indians at this place, as those living higher up the
Elevation 5,664 feet. valley cut off the water during the irrigating season.

Those Indians subsist by raising sheep and goats and

cultivating small crops.

South of Rito there is a high mesa of red and buff sandstone (Zuni)

• extending far to the south. To the north is a high cliff capped by

bright-red sandstones, at the base of which is the outcrop of a great

deposit of pure-white gypsum, 50 feet or more thick. As shown in

Plate XIV, B (p. 96), it extends along the north side of the track

for some distance. It is one of the most prominent exposures of

gypsum known, rivaling the one east of Rosario station (see p. 82)

and apparently of the same age. Figure 18 is introduced to show

the succession of rocks in which the gypsum occurs at both places.

This bed of gypsum crops out at several points in the region between

Rosario and Rito with the same relations to adjoining rocks, so that

there is no doubt as to its continuity. It is the same deposit which

is exposed north of Suwanee, as shown in figure 17. It has been

97579°—Bull. 613—15 7
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>ved by erosion over wide areas where the rocks are uplifted,

on the other hand, it underlies a district of great extent in

est of Rito the San Jose Valley narrows considerably and the

ray follows its verv crooked course to Quirk siding. In this

•val there are numerous exposures of the edge of the lava flow

h ran down the Sun dose Valley to and beyond Suwanee. Most
le lava is south of the railway in this vicinity; on the north side

•duffs of the huff Zuni sandstone above referred to. This sand-

e is also exposed in deep railway cuts west of Quirk, where it is

lain by light-colored shales and clays that extend up to a thick

ession of sandstones (Dakota and higher). In the high mesas a

or two north of the railway these sandstones are capped by a

tof older lava (basalt).

igona station is nearly a mile north of the Indian pueblo of

Laguna, through which the railway passed prior to a
na - recent change of course to diminish distance and

i .n -..?.: fe, i grade. This pueblo is one of the most interest ing and
',','

',

11

„;V Pll! ,,
accessible along the Santa Fe Railway and is visited

by many tourists, who find accommodations, if neces-

. at the houses of some of the .V of the small

•The
|

eblo.

Ind

i believed that consr

en the w
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tradition they are of mixed stock from the older pueblos. Their town
is a relatively new settlement, dating back to about 1097, when it

was established vnih the name San Jose de la Laguna, by Gov. ( 'ubero.

The village is built on ledges of buff sandstone on the north bank of

San Jose River, which the- Indian- at that time called the Cubero

This stream affords water for domestic use as well as for the irriga-

tion of small areas of various kinds of crops on which the natives

subsist. The Indians had a Spanish grant of over a quarter of a

million acres, most of which, however, was desert land. Around
their principal pueblo, Laguna, they had many small villages, in

which they lived during the summer. Of late years they have occu-

pied some of these villages (Paquate. Negra, Kinino. and Casa Blanca)

permanently. About 1 ,N00 Indians live in or near Laguna.

On both sides of the valley of San Jose River at Laguna, and along

the branch canyons from the north and south, are high mesas with

cliffs of sandstone. The beds lie nearly horizontal. The mesas are

capped by gray to buff sandstones (Dakota and younger), while the

lower cliffs are of massive buff Zuni sandstone. In the intermediate

slopes there are extensive exposures of the pale greenish-gray clays,

as in other sections east, which extend along the >ides of the valley

for some distance wTest beyond Cubero (koo-bay'ro) siding.

A short distance southwest of Laguna there conies in from the

south a large valley, which heads in the vicinity of Aroma, one of

the most remarkable Indian pueblos in the Southwest. As shown

in Plate XV (p. 97), this place is built on top of a high, isolated mesa

with precipitous walls of gray sandstone ('see fig. 19) and has been

an object of great interest to travelers ever since the first visit of

Coronado. It is notable as the oldest continuously inhabited settle-

ment in the United States. Unlike most of the other pueblo villages,

Acoma is recorded in the early chronicles as the home of a people

feared by the residents of the whole country around as robbers and

warriors. Its location upon a precipitous white rock (Akome,

"people of the white rock") rendered it_well-nigh impregnable to

native enemies as well as to Spanish conquerors, for the only means

of approaching it was by climbing up an easily guarded cleft in the

rock. However, one of the Spanish expeditions, with 70 men. suc-

ceeded in killing 1,500 of these Indians—half their total number-

battle in 1599. The entrance and stairway m use
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now are the same that were described by Alvarado on his visit with
Coronado's expedition in 1540. The height of the mesa is 350 feet.
The Acoma people are expert makers of pottery, as are also the
Laguna Indians.

A short distance north of Acoma is the famous Mesa Encantada
(enchanted mesa*, shown in Plato XIV, A. on which was located,

K-itzii 'f

t(> thV tnuhtum °f tho Acomas
>
their prehistoric village of

wlin-h"

1 '" 1

r/
!lSll

"|

IV;l
.

,

.'
luMMi 'nlu L:,^ llll;l

»>.V a drive of 18 miles, for
\\ lh i a earn and Indian driver can usually be obtained at Laguna.

"ill he [omul that tho Indians of Aroma arc rather indifferent to
the desire of the tourist to see the sights of the place unless some
''numeration is offered. The large church, built mainly of slabs of
rock, is still m excellent condition, although it was built about 1699.
1
lie vow Mexico budding at the Pam.ma-Califoniia Imposition at

San Diego is patterned after this church, with the portico modified
;ll1,

T ""7 ll,,lrl1 at Co.-luti. The population in 1902 was 566.

t ic San Jose. This stream for part of the year furnishes water for a
small amount of irrigation, mostly by the Indians of the Acoma
ii ><'• *no maintain summer villages at different places.
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mountain is an i-olated mass consisting
mdesite) and represents an eruption of con-
ch older than the sheets of black lava (basalt)

i or mesas along the north side of the valley.
.
outflows the valleys have been cut to their

)
to 2,000 feet and a considerable area of the

a removed, as shown in figure 20. Mount







A short, distance south of the track near milepost 77 is tr

pueblo of Acomita, which belongs to the Acoma Indians am
as a home for about 200 of them during the summer when t

cultivating the fields in the bottom of the valley. There is a

States Indian school here and a good road southward to Aoo

Mount Taylor is again visible from Alaska siding and we

that place for a mile or two. The platform from which it rise:

ered by a sheet of black lava (basalt) cappii

Alaska. and long slopes of the iater Cretaceous san<
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ing the region west of Acoma.

Halfway between mileposts 80 and 81, the lava sheet in the

of the vallev is plainly visible. The lava flowed out of vent:

t
allej nf an Jose River* as excavated.

gion t > the west at ft time much later han that of the er

16 lav; sheet whi h eaps the m sa that

alley fron Lagnna westward. At milepost 81 th

;<-,pti,

McCa
nallv -<>o<l view of Mom t.Tayloi

In the bottom of the vallev. a short distai

is the termination of a lava Bow that is ex

the lava that occupies the valley farther ea

along its northern margin for several miles

st. Th^railwaye

in This region. The surface of the lava isex<

'parts of the earth
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having been shattered into large fragments by the flow movement,

and other parts consisting of great blisters, mostly broken and show-

ing caverns underneath. Much of the smoother surface of the lava

is black and ropy, very similar to slag from a blast furnace. There

is but little vegetation over its surface, and all its features indicate

that it is a relatively very recent flow. Some of the Pueblo Indians

of the region have a legend, handed down for several generations, of

a river of lire in San Jose Valley, and It seems no1 unlikely that the

forefathers of these people witnessed this outflow. It is said that the

lava has ilowed around the corner of an old stone wall at one point

above MeCartys, but on inspection of this wall it appears more likely

that the wall was built into an angular jog in the margin of the sheet.

This lava flow extends 20 miles up the valley, and except for a short

distance near milepost SO the railway is close to its northern edge.

As the valley widens beyond Horace the lava sheet spreads out to the

south, and probably it came from cones which are visible in that

Near milepost *H) the beds of cock in the canyon walls begin to rise

gradually toward the west, and the Dakota sand-tone and under-

lying beds, including the massive gray sandstone seen
Horace. ne;H. Lagull!l aU( j Acoma, appear again. These rocks

extend along the base of the cliffs far to the north and

south of the railway. The rise of the beds continues

past Horace siding for 1^ mdes to milepo>t *.>2. where a sandstone

butte north of the track shows the beds dipping eastward at angles

Just north of Horace the sandstone mesa north of the track is 300

or 400 feet high and capped by a thick sheet of older lava (basalt),

finally bears off to the northwest as the vallev widens, and a corre-

sponding cliff extends south. Four miles west of Horace the valley

the very recent lava flow mentioned above.

Grant is a local center for ranch and stock interests in the adjoining

region. Just north of Grant is a lava-capped mesa which continues

about 5 miles west, gradually bearing off to the north.
ran

" In places the edge of the lava shows columnar struc-

ture. South of the track there are good exposures of

the recent lava sheet above referred to, showing a

large amount of very rough surface with great broken blister cracks
and much ropy lava.

Afew miles i . mj (zoon'ye) Mountains are in sight
to the west. These mountains are the result of an extensive dome-
shaped uplift of the earths crust. In its higher central part, from
which the sedimentary rocks have been removed, the old granites and
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Schists appear, constituting a group of high sum
prominence. One of these, Mount Sedgwick, has

feet. The Zuni Mountains extend westward alo

the San Jose Valley and across the Continent;

Gallup, the railway deflecting its course somewli

to pass around their foothills. Many features of

on the northeast slope of this uplift are visible

Bluewater stations, including some deep can von
cliffs of the white limestone and sandstone of late

The northeastward dip is plainly perceptible, an

ridges of granite of the interior of the uplift may
nating in Mount Sedgwick.

Northeast of the railway a wide vallev extend

cliffs of red sandstones and grav sandstones (Dakc
of later Cretaceous age farther back. From a p
station there are fine views of the west side of A

water is a Mormon set tlem

> irrigate3 fruits, alfalfa, an

north b^reastofBluewatei

vallev siope a round black « oder*

- • known as El Tintero (tin-tay'ro, Spanish

KuiM-. it. i
ojs miles. from the deep hole or crater in its top.

in Plate XVI, B (p. 100). The lava flow

Jose Valley at Horace and Grant extends to this cone, w
marks a source of the outflow. El Tintero is plainly ii

north of the track for several miles, or nearly to milepos

the lava ceases and is succeeded by red and gray shale of

The shale represents some of the red shales and sand;

overlie the massive sandstone of the midde of the red

Glorieta region, between Las Vegas and Lamy.
A short distance southeast of the railway low knobs n

distance farther smith -till lower lime-tones, of Carboi

rise gradually on the northeast slope of the Zuni uplift.

through a hi ••. the -..ft red and -ra\



buttresses are curved into a great variety of massive forms. These

very conspicuous and beautiful features continue in sight for a long

distance along the north slope of the Zuni uplift.

The strata appear to be horizontal, but they dip at low angle to

the northeast or at right angles to the line of the railway.

Figure 21, a section near the Continental Divide, shows the succes-

sion of beds on the slopes of the Zuni Mountains south of the railway

and in the walls of red sandstone and overlying rocks to the north.

In the region about Thoreau the principal industry is the raising of

sheep, goats, and cattle. Many Navajo Indians, engaged mainly in

goat raising, live in the country to the north. This

Thoreau. js the place from which the extensive prehistoric ruins

i fo ition ; i 5 f.f r of Chaco Canyon, 50 miles to the north, are reached.

, s
One of these ruins, now called Pueblo Bonito, was a

house of about 1,000 rooms. At Thoreau and for the

next few miles beyond there are especially fine views of the great cliffs

of rod Winguto sand>tone in the north.

it! Limestone

If ,_r
l

red .M&,

The climb up to the Continent al Divide is made on a very moderate
gvade, about 21 feet to the mile. There is no mountain top to be

„ attained, for the divide is in a broad east-west depres-
*

^*_ sion known as Campbells Pass. The summit, which

is reached at Gonzales siding, halfway between mile-

posts 130 and 131, is at an altitude of 7,250 feet, or

358 feet lower than Raton Pass. A large sign erected just north of

the track states that the Continental Divide is crossed at this place.

This divide, which crosses the ZuniMountains to the south and passes

over the high cliffs to the north, separates the waters of San Jose
River and the Rio Puerco, affluents of the Rio Grande, from those of

the Rio Puerco (of the West), a branch of the Little Colorado, which
flows into the Colorado and so empties into the Pacific Ocean.
West of Gonzales there are two lines as far as Perea; the west-

bound trains take the left-hand track and pass through South Guam
siding, halfway between mileposts 136 and 137. In this vicinity the
great red wall to the north is a prominent feature, and to the south
rise the long slopes of -andstone and limestone leading up to the
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stitutmgwooded summit of the Zuui Mountains. A small rid

a foothill to these mountains is due to the outcrop of the bed of coarse
Shinarump sandstone which lies beneath the shales of the wide valley
followed by the railway.

The wall of red Wingate sandstone 2 miles north of Perea siding is

broken into numerous massive buttresses, which rise to a high shelf

of moderate width extending back to still higher steps of lighter-

colored sandstones and shale (the Zuni), capped by the Dakota sand-
stone far in the background. These features continue in view to

Wingate station.

Wingate is the station for old Fort Wingate, which is 3 miles due
south of it. Until recently this fort was sustained by the Govern-

ment as a military depot, with several regiments

ready for active duty. During part of 1914 the old

buildings were used for housing the 4,000 Mexican
Federal troops and their families who were forced into

Texas at Eagle Pass. These people were employed in working roads

in the vicinity.

The traveler is here well within the land of the Navajo (nav'a-ho)

Indians, now peaceful blanket makers, herders, and farmers, but for

a long time one of the predatory savage tribes, the terror of the Pueblo

people and their ancestors. 1

Wingate.

lsi!:tl!
:

The Nuvajos were wily warriors, and

or other depredations

t After the acquisition of

uthwest by the United States, they

many citizens, especially when The

e succeeded i i ix,.-;. <

•1. Kit

Mexico, when- they were held as prison-

ers until 1867. Then they were permitted
to return to their old haunts in western

New Mexico and northeastern Arizona,

was apportioned

3 they have been

Navajoe and Apaches from 1849 to

«»6 cost the United States $50,000,000.

The Navajo Reservation covers more

west of Can

they were counted j

lies de Navajo,'' from Navahu,

une of an old Tigua pueblo in

cinity of which they lived. Most

oi live in temporary hogans, built

of sticks covered by earth and

tes, and they frequently move from

to place. Usually a few families

?ar together, and they congregate

l bring them nearly $500,000 a

aen and boys tend their shee;

and raise a few crops. They

losely adjusted To their eir

beyond the simplest necessities.
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along the red shale valleyWest of Wingate the railway <

but gradually approaches much nearer to the foot of the great red
cliffs than in the region farther east, affording particularly good views
of some of their picturesque features. Due north of milepost 150 a
remarkable rocky pinnacle, known as the Navajo Church (see PL
XVII), may be seen. Its sharp spires of white sandstone, about 200
feet high, rise conspicuously above the rocky slopes at the top of the
walls of red sandstone. It is a striking object, fashioned by the
irregular erosion of the massive Zuni sandstone by rain and frost , and

west is Pyramid Rock (shown in PL XVI, A), a conical mass of the
same material.

Not far west of Zuni siding (milepost 152) the axis of the arch of

the Zuni uplift is crossed, the beds on its crest pitching steeply to the

^/ ^ oftheaxis'thebeds

& <$^ f^ & <? au< dip steeply to

1 J$/s> thewest and south-

cially at the latter,

where the railroad

n° M«
nd underlying b6ds fa and near the^ 3 mfles east of Gallup

' and creek pass

through a narrow
gap having walls of nearly vertical beds of the Dakota and overlying

sandstones, as shown in Plate XVIII. This steep dip to the west
carries these sands

coal-bearing sandsi

PL XIX, A.) Th
is so rapid as to gi

the railway, but <

ciable break. Th.

The narrow zon

v:i!hi a short distance, beneath

v basin to the west. (See

rly vertical to horizontal

tult in the slope north of

that there is no appre-

are shown in figure 22.

11 along the west side of

urse may be seen bearing

Th. ! ,of

own about 30,000 cattle, 1,400,000 sheep,

320,000 goats, and 250,000 horses, burros^

and mules. In 1914 they sold 3,375,000
pounds of wool from native sheep, and
293,463 pounds of merino wool, valued in
all at $465,000.

Despite the'r history as predatory sav-
ages, the Navajoa are in general jovial,

truthful, intelligent, and, as Indians go,

vocabulary, a complex grammar,
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^eous age (Mesaverde)

,

ous coal which are woi

balance
i

of Gallup

there are amj
special occask

ruins. The present pueblo of Zuni was built 200 years ago, and hei

was concentrated what remained of the people of Cibola. The Unite

States has recently built a dam to hold water for irrigation at Zun
an undertaking which is greatly appreciated by these progressive an

prosperous Indians. Their population, which is 1,640, has remaine

about the same for the last 30 years.

'The coal that is extensively mined fora long time in large quantities. Eva
about Gallup is a subbituminous coal tually it will be compressed into br

occurs mainly in a bed 5J feet thick, con- these unfavorable characteristics. Th

tained in the Mesaverde formation. It is average Gallup coal contains about 4

used on locomotives and shipped great per cent of fixed carbon. 40 per cent .

distances along the railway for manufac- volatile coui1>u>tibh matter. 11 per ceii

turing and domestic use. Its keeping oi moisture, ami <> pci com -, a,h. fh
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At Gallup a large supply of excellent water is obtained from artesian
wells sunk through the coal-bearing rocks into the underlying sand-
stones. Without this underground supply the town would be greatly
hampered, for the surface waters in the vicinity are very small in
volume and mostly of had quality. The well water is carried in tank
cars to supply many stations along the railway where the local water
i3 not satisfactory. 1

A coal mine, plainly visible a quarter of a mile north of the track a
mile west of Gallup, is one of the large producers of the area. Just
south of a point two-tenths of a mile beyond milepost 163, west of

West Yard siding (see sheet 16, p. 108), is a knob due to a mass of

dark igneous rock (vogesite), cutting the coal-bearing rocks, and
another small dike of the same material appears half a mile farther
southwest.

At milepost 163 sandstones below the coal measures appear, and a
short distance north of milepost 166, which is at Defiance siding, they
arch over, forming a well-marked anticline. Beyond this arch the
beds dip west for a short distance at moderately steep angles, into a
shallow syncline, out of which they rise again on an easterly dip at

mdepost 167. The easterly dip continues for some distance, bringing
up lower and lower beds of the sandstone in succession toward the
west. Finally at milepost 176 appears one of the lower sandstones,
200 feet thick, forming a high wall on both sides of the Rio Puerco
valley, which in consequence becomes a canyon. These cliffs con-
tinue for several miles to the west.
At Manuelito (mahn-way-lee'to) considerable trading is done with

the Navajo Indians who live on the reservation a short distance
north. This place was named for a Navajo who

[ex. Wils elected chief in 1855, when a treaty was
arranged with the Xavajos to end their deprnla-

vas made head

Two-tenths of a mile beyond milepost 179 the State line is crossed
md Arizona is entered. The State line is on the thirty-second

- J:-n wes(. of Washington (about 3 miles west of longitude 109°
Greenwich) and <

t Gallup were not very

under which t

a branch of geologic invest L
ing the determination of the succession

and structure of the water-bearinu- rocks

and their associate! hcb.
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Government was attempting to establish an initial meridian passing

through the old Naval Observatory at the National Capital. At this

place the canyon walls show very massive gray sandstone with numer-
ous shallow caves, alcoves, and buttresses, capped by dark-gray sand-

stones (probably Dakota).

The area of Arizona is 112,956 square miles. It compiles wide

plateaus, in large part from 5,000 to 8,000 foot in height, numerous
ridges and mountains, and many wide desert valleys.

Arizona. On account of its great variation in altitudes and its

great width from north to south, the State presents

a wide diversity of climate, from that of the hot regions near Fort
Yuma to that of tlie cold forested mountains and high plateaus.

Arizona leads in copper production in the United States, the output

in 1913 being valued at $63,228,127, or about 90 per cent of the total

.mineral production of the State. Gold was produced to the value

of $4,023,911, and silver, which is mostly a by-product obtained in

reducing copper ore, amounted to $2,384,647.

Although the agricultural possibilities of the State are not devel-

oped to their full extent, the cultivated hay crop approached a value

of $4,000,000 in 1914 and wheat $1,085,000. Wool yielded about

$939,000. Range cattle growing is a large industry. Fruit of citrus

and deciduous trees, cotton, and corn are being more and more
cultivated as new lands are brought under irrigation.

The word Arizona is taken from the Papago language, in which
it is said to signify place of small springs. With a population of

204,354, according to the census of 1910, or 1.8 persons to the square

mile, it is one of the more thinly populated of our Western States,

though less so than Wyoming and Nevada. The ratio of males to

females is 138.2 to 100. Of its 72,000,000 acres only 5,000,000 are

privately owned, the remainder being public land, Indian reserva-

tions, or national forests. Originally Arizona was part of New
Mexico, and it continued as such under United States dominion until

1863, when it was made a separate Territory and formally organized

at Navajo Springs. Later the capital was at Fort Whipple, Prescott,

Tucson, again at Prescott, and finally at Phoenix.

The settlement of Arizona has progressed slowly, and up to 1886

the murderous disposition of the Apache Indians greatly retarded its

development, Mainly for this reason there were no white inhabitants

in the large area north of Gila River prior to the t reaty of 1 848. From

1853 to 1857 several governmental surveys were made across the

region, mainly to find routes for railways. Most of the earliest

visitors were prospectors, and from 1847 to 1860 many mines were

opened under more or less protection by the Government. The with-

drawal of troops for the Civil War gave the Apaches opportunity to
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resume depredations, and about 1,000 settlers were killed. Most of
the mining operations were discontinued, and the few white people
who remained fortified Miem<eh es in Tucson, whieh was taken by the
Confederates and held until Union troops came from California.
After the war also there was nmW, bloodshed bv Indians, who killed
about 400 settlers. Gen. Crook subdued the Apaches in 1873 and
concentrated them in a reservation, but there were many serious
outbursts later under Vietorio and Geronimo, with, numerous mas-
sacres. Victorio was killed in an engagement in 1863, but it was not
until 1886 that Gen. Miles forced Geronimo to surrender, and then the
Apaches were removed to other States. The Indians were difficult
to fight, for they avoided open engagements and could travel fast
and far on their ponies.

The Southern Pacific Railroad was built through Arizona in 1880
and the Atlantic & Pacific (now a part of the Santa Fe system) in

The history of the aborigines in Arizona is extensive, for on plains,

by the early people. Some of these ruins 'must be very oTd^How-
ever, it is believed that the number of people living in the region at
any time may not have been great, for the aborigines frequently
moved from place to place. The early expeditions of the Spanish
explorers found many pueblos. The first Spaniard to enter Arizona
was Marcos de Xiza. a Franciscan friar who crossed its southwest
corner m lo39. A year later Xiza led Coronado to the Pueblo
country and two small expeditions from this great exploring partym^JPT^^ The PreSflnt "i* PoP^ation of the
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considerable distance. They are gray and purple shales with layers

of gray sandstone, some of which are sufficiently thick and hard to

form low mesas that rise at intervals far to the north and south.

A short distance west of Itonck siding the train enters a canyon

about 2 miles long, the walls of which consist of the hard, coarse sand-

stone that underlies the shales exposed to the east.

Houck -

This rock is regarded as the eastward continuation

jJ[JI

:

";.",;'
*"

'';',':,

is of the Shinarump conglomerate, which is conspicuous

in the country to the northwest. The dip to the west

carries this sandstone below the surface west of the canyon, and

rolling hills of red shales with gray sandstone layers continue west-

ward to Winslow and beyond. These rocks are exposed here and there

in shallow cuts along the railwav and in' the slopes of the adjoining

hills and low mesas. They lie nearly flat.

A 303-foot well at Chambers affords a supply of water rising within

60 feet of the surface.

The first Territorial capital of Arizona was near Navajo, and there

has been an Indian trading post there since 1863. Jacobs Well,

an important water hole, is not far south. Near
J°\ milepost 218 the train passes through a shallow

canyon in red shale which is capped by a thin deposit
mieS

of orav sandstone. These beds have a scarcely per-

ceptible dip and < -' the -url'ace along the slopes of the Rio

\- -

- rifled tree

as. (See PL XXI.)

S tree, that orrew in Triassic time. The

s most of them being related to the >,or-

1,'excelsa), now used for indoor decoration

are of later date than those represented

t \ }, j
.. lilMt-iet-t Pa-, and. as might

..Ay. They
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are probably the Triassic descendants of the Permian progenitors of

the araucarian family. Doubtless they grew in a near-by region
and, after falling, drifted down a watercourse and lodged in some
eddy or a sand bank. Later they were buried by sand and clay,

finally to a depth of several thousand feet. The conversion to stone
was effected by gradual replacement of the woody material by silica

in the form called chalcedony, deposited by underground water. A
small amount of iron oxides deposited at the same timo has given the

beautiful brown, yellow, and red tints which appear in much of the

material.

All the "forests" present objects of interest, but a visit to the first

and second illustrates most of the features. In places the logs

are scattered over the surface in large numbers. They vary in size

and in length of the trunk sections: in most places the sections are

in no regular order, but some of them lie in line very nearly in their

original positions. In the first forest they are all out of place, having
either rolled down from their original positions in a sandstone layer

at a higher level, or been left on the ground as the clay or sand that

once inclosed them was washed away. In the second and third

forests the original log-bearing stratum may be seen, with many
logs only partly uncovered by erosioa. Some of the tree trunks
are 6 feet in diameter and more than 100 feet in length, but most of

them are about half these dimensions. In the first forest there is a
fine trunk that forma a natural bridge over a small ravine, the water
having first washed away the overlying clay and sand and then,

following a crevice, worked out the channel underneath. The length
of this log is 110 feet, diameter 4 feet at butt and 1* feet at top.

(See Pi. XXI, A.)

The petrified woods are beautiful objects for study. When thin
slices are carefully ground down to a thickness of 0.003 inch or less

and placed under the microscope they show perfectly the original
wood structure, all the cells being distinct, though now they are

replaced by chalcedony. By studying the sections, F. H. Knowlton
has found that most of these araucarian trees were of the species

Araucariox>ihn arizonieum, a tree now extinct. It is known to have
hved at the same geologic time also in the east-central part of the
L nited States, where the remains of some of its associates have also
been found. These included other cone-bearing trees, tree ferns,
cycads, and gigantic horsetails, which indicate that, at that time, the
rainfall was abundant.
The entire area of the "forests" is included in the Government

reservation, and visitors are prohibited from carrying away any of
the petrified wood or damaging the logs in any way. Petrified wood
occurs m many other places in these same beds to the north and south,
notably m an area 6 miles north of Adamana or 5 miles north of Aztec
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siding, where there is an interesting "forest," known as the North
Forest, of considerable extent. The logs are all in beds not far above
the horizon of the Shinarump conglomerate.
A short distance west of the main Petrified Forest, at the head of a

small valley which joins the valley of Little Colorado River at Wood-
ruff (see sheet 17, p. 112), is a group of prehistoric pueblo ruins which
have been thought to be of Zufii origin.

A boring was made in the red shale at Adamana to obtain a water
suPply> but the water, though found with sufficient head to afford a
flow, was too salty for use. This condition is almost universal in the
red shale of the Moencopie formation, which was penetrated in the

West of Adamana the railway continues down the valley of the Rio
Puerco, which widens somewhat because of the softness of the red
Moencopie shale, in which it is excavated. The conglomerate (Shina-
rump) which lies next above this shale, caps slopes and buttes some
distance to the north and south.

The beds lie almost flat, so that the railway in descending the
valley crosses successively older and lower beds.

A short distance beyond milepost 251 the Rio Puerco empties
into Little Colorado River, which flows from the south but turns

A . almost due west after its junction with the Puerco.

From this place the railway continues along the

, ^ north bank of the Little Colorado nearly to Winslow.
The valley is wide and contains extensive flats of

alluvium, with more or less loose wind-blown sand. In a few places
there are ranches where the river water is utilized for irrigation.

Holbrook is sustained largely by scattered ranches in the sur-

rounding country. One of the principal industries of the region is

Holbrook. tne ra ismg °f stock, sheep, and goats, and it is reported

Elevation so8o feet
*^&t 200

'000 pounds of wool were shipped from Hol-

PopuiationW* brook in 1914. There is considerable trade with the
Kansas city 1,174 mues.jnrjjans \ieTe> for the Navajo Indian Reservation is

only a few miles northeast and the Hopi country

begins not far to the northwest. Holbrook is also an outlet for

considerable travel coming down the valley of the Little Colorado

from St. John and other places farther south.

Holbrook is situated on the red shales and sandstones of the Moen-
copie formation. The beds dip very gently to the north, and within

a few miles in that direction the red nicks p ;lss tnnlcr the Shinarump

conglomerate, the outcrop of which is marked by low cliffs and

numerous buttes. The red rocks of the Moencopie formation are

prominent all along the- valley from Holbrook to Winslow, crop-

ping out in many low cliffs and mesas. A few miles north of the
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North of Joseph (it \ siding is the Mormon settlement of St. Joseph,

where crops are raised by irrigation from the Little Colorado. To
the south is an area of 800 acres irrigated from deep wells. These

places are conspicuous green oases in a region where the gray desert

aspect prevails. Along the Little Colorado Valley at intervals are

cottonwood trees, some oi Lustered in groves of con-

Little Colorado V*

About 2 miles ea-t of Winslow the railwav crosses the Little Colo-

rado, which hero makes an abrupt turn to "the north. A few miles

farther west the river bends to the northwest to join Colorado Kiver

in the Grand Canyon at a point about 100 miles northwest of Winslow.

The original name of this stream was Rio Lino (that is, Flax River), a

distinctive name which would be preferable to the present name.
Winslow is a railway division point where many trains stop for

meals. It is the headquarters for a large surrounding stock country

and an important center of trade with Hopi and
Winslow. Navajo Indians (see PI. XXIII) in the reservations

I,

1—; 1 -".s-if.M.1 not far north. Near Winslow are the ruins of

k'.r,'
<",'!'

"i'.^T,,,, Honiolobi Pueblo, claimed b\ the Ilopis to be the

home of their ancestors before the tribe had to flee

Winslow is at th< south end ol [> inted Desert, a district of

undulating plains and bright-colored cliffs, which extends far north-
ward into Utah. The Painted Desert lies between the canyons of

Little Colorado and Colorado rivers on the west and the buttes and
plateaus of the highlands on the east. Its width in general is about
40 miles, comprising the outcrop of sandstones and shales that are

mostly of Triassic age.

Except in the two rivers there is no running water on the Painted
Desert, and springs and water holes are far apart and of small volume.

Ti,- lb. ;,i Indian wlhuv^uf Oraibi PI. XXIV'. Walpi. Schimopavi,
Shipauiluvi, Mishonginivi, Sichomivi, and llano are picturesquely
built on the cliffs which project from a high plateau of sandstone into
the western margin of the Painted Desert, about 60 miles north of
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Winslow. They are in a reservation about 50 by 70 miles in extent

which the Government has set aside for the Hopis. 1

The first white men to visit the Hopi Indians wore the num-
bers of a party under Pedro de Tovar (toe-vahr'), sent by Coronado.

At that time seven villages constituted the province of Tusayan
(too-sah'yan) , as it was subsequently known. These were in the

neighborhood of the present Hopi villages, but the Hopi Indians

claim as ancestral homes ruins found as far away as Verde River and

the Rio Grande. The present Hopi villages are the objective point

of many tourists, especially on the occasion of the far-lamed snake

dance, which occurs in August.

For centuries the Pueblo people of this arid climate have been

developing the Indian maize, a peculiar corn with wonderful drought-

resisting properties. It is planted from 6 to 12 inches below the

surface, the depth depending on the condition of the soil, and the long

single root goes deep to gather the scant moisture of the sandy soil.

A stem also extends straight to the surface and there concentrates

its energy in seed development, with only a. few straggly leaves from

its short stalk. Consequently a field of maize presents a very poor

appearance compared with an eastern cornfield. However, if there

is a little rainfall at the critical part of the growing season, it yields a

fair crop.

The climate of this region is typical of much of the higher portions

of Arizona, with its scanty rainfall and large percentage of cloudless

days (about 60 per cent). The days are dry and hot in summer, but

the night temperatures are usually 40° cooler. At Holbrook the

mean annual precipitation is 9.16 inches and the mean annual tem-

perature 54.2°. At Winslow the precipitation is 7 inches and the

temperature 55°, while Flagstaff, on the plateau 2,000 feet higher,

has nearly 24 inches of rainfall and a much lower temperature, 44.7°.

Winslow is on the red sandstones and shales of the Moencopie

formation. To the northeast these rocks pass under the Shinarump

conglomerate, the outcrop of which extends across the country in

low bluffs that may be observed 6 miles northeast of Winslow.

1 The name Hopi means 'peaceful their gods

ones," and the (to them) very unaccept- They are

able word Moki, sometimes applied to marriage ti

them by other Indians, is derisive, mean- them, thei

ing "dead ones." They are Shoshonean They
i language, but are a composite of

r about 2,1)

_nished considerably in the last 50

stocks. They are intelligent, thrifty, year*. tNcalanT- ^ported nearly 7,o00

ctable, hospitable, and frugal. Iheir

nves are full of toil to raise crops in an arid

region, and full of prayers and religious

ceremonies largely intended to persuade
|
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Beyond this conglomerate is a wide area occupied by a thick succes-

sion of light-colored shales, and in the distance are scattered buttes

of still higher red sandstone (the Wingate), capped by small rem-
nants of old lava sheets. Some of these lava buttes are very promi-
nent features in the landscape far to the northeast of Winslow. The
Moencopie formation extends northwest of Winslow and Moqui siding

in a broad belt down the valley of the Little Colorado, which finally

cuts down into the underlying limestone (the Kaibab). West
of Winslow the train leaves this valley and climbs gradually to

the Arizona Plateau. This extensive table-land rises continuously to

Flags tail' and beyond and also northwestward to the edge of the
Grand Canyon. The greater part of its surface consists of bare lime-

stone (the Kaibab), which dips at a low but nearly uniform angle to

the east and southeast. At Winslow this limestone is some distance
beneath the surface, under the red sandstones of the Moencopie for-

but ; the vhat

than the ascent of the railway it iinally reaches the surface. It first

appears at a point a short distance beyond Dennison siding (see sheet

18, p. 120), but for several miles, to and beyond Sunshine siding,

numerous outlying masses of the basal red sandstone of the Moen-
copie remain on it. Just south of Sunshine this sandstone has been
quarried to a considerable extent for building stone.

About 10 miles south of Sunshine is Crater Mound, long known as

Coon Butte and for a while as Meteorite Mountain, perhaps the most
mysterious geologic feature in the West. Viewed

Sunshine. from ^ raiJway? it appears ^ a low ridge (gee pj

Lm'
1

!!."!.- 'i!j_7m,w.
XX^

''
A )> but on near approach this ridge is found

to be circular and to inclose a great hole 4,000 feet
in diameter and GOD feet deep. 1 (See PL XXV, C.) The encircling
ridge is from 100 to 150 feet high and consists of loose fragments

The cause of this grea hole in the

1 geologists believe that i was made by

' many small

well as elsewhere in th

\ < L-auiz.-l

y evidences of its existenc

rings and a shaft were sunk 200 feet
- the detritus in the floo r of the hole.

failed to show any evidence of the pres-

ence of a body of metallic iron.

Another suggestion is that the hole is

duo to an explosion of steam from volcanic-

sources below, accumulating in the pores
"i i Ijc sandstone and finally reaching the
limit of tension . This would account for

turned edges of the strata, whieh< Ion brie-
would bend upward somewhat before
they broke. The large amount of line

sand produced would result from the
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of rock and sand blown out of the hole. (See PL XXV, B.) The

beds of rock in the walls of the hole are Kaibab limestone at the

top and Coconino sandstone below, both more or less upturned near

the hole and in part considerably shattered. The relations are shown

in figure 23. The best view of Crater Mound is obtained from points

near milepost 309.

West of Sunshine there is a nearl.v continuous exposure of the

Kaibab limestone to Flagstaff, and this rock also extends far to the

north, south, and southwest. As the slope is ascended northwest of

Sunshine siding there is a fine view of the Painted Desert far to the

northeast, and beyond it may be seen dimly the high promontories

or plateaus on which the Hopi villages are built.

A short distance beyond Canyon Diablo station the railroad

crosses the canyon on a long steel bridge, affording a very good

view of this interesting feature. (See PL XXVI.)
Canyon Diablo. The canyon ig steep wun0( ], about 225 feet deep,

,,,550 feet wide, and entirely in the Kaibab limestone.
'
233mieS

'The beds, which are thick and massive, are nearly

horizontal and appear as huge steps descending to the bottom of the

Just beyond Hibbard siding is another canyon known as Canyon

Padre (pah'dray), not as deep as Canyon Diablo, but of similar shape.

Both of them are excellent illustrations of the iv>ults of erosion in

hard limestone by streams of considerable slope. The flow is tran-

sient, for onlv at times of rainfall is there any water in them, but then

the current is swift and the water carries much sand, which vigorously

West of Canyon Padre there may be seen ahead and to the north

many knobs and ridges rising above the plateau sui a< e. u\

'

" ~ T7T„7 the overiying tions. Asomewl

< , , - , hi. h is much the holds the Zuni Sa

more porous material. The locality is in

ter in its top. 1

lava lldw.s in the immediate vicinity of

the hole there are large outflows and

vents not many miles away in all direc- below the surface
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and culminate in the high peaks of the San Francisco Mountains, 25
miles away, which are prominently in view for many miles along the
railway.

At milepost .320 there is a cinder cone a short distance north of the
railway, with a lava flow extending from its hase to the east and
another to the south, the latter reaching nearly to the track. The
cone is remarkably symmetrical and fresh looking, and the lava flow
is closely similar to that which is exposed near Grant and Horace,
220 miles farther east. A short distance north of the cone is the south-
ern margin of a wide area of lava (basalt), which extends far to the
north as well as to the northeast and northwest. On its rugged sur-
face are many cinder cones which are visible more or less distinctly
from the train. (See PL XXVII.)
Between mileposts 319 and 320 is a signboard reading "Eastern

boundary Coconino National Forest." This forest is one of two
Government reservations which include the great forest of yellow
pine (Pinus ponderosa) covering the higher part of the Arizona or
Coconino Plateau. 1

As the limestone plateau is ascended, the first trees observed are
stunted junipers and piftons; these rapidly increase in size and abun-
dance as the higher altitudes are attained, a feature especially notice-
able between Angell and Winona sidings

an, retard snow melting.

_ ttly above this

o support a forest. The yel-

ah.l a-pen, above 8,500 to

3 principal functions

routs are maintained
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At Angell and for several miles west many cinder cones t

on the widespread lava sheet which begins a short distant

that siding. Most of these cones are from 1

AngelL
feet high. Thev consist of piles of loose

.
conic cinder or' pumice which varies from

eludes volcanic bombs, rounded masses of more compact Lv
were ejected from volcanic vents. Tins region of lava oc<

area about 15 miles wide from north to south and 70 miles ]

east to west, with the San Francisco Mountains near the cc

First
j

stone in the interval between
basalt, of eruption. Moel of this 1

very prominent topographic features. It

E the cone. The lavi

apparently cut across tin- curlier hasalt

Peak, Government 'Mountain." 'and
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There are several hundred cinder cones in the field, presenting a

great variety in size, height, and stage of preservation. Many have

deep craters or hopper-shaped cavities at the top. The distribution

of most of them is shown in figure 24, which also shows the approxi-

mate extent of the lava fields. Excellent views of cinder cones may
be had to the northwest from mileposts 321, 324, and 325, and at

Winona there are two small cones a short distance south of the track.

At milepost 326 the railway reaches the south edge of the great

basalt flow. It continues along this edge but is built mostly on the

underlying limestone almost as far as Flagstaff. There is a cut in

the basalt on the north side of the track at milepost 326. At mile-

post 328, just east of Winona, the railway enters the basalt area, on

which it continues for about a mile, and at many points in the next
few miles the edge of the basalt is a short distance north of the tracks.

Between Winona and Co-nin<> -idinir- the San Francisco Mountains
are in plain sight to the northwest, and many minor volcanic peaks
are also visible to the north. In greater part the railroad is built
on the Kaibab limestone, which is well exposed in several cuts.
At Cosnino the pines begin to be numerous and of large size, and

a short distance to the west, at an altitude of about 6,300 feet, the

.

traveler enters the great pine forest which extends con-
Cosn.no. tinuously to Williams. Cosnino is a name formerly

applied to the Havasupai tribe of Yuman Indians,
who live in Cataract Canyon, near Grand Canyon.

They once occupied permanent village-, on the Arizona Plateau' but
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cone which extends for about a mil.' along the north side of the track.

and halfway between mQeposta 336 and 337 there are cuts exposing

some features of the cinder deposits constituting this cone. Most of

the material is fine grained but there are many included masses

consisting of cinder agglomerated together and numerous bombs.
One of the most notable examples of a recent cinder cone is Sunset

Peak, which is visible 10 miles to the north from the vicinity of

milepost 337. This cone is 300 feet high and has steep slopes of loose

(Binders, part of which are of a bright

by the setappearance of bei w
the top is 80 feet deep and

200 feet in diameter, but
the original orifice under
this depression is covered
by the loose material

sliding down the steep

slopes.

Halfway between mile-

posts 338 and 339 is a red

cinder cone 200 feet high,

half a mile north Of the mm Uimestora(Redwall); e/igneous

railway, with a small
Robblson)

tongue of lava extending from its base southward to a

distance east of milepost 339.

At Cliffs the train runs near the south edge of Eld
a prominent mass of <lark-.-olo.vd .Incite of the second

HifiN.

The

Caibah limestone, all dipping >tecpi\

-re are some remarkable sink holes in

as the Bottomless Pits (PI. XXYIIIh

avern in the Kaibab limestone made

vs to. utl'eKi'n The depths ,f Walnut
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Along the walls of this canyon, 5 miles southeast of Cliffs, is a well-

known group of cliff dwellings, shown in Plate XXIX, A. They be-

longed to Indians of a race that existed many centuries ago and lived

hidden in these canyons. They built stone houses under the over-
hanging ledges of limestone a hundred feet above the stream bed.
These ledges are due to the variations in hardness of the beds of

Kaibab limestone, the soft beds weathering a way, leaving the hard
beds in the form of ledges. One soft bed in particular which has
weathered out along both sides of Walnut Canyon for some distance
gave the Indians an excellent site for many houses of this character.

It has been estimated that 1,000 persons lived in these cliff dwell-
ings, which are easily accessible by an excellenl carriage road from
Flagstaff, the principal town of this region.

A short distance beyond milepost 342 the railway passes along the
north edge of a small lava field occupying a valley, and in slopes north
of the track is an outlying mass of the red Moencopie sandstone, which
extends for a mile and a half, or nearly to Flagstaff. The sandstone
is overlain by an older sheet of lava (basalt), which caps the mesa
northeast of Flagstaff. This sandstone has la-en extensively quarried
a few rods north of milepost 343, furnishing a beautiful red stone
which has been used at many places in the West, notably in the
Brown Palace Hotel, Denver, and the city hall at Los Angeles.

Flagstaff is a growing city, largely sustained by the lumbering
business and surrounding ranches. It was named from a pole set by

a party of immigrants who camped near by and cele-
Flagstaff. brated the Fourth of July Formerly it was the

pSSStaul?*' P°int °f deParture for stages for the Grand Canyon,
Kansa.''< !", iV-ltm! ,, 6«> miles to the northwest, but this service has been

mostly superseded by the railway line from Williams.
An excellent road, however, has been built to the canyon. It

There are to.rge lumber mills at Flagstj it!

supply from tlle pine timber of the Coconi
they purchase "on the stump" from the (,.

ance with the regulations of the Forest
The average age of old v•;t

Forest has been determined to be 84s vears !>

as old as 520

Columbus to A.merica. Recent invest igati

fall conditions in the past as indicated by vall;







in trees show marked chants in climate in alternating long cycles of

drier and more rainy periods.

On the edge of the high mesa in the western part of Flagstaff is the

Lowell Observatory, which is equipped with an especially fine tele-

scope through which Dr. Percival Lowell and his assistants have

made their famous observations on the planet Mais. The clear,

The peaks of the San Francisco Mountains' are prominent from

Flagstaff, and the trip to their summit can easily he made on horse-

back from that place. The region from these mountains to Gila

River was the domain of the Apaches (Pinal Coyote) until their

final surrender through the efforts of Gen. Crook and Gen. Miles

in 1886. At one time the San Francisco Mountain, were the refuge

of the Havasupai Indians, who fled there when driven from their

home on the Little Colorado. These Indians are the only ones

among the Yuman tribes who had a culture similar to that of the

Pueblo people farther east, A number of ruins are ascribed to them

as far south as the Rio Verde, in central Arizona, and the early name
Cosnino, by which this tribe was known, has been applied to many
features in this region. They now live in Cataract Canyon. 60 miles

northwest of Williams.

West of Flagstaff the train continues to climb up the plateau slope.
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Just east of Riordan siding, eight-tenths of a mile beyond milepost

350, the Arizona Divide is crossed at an altitude of 7,311 feet, the

highest point reached by the railway on the plateau.
Riordan. M ^ pkce and westward to and beyond Williams

".',., the surface is dark lava (basalt) of somewhat irreg-

ular configuration, with many large cinder cones

Bellemont is in a wide "park"' or open spaee in the forest, near the

southern edge of one of the large lava flows. A short distance to the

south, where the lava lies on limestone, there are
Bellemont. copious springs of exceptionally good water. This

water is derived from rain and melting snow on the

K
',",

,

1!
,'"-

railes surface of the lava. It percolates through the porous

rock to the underlying limestone and flows along the

surface of the limestone to its outcrop. It is pumped to the station

and used on the railway. On a well-watered flat north of this

station is probably the heaviest stand of timber in Arizona or New
Mexico.

At Nevin siding, 2 miles west of Bellemont, a small cinder cone has

afforded the railway company a supply of ballast which has been

used on the tracks for many miles to the east and west. The pit,

which is north of the siding, is large and presents an especially line

section through the cone. The principal working face, nearly 100 feet

high, shows thick beds of cinders with large numbers of scattered

bombs of various sizes and flattened masses of lava which have been
thrown out bodily. The vent from which all this material was ejected

has not been exposed by the excavations. As in many other cones,

the lava contains. ''Hii/oxi

cinder or bombs than in th

facilitate the oxidation, hav

B.-iL

12 miles north „[ iidlemont. and of Mount Sitgreav
Ma.ne. which is 8 mi]es northwest of Maine. These pet

/•;; ^ are due to thick masses of lavas of the viscous ty
!
"Mn'*' poured out during the second period of eruption a

rising high above the plain of older basalt. The mass culminating
Mount Sitgreaves consists mainly of rhyolite; the principal rocks

theoxidation of the iron l Which
welops more extensively in the

asalt, for <<lir and water, which

miplete access to material that

ain, a ver.j large pile of cinders

ear to hav", ' been mud flows and
ed out mi>:ed with more or less

porous rock. There ar<3 other

northwest of Nevin and Maine.

vals to an d beyond Maine (see

iews of Kendriek Peak, which is
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Kendrick Peak are andesitc and dacite. Mount sitgreaves received

its name from an Army officer who explored this country in order to

find a suitable line for a road to the WeM. lie crossed from Zuni

by way of the San Francisco Mountains to the Colorado above

Mohave River.

From Maine to Williams there are to the north and south many
large cinder cones, mostly of red color. To the southwest rises Bill

Williams Mountain, named for a noted trapper who was originally a

Methodist preacher in Missouri, lie lived with many Indian tribes

and learned their language, an accomplishment which made him

useful as a guide, and he was with Gen. Fremont in his expedition.

He was finally killed by Indians while trading with them.

Bill Williams Mountain is a huge isolated pile of andesitc and

dacite of the second stage of eruption, forming a prominent landmark

for many miles in all directions. It is a short distance south of

kind of rock as that of which the mountain consists is exposed in the

railway cut a short distance east of Williams.

Williams is a growing village sustained very largely by the lumber

industry and numerous neighboring ranches. Several large mills cut

into lumber logs brought from the west side of the

Williams. Tusayan National Forest, a reservation covering the

Elevation 6,762 feet, western part of the great forest beginning east of

SSicttyS'mfles. Flagstaff, of which the Coconino National Forest is the

eastern part. The hotel at Williams, the Fray

Marcos, was named from Marcos de Niza, who was the provincial

father of the order of Franciscans in New Spain. lie made an

expedition into this unknown country in 1539, guided by the negro

Estevan, who had accompanied Cabeza de Vaca in his earlier expe-

dition from the Gulf of Mexico across what is now the southern

border of the United States and who, on meeting the Spanish nm-

quistadores in Sinaloa, aroused their interest in the exploration of

this region. Estevan went ahead into Cibola Zmu and was slam.

the Indians doubting his story that white men were following him.

because he was black. On hearing of Estevan *s fate Fray Marcos

retreated to Mexico, but he returned the next year as guide and

spiritual director of Coronado's expedition.

[The itinerary westward from Williams is continued on p. 131.

J

WILLIAMS TO GRAND CANYON.

From Williams a branch of the Santa Fe Railway runs nearly due

north 63.8 miles to the Grand Canyon. In the first part of its course

this line passes over a rolling plateau of black lava (basalt) with

numerous cinder cones on all sides. One notably large cone of bright-

red color is 7 miles north of William-, and there is another one 10



miles north. Between mileposts 13 and 15 the Kaibab limestone,

which underlies the lava, appears at the surface in several localities,

but the irregular margin of the lava extends to milepost 18. From
several points there arc excellent views of Mount Sitgreaves to the

fast and Kendrick Peak to the northeast.

Beyond milepost 18 the entire surface is Kaibab limestone, which
constitutes most of the great Arizona Plateau. This limestone rises

gradually northward to the rim of the Grand Canyon and is trenched
at intervals by small valleys opening westward and draining into

Cataract Creek, a stream which how > into the Grand Canyon 60 miles

to the northwest. In this region the plateau does not bear the pine
forest which is so characteristic, of it farther east, and even the
junipers and pifions are widely scattered, much of the surface being
covered by small brush. This change is due to diminished rainfall,

for the other conditions are identical with those found farther east.

points near milepost 40 (see sheet 19a, p. 130) Ked Butte is a
conspicuous feature, rising about 850 feet above the plateau a few
miles cast of the railway. As shown in figure 27, this butte is an
isolated pile of gra\ and red shales, red sandstone, and conglomerate,
protected by a 125-foot cap of black lava (basalt). The preservation
of these beds in this butte is of great interest, for it shows that
younger rocks formerly covered the Kaibab limestone of the plateau
to a thickness of at least 800 feet. These rocks have been removed
by erosion over the wide area extending to Sunset and Winslow on
the east, and to the Vermilion Cliffs, far north of the Grand Canyon,
as well as for an undetermined distance to the west and south.
The small remnant remaining in Red Butte has been protected by
hard basalt, probably a local outflow of lava of no great extent.
By the presence of this outlier it is possible to recognize some of

the geographic conditions existing at a time when the plateau was
developed on the surface of higher strata than it is at present and
when it may have been as extensive and as level as now. A few
other outliers of these r, .<-ks < .verlying the Kaibab limestone at several
points on the plateau help to show that originally the rocks of which
they consist extended over a wide region south of the Grand Canvon.
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Anita is a small siding from which considerable copper ore was

shipped some years ago. The mines were 4 miles to the northeast.

The copper ore occurs in irregular masses in the Kaibab limestone.

It has been brought by underground solutions and deposited in part

as a replacement of the limestone and in part in crevices and fissures

in that rock.

At milepost 50, near Hopi siding, junipers and pinons appear more

abundantly, and toward the edge of the canyon they constitute a

thick growth at most places and in parts of the region east of the

railway make a forest of considerable extent. From Hopi northward

ledges of Kaibab limestone become conspicuous. The beds dip to the

south at a very low angle, which is hardly perceptible to the eye.

Owing to this tilt in the beds, they rise toward the canyon and

northward. The railway terminus is in a small depression a few rods

south of the brink of the Grand Canyon.

The hotels are built on the edge 'of a deep alcove that affords a

superb view into the Grand Gun von and across it to the great Kaibab

Plateau on the north side. I
r c\v persons can realize

Grand Canyon. on a fi^t v iew of the canyon that it is more than a

[/"-•'y;
1

^;;
"" mile deep and from 8 to 10 miles wide. The cliffs

L".',

''',
'.
'".",'''

.,.,,,.. doccndiiur to its depths form a succession of huge

steps, each 300 to 500 feet high, with steep rocky

slopes between. The cliffs are the edges of hard beds of limestone

or sandstone ; the intervening slopes mark the outcrops of softer beds.

This series of beds is more than 3,600 feet thick, and the beds lie

nearly horizontal. Far down in the canyon is a broad shelf caused

by the hard sandstone at the base of this series, deeply trenched by a

narrow inner cam on cut a thousand feet or more into the underlying

"granite.'' (See PL XXXIII. p. 127.) The rocks vary in color from

white and buff to red and pale green. They present a marvelous

variety of picturesque form-, mostly on a titanic scale, fashioned

mainly by erosion by running water, the agent which has excavated

the canyon.

The great river which has made its course in this deep canyon is

the Colorado, one of the largest rivers of North America, which rises

in the Rocky Mountains in Colorado and Wyoming and empties mt<>

the Gulf of California. In the Grand Canyon it is a stream about 300

feet wide and 30 feet deep at mean stage and flows with a mean

velocity of about 2 miles an hour; the discharge at this stage is 26,400

cubic feet a second. At flood stages, in May, June, or July, the depth

may reach 100 feet, and the velocity and volume are greatly increased.

In its course of 42 miles through the central part of the canyon the

river falls about 500 feet, or 12 feet to the mile. The water contams

much sediment, and in time of flood not only carries a large quantity

of sand and clay but moves a considerable amount of rock down-
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stream. Jwery rain fills the side canyons with rushing torrent
which carry into the river a heavy load of debris washed from the
adjoining slopes. It has been by this means that the canyon was
excavated, and the deepening and widening process is still in active
operation. It began at the surface of the plateau and it will continue
until the river reaches a grade so low that it can no longer move the
debris; meanwhile the side streams will cut away the adjoining slopes
and the canyon will widen until its sides become gentle slopes.
Under present conditions this will require a million years or more.
The formations exposed in the walls of the Grand Canyon are the

RWks .

rocks wlm ' h underlie the Arizona Plateau, and most of
them extend far beyond that province. The first 3,600

teet of beds, all of which lie nearly horizontal, are as follows:

Strata above granite, in walls of Grand Canyon {beginning at brink of the canyon).

Limestone, light colored, partly cherty, mostly massive (Kaibab) . 700
Sandstone, light gray, massive, cross-bedded (Coconino) 300
Sandstones and shales, all red (Supai formation) 1 loo
Limestone, light blue-gray, massive, surface mostly stained ' red "

'

(Redwall)
550

Shale, with limestone and sandstone layers. i r 800
Sandstone, hard, dirty gray to buff (on granite)j

Tonto SrouP -•-.{ i50

These formations are readily recognized by their color or character,
as they are practically uniform in aspect and relative position from
all points of view. (See PI. XXXII, p. 126.) The top liim.st„nc,
winch caps the great plateaus on both sides of the canyon has been
removed in whole or in part from some of the promontories and
buttes that project into the canyon; the Coconino, Supai, or Redwall
beds have been removed from the lower-lying features. The out-
cropping edge of the Coeon.no .,,U„ „,.-V ,„,,;,..,, by a distinct
band offlight-gray rock all along the canyon walls 700 to 800 feet
below the top. The red beds of the Supai formation 3 everywhere

2 This sandstone also caps many buttes
such as Las, OsirL<, and ;

;

and Angels Gate
Zoroaster. Brahm
temples and othi

which more or less

ton Butte, Tower ,,f Set. Tow.- ,,i K.i

Horus Temple, Rama '

Shrine, Lvell
Butte, and Sagittarius Ridge consist of
the Supai formation. It also is con-
spicuous in the slopes of many great
ridges capped by higher beds, such as
Shiva Temple, Wotan's Throne, Brahma

b Temple, Zoroaster Tem-
-1- and Vishnu Temple.
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constitute the middle slopes of the canyon walls, usually presenting a
great series of terrace-like steps of red sandstone. These steps are

caused by the projection of harder layers of sands t< >ne. The Redwall
limestone l forms a conspicuous cliff at the foot of the Supai slopes.

The rock is hard and massive, and its resistance to erosion makes
it a prominent feature in the canyon. Its surface is stained red by
wash and drippings from the overlying red shales.

The Redwall and the overlying Supai, Coconino, and Kaibab beds

represent the greater part of the Carboniferous period. (See p. ii.)

The Supai, Coconino, and Kaibab are of about the same age as the

limestones along the Santa Fe line from Kansas City to Strong City,

Kans., but there is a marked difference in their character.

The Tonto group, below the Redwall, consists of SOU feet of shales,

largely of greenish color, and a basal sandstone averaging 150 feet

in thickness. This group is very much older than the Redwall. and

though at their contact the beds of the one are practically parallel to

the beds of the other, there is a hiatus here which represents a very

this region but recorded" by many thousand feet of rocks in other

portions of North America and in other countries. The shales make
a long slope, interrupted by some subordinate ledges of limestone

and sandstone, descending to a pronounced shelf of the sandstone,

called the Tonto Platform. This slope and the wide shelf at its foot

are both very characteristic and easily recognized features extend-

ing along the lower slopes of the Grand Canyon.

For many miles this shelf of sandstone of the Tonto group is cut

through by the steep inner gorge (shown in PL XXXIII, p. 127), which

descends to the river, 800 to 1,000 feet below, and exposes the under-

lying granite and gneiss in verv dark rugged ledges. These rocks

are part of the old earth <tim. whi< h ha- bee:, -uh jeered to great heat

plane upon which were deposited thick bed. of sand, .day, and other

directly on the smooth surface of this schist and granite, but in some

view, in Shin - I Canyon, in Ottoman

and Hindu amphitheaters, and in the ridge cxtendm- northwest and

southeast from a point near the mouth of Bright Angel Creek other

succession kmm n a. (.".and Canvon -cries, comprising the Unkar

and Chuar groups, all named from localities in the canyon where they

i as Cheops Tern

id Sheba Tempt
opographic featui



are well exposed. Their thickness is 12,000 feet or more and the beds

dip at moderately steep angles. Their surface has also been worn

off to a rolling plain, with many local hills on which lie the shales of

the Tonto group. The Unkar group, which is the one exposed from

most points of view, consists of a succession of basal conglomerates,

dark limestone in thick beds, bright-red shales, heavy quartzites, and

brown sandstones. 1 This succession of rocks is plainly visible in

Bright Angel Canyon and in the ridge culminating in Cheops Pyramid

(see PI. XXX), also in a wide area along the river in the region

northeast of Grandview Point,

Many interesting features of the geologic history of the plateau

region are recorded in the rocks of the Grand Canyon, and a summary

of these records is given below.2

1 These rocks have been named Hotauta the north side of the river opposite El

conglomerate, Bass limestone, Hakatai Tovar.

-hj!c Shinum*. mart; it* and Dox sand- When the surface was reduced to a roll-

stone. ing plain with a few hills rising in places.

sea, which deposited the sediments of

of rocks constituting the earth's crust. the Tonto group. First the sand was de-

The gneiss, which is the older, is in nearly posited over the smooth granite surface

vertical layers It has been subjected to fas shown by the heavy line in rig. 2S. B).

great heat and pressure, and into it the With deepening waters or diminishing

gra nit*' was forced in a molten state. force of the currents, the clay now repre-

later tin.- surface of these rocks was eroded sented by the shale of the Tonto group

was laid down, soon burying the islands

of Unkar and Chuar rocks and accumu-

dence was the submergence of this plain lating to a thickness of 800 feet or more.

and the deposition in water, of varying Remains of life in these rocks indicate

depth, of a thick series of sediments now that they represent a portion of later

represented by the 12,000 feet or more of me. The conditions in this

sandstone, limestone, and shale consti- region during the next three long and
tuting the Fnkar and Chuar groups. very important geologic periods are not

These strata are believed to represent the known, for their representatives are ab-

Algonkian period (see p. ii), the earliest sent except a small amount of the De-

ion years was required for the The sea may have laid down here, during

those periods, deposits of great thiokm--,

materials of the limestone were laid which were later uplifted into land areas.

down in the sea, those of the sandstone so that they were removed by streams

and other agents of erosion.

of the shale mostly in estuaries. In early Carboniferous time, the period

Xext there \va-» ex r >" - characterized in other parts of the world
til*- earth's crn-r. with tilting and faulting by the accumulation of the older coal-

of the rocks. Erosion then swept away bearing deposits, the entire region was
a large amount of the Unkar and Chuar submerged by the sea, which deposited

calcium carbonate in nearly pure condi-
all removed. In figure 28 are shown some tion, now represented by 500 feet or more
conditions of this sequence of events, as <>t die R, i vail limestone. Much calcium
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fairly complete idea of the (.rand Canyon can he obtained hv

rvation for a few hours from the rim near the hotels. It is

much more satisfactory, however, to go to Hopi and

Yavapai points and down to the river, or at least

le Tonto Platform. A visit to Grandview Point (Pis. XXXI
XXXII. adds greatly to the completeness of the trip, and

ted by

This deep sub-

by shallow water

lies directly on t

Coco- in the extensive sea thus

»r the down the thick deposit

ated abruptly

due to a long-

he region, and



the Hermit trail is very interesting. The descent down the trails

to the river is especially helpful in affording a sense of the scale

of the canyon and giving opportunity to inspect the rocks at close

range. There is neither difficulty nor danger in the journey. The
Bright Angel trail descends at El Tovar by a great series of zigzags

' old Indian footpath. For the first 700

n the i i regular ledges of Kaibab limestone, the base

led at the entrance i<> a small tunnel through which
At this place there is a fault by which the rocks to

ed 125 feet higher than they are to the east. The
alt is at the entrance to the tunnel. The relations

following the (

feet it goes do

of which is re*

the trail passe:

the west are 1

plane of this :

are shown in figure 29.

The character of this massive cross-bedded rock is well shown in

the cliff just west of the fault. Next below are red shales and red

sandstones of the Supai formation, 1,100 feet thick, extending to the

top of a cliff of Redwall limestone, 550 feet thick, down which the

trail winds in a tortuous course. Thence the trail goes down slopes

of shale of the Tonto group to the Indian Gardens, where a spring has
made an oasis formerly utilized by Indians. Not far beyond is the

platform or broad terrace caused by the basal sandstone of the Tonto
group making a wide shelf through which the main gorge is cut 1,000

feet deep into the granite. (See PL XXXIII.) On the north side

of the river is a great mass of dark sandstone, red shale, and limestone
of the Unkar group, overlain by shale of the Tonto group farther
back. These Unkar recks are twisted and faulted but in general dip
to the north at a moderate angle, as shown in figure 30 (p. 130).
From Hopi and Yavapai points, which are within 2 miles of the

hotels, there are superb views up and down the river, showing a great
succession of cliffs, promontories and but to in endlos variety of form,
with geologic relations most clearly exhibited. They are all shown
on sheet 19a (p. 130). The cross sections in figure 30 show the general

eraioly deep, and [ { j< |„.lu. V( .,I thai the

enta accumulated very slowly

|
criod of gradual subsidence.

:.

of 700 feet of sediments of thi.- *>n nm-r
have been very great, surely several mil-
'

lI" year*: ir coutiniK I for a large part if

not entirely through the later portion of
the Carboniferous period.

l'\» >n rh*> Kaibab limestone, which con-
>Tirur.-> i!,.. present surface of the hieh

: :,.. - -

n-J: I>.

»'cdar Mountain, t

of Uim Vermilion ' litK far to the north,

beyond the Kaibab Plateau. Their i

>zoic, and Cenozoi

These rocks originally covered tli

plateau area but were in great*

loved by erosion before the begii
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features. From Grandview Point there is an extended view to the

east and northeast, to the point where the canyon of the Little Colo-

rado comes in; A wide area in the lower part of the canyon in this

district is occupied by rocks of the Chuar and Unkar groups.

If the observer is impressed by the long time required for the exca-

vation of the Grand Canyon in the slowly rising plateau, let him con-

sider also the time required for the accumulation of the sediments in

the many thousands of feet of rocks in the canyon walls. He may
reflect also on their vast area, for they underlie not only the plateau

he sees, but also a large part of our continent. An inch of the lime-

*a| x

i large part of geologic time in other regions,

so required for the deposition of 12,000 feet of

•oup^an,! the planat ion of their surface and of

which tii v Lie. Pi drnbh tins required as



Luch time as is onzontal rocj

addle canyon slopes. Finally, a great period of

represented by the granites and associated :

i the plateau and present a chapter in the

earliest known his-

| tory of the crust of

f « The first white

fS men to see the

{

|

Grand Canyon

1

1

were Cardenas and

|| his 12 companions,
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guardian and lord high steward of Dona Juana, t

Ferdinand and Queen Isabella, who married Phi]

no other exploration were there so many distingui

panied Coronado on his dangerous journey fro

unknown land.

MAIN LINE WEST OF WILLIAM:

From Williams (see sheet 19, p. 122) wostwan

13L11 Williams Mountain is a prominent feature s<

Cinder cones are in view to the north, and one of c

lies at the foot of Bill Williams Mountain a short c

tracks. After passing Supai siding, 3 miles we
train begins the long descent from the high plateai

limestone. From Supai to Corva a new line w

has been built for the eastbound trams. The lavi

the edge of the plateau and for a considerable disl

ern slope, but the deeper canyons in the slope ci

Kaibab limestone.

There are deep cuts in the basalt at the antral

yon. This gorge affords an advantageous line

westbound trains and exhibits many feature- ot

and attractive scenery.

Halfway between mileposts 388 and 389 the

appears under the lava, and the train passes thrc

limestone with the lava cap not far above. On 1

goes over a long trestle, below which are many cli

most of them with a capping of lava. In the i

south are some sink holes in the limestone, know

acter and origin to the pita described on page 117

A short distance beyond milepost 390 the lav;

limestone ledges to a level somewhat below tha

tutes a broad bench that extends for some distar

of the canyon. From these relations it appears

lava, probably issuing from a vent on top of the
{

liams, flowed westward over the plateau surface a

slope. The canyons have been eroded by strean

this eruption, and some of the deeper ones have b

lava into the underhung limestone. In part of tl

south of Johnson Canyon the grade down which
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compared with most of the other events in geologic history it was

The broad bench made by the lava at the lower level just men-

tioned is well exhibited near Corva, where the east-bound track

joins the old line. Fairview is a siding on this
Fairview.

bench. A short distam e beyond Fairview is a cut in

'•'' ''",'""', a low cinder cone that shows that there was a vol-
>mi es

' canic vent at this place from which may have issued

some of the lava on the lower bench. Two miles farther west is a

long cut in cinders, including numerous bombs of various sizes.

About 4 miles west of Fairview there are excellent views of the

edge of the high plateau extending off northwestward. The white

ledges of Kaibab limestone appear in places, capped by the black

lava at the summit of the plateau and underlain by the Coconino

sandstone extending down some distance to the lava-covered bench

above mentioned. The extension of the cliff to the southeast is also

visible but less plainly.

At milepost 399, 5 miles west of Fairview. there are long cuts in

cinders with bombs, beyond which the railway defends westward in

long sweeping curves that extend nearly to Ash Fork. At the foot of

this down grade there is a wide valley trending northwest and occu-

pied largely by lava which has flowed from many local orifices, in

most places marked by cinder c A section ^h-.wing the general

aled in the descent

Wash escarpment. Music Mo
Springs, in which the western



and the underlying shales

Fork ovres its ex isbmaill:unly to the fac

branch railway to PreSCOtt, 5'
, mile- so

miles s out;h. M ;mv (
.1' the trai

irk.
at the Es« •ala ate , ahotcl name

A mile wesl ; of Ash Fork, in a loi

railway, there is a large pit from v

baUast. The exposed face, 50 feet h
cinders with inany included bombs
volcanic ash. For some distance westward the train passes over a

plain of lava which floors the wide valley in which Ash Fork is situated.

To the west rises the prominent peak known as Pieacho (pee-eah'teho)

Butte, and to the northwest Mount Floyd, both large masses of the

older igneous rock similar to that in the San Francisco Mountains and
Bill Williams Mountain.
A mile or more beyond Pineveta the east hound tracks diverge to

the north, crossing over the old line, which is reserved for westbound
traffic and which climbs out of this vallev up the steep grade to the

west by numerous large ,
- otabk loop known as

Horseshoe Bend. On these loops there are excellent views to the

east, in which Bill Williams Mountain is a prominent feature, rising

are conspicuous though somewhat dwarfed !
< distance. The slope

on which the track rises consists of lava (basalt, and toward its higher

portion there are many junipers.

Near Crookton, one-tenth of a mile west of milepost 419. where

the summit of this grade is reached, the two tracks come together

again, with that for the westbound traffic on the

right-hand side. The summit consists of lava (basalt

)

and this rock extends along both sides of this divide
m,a,i «v i^mues.^ down the wost ril(){)e Pirac i10 Butte is a promi-

nent feature to the south and Mount Floyd and the surrounding

peaks rise about 8 miles to the north.

From Crookton to Seligman there is a long de-cent of 450 feet on

lava-covered slopes into the vallev of Chino tehee no) Wash. The

lava lies on the sloping surface of the limestone which caps the

Aubrey Cliffs to the north. The interruption in these cliffs m this

portion of their course was a fortunate thing for the construction of

the railway. If they had extended .•..ntiuuoii-ly across the country

Crookton.
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at a height of 1,200 feet, as to the north and south, there would have
been great difficulty in building the railway down them. The break
in their continuity was developed by erosion or faulting prior to the
time of the volcanic eruptions, and now the sloping surface is covered
by the extensive sheet of lava extending from Crookton to Seligman

Lined largely by the

and beyo
Seligman, being a railway division point, is su

railway interests, together with trade from scati

of the adjoining valleys. The railway time changes
Sehgman. here from mountain to Pacific time, one hour earlier.

;;;;|

£!;;-';1
M

' Formerly the branch line to Phoenix joined the main
Kansas. Vi "-,,,,.,. bne at this place, following a relatively easy grade

up Chino Valley. It was changed to shorten the
distance from Phoenix to the East. There is a road from Seli<mian
north 67 miles to Cataract Can von, a branch ofVinmd Canvnn which
has high red walls and sevcral'pntmv.-mic \w.terfalk Hen' live the
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consists in part of the lower red shale of the Supai formation and in
part of the upper surface of the Redwall limestone. The railway
follows the boundary line between these two formation*, in some
places on the red shale and in others on the limestone. The Aubrev
Cliffs are prominent in the landscape to the east as the train bears
away northwestward by rising on the gentle slope of the eastward-
dipping beds to the summit of the plateau of Redwall limestone.
This plateau is the next "step" in the descent from the great plateau
of Arizona, a descent which is begun a short distance west of Williams
and continues nearly to Colorado River.

Pica
At Pica (see sheet 20, p. 138) there are wells 1,100

Elevation 5 247
fe0t ^eCp SUuk °n tlle recommeno1ation of a Govern-

KiStytleSies. 1110111 geologist. They furnish water for locomotives
and also for a large number of cattle and sheep.

The summit of the slope of Redwall limestone is reached at Yampai,
where there are cuts in this limestone. At the summit is a wide

Yampai.
pass, west of whirl, the train enters Yampai Canyon,

from the overlying red shale.

plant, or maguey (mah-gay',

.\\n in Plate XXXV, .1. After

hit only 18

ler canyons

group (see
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Peach Springs to the bank of the CoL

Canyon are not as high here as in tin

has a deep inner gorge of granite exh

sandstones and shales of the Tonto g

of Redwall limestone. The esearpnn

south of Peach Spring

The walls of the Grand

high cliffs

. liif .

id it extends nearly due south for many miles.

•e nearly to Truxton the valley widens greatly and is

At Truxton the valley merge, into a gorge in which

appears the granite underlying the Tonto group.

k',1'!
'.",!","! !',',!

'•
This P'tinit0 ^ti'inl- northward to the foot of Music

Mountain, a high cliff and peak which is promi-

nently in view 7 miles to the northwest from the vicinity of mileposts

475 and 476. It is the same rock that is exposed in the lower part of

fault crossing the railway, with the uplift on its east side. It is

probably the southern extension of the fault extending along the

west foot of the Grand Wash Cliffs shown in figure 33. On the

west side of this fault the railway passes into a lava field and for

On approaching Crozier the train passes below the edge of the lava

cap into a gorge in the underlying granite, which is prominent in the

lower walls of the canyon nearly to Hackberry. The
relations of the lava to the granite are well exposed

between (
'ro/.ior and Valentine, as shown in figure 33.

' The lava sheet constitutes an extensive elevated shelf

or plateau north and south of Crozier and Valentine. It lies on
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an exceedingly irregular surface of the granite, lilling up valleys

and burying low peaks and ridges, as shown in figure 33. It was

poured out in relatively recent geologic time, but before the valley

of Truxton Wash was cut to the depth which it now has near Crozier

and below.

At Valentine is a school for the Ilualpai Indians on a reservation

of 730,000 acres. They are a branch of the Yuman tribe and are

closely allied to the Supai or Hava.-ni Indians living
Valentine.

[u (; ;1

'

t am( .

t (\mvon . There are about 500 of these

^tmtvilSle Hualpai Indians, the remnant of a large tribe which
' " "once controlled a wide area in the middle Colorado

Valley. They were famous for their prowess in hunting and their

general enterprise, but are making little progress toward civilization.

The granite in the gorge from Valentine to Hackberry is character-

istic of much of the granite in the ranges of western Arizona. It is

very massive and coarse-grained and weathers out in typical rounded

forms or huge bowlders. This process is facilitated by numerous

joints, 1 which cause the rock to break into large blocks; these

blocks on weathering soon lose their corners, so that the resulting

pinnacles and masses have rounded forms.

Hackberry is sustained mainly by a few small mines and ranches

in the adjoining region. Here the train passes northwestward out

of the granite gorge into the wdde desert slope or

Hackberry. plain known as Hualpai Valley. (See PI. XXXVII,
Elevation 3,554 feet. A, p. 140.) The Peacock Mountains, a granite ridge

SSXyMWmiies of considerable prominence, project out of it on the

west; on its east side are granite slope

by the lava-capped plateau. The west

teau, extending far south from Hackbe

wood Cliffs.

At Antares the railway reaches the

extension of the Peacock Mountains, t

on both sides of the tr

(la>t stop in the decent acro» ti

•ocks constituting the high plan

ho lower part of the Rodwall linu
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500 feet or more of sandstones and shale of the Tonto group, and have

a long rugged lower slope of granite descending to the Hualpai

Valley. The line of the escarpment is nearly straight. Part of its

height is apparently due to a fault passing along its western foot, with

uplift on the east side, as shown in figure 34. This fault probably has

a displacement of 1,000 feet or more, as indicated by the extent to

which the strata are elevated.

At the Grand Wash Cliffs the plateau c

some of the ridges of volcanic rock to the

the great plateaus of nearly level sandsto

occupy a large portion of Arizona and New Mexico cease at these

cliffs. In northwestern Arizona, southern Nevada, and California

north of the Santa rV Railway the desert basins are separated by

ridges that trend northward. The Peacock Mountains, south of

Antares, are the first of these ridges, and many others will be seen in

the journey west to Colorado River and in southeastern California.

Doubtless the sedimentary rocks of the high plateau extended

across most or all of this area in former times, but they have been

Ltry ends, for although

t have tabular surfaces

and limestones which

blocks by :

ng granite bare.

covered biter by great masses of -

prominent fc;i * mv- of the area.

From Antares to Kingm a n the

Valley, a typical flat-bottomed <!

Colorado River. It presents whh

is Colo Vhick,

dpai (wahl'pie)

steads north to

1 with excellent

to agriculture if

vever, but very

irt of the valley

ter, this stream

i from the rail-

;
water to that height for irrigation is now regarded

i'-able.

At the south end of the Hualpai Valley, south of Berry siding and
east of Louise siding, rise the Hualpai Mountains, a high ridge con-
sisting mainly of granite, similar to the Peacock Mountains. On
the west side of Hualpai Valley, as -ecu from points between Hack-
berry and Louise siding, there is a high ridge known as Black Mesa,
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consisting of

character not found in the region Farther

areas in the country to the west. 1

Kingman (see sheet 21, p. 14S) is sust

mining operation- in the adjoining nmunta
opened for many years, an

Kingman.
duce(j fi ^ ^^ <(f

"' are in the Ccrbat Mountai

brandies from the main I

of the ore is brought to Kingman for redu.

West of Kingman there are railway cuts i

extends south from Black Mesa. These
several flows of rhyolite separated l>v thiol

rials. The lavas issued from vents and flo^

all sides, the earliest one apparently filli

irregular surface of granite. The tuff cons

-

i-

llllMl , ( , „ , lt , wien Louise and McConnieo, Ariz., '

looking northwest.

blown out of the craters or cracks of eruption at intervals between

the lava flows. Some features of the succession in the canyon

between Kingman and McConnico are shown in figure 35. The beds
lie nearly horizontal, and the railway descends across their edges on
the down grade through the canyon. The granite floor is reached

~^The succession consists of an alterna- Th.-v were poured out over the surface in

tion of lava flows < i" van* .us kin.],, in. .si 1y flows, in most places to a thickness of 100

rhyolite, with thick beds of light-colored feet or more. The tuff is fine-grained

tuff and volcanic ash, in part capped by

are in thick -W,* w 1 i. h in BIa< k M. -a mosdy of light color and consists mainly

of ash and fine-grained pumice blown out

much older than the late lava flows of craters and deposited in great sheets

(basalts, ,,f the Ash Fork country and the

San Francisco .Mountains, but may he of most places il has in turn been covered

ing of alieniati. ns ..f lava outflows and
fains. Mill Williams Mountain, Picacho material ejected in fragmental condition.

Peak, and Mount Floyd. Then- were also mud flows consisting of

Undoubtedly these lavas were once later: Is similar to the tuff and ashes but

p. .tired i >ut. mixed with water, and spread

«it. for they have been uplifted, tilted, over the surface in plastic condition, in

and in large part removed by or -ion. [.laces t.. a thickness of 50 feet or more.
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ally, and in the

the base vin- the
younger volcanic -eric-.

A short distance beyond McConnico is a projecting spur of the
granite which shows in low cuts on both sides of the track. From

p gradually to the foot of the

vail, \vs are underlain bv deposits

the mountains, and
this sort attain a thi*skness of

ma terials partly till val leys that
i reg'Mm was higher thai i it is at

her,3 are excellent view s to the

the foot of Black Mesa
1,500 feet above thi

•nat ing lavas and tuffs s

r to the west.

imilar to

cut in the valley filling, showing

le nipidity in the desert fc region,
»nuimously running wiiter, for

y tiie great daily variations in

12
f OT even higher on the

mght to 70° or less, a differ-

plant grows 2 to 6 feet high and is rather wide!
habit of desert plants, which require widespread!

o February, when

and have special

iment, The most
i Kingman, Ariz.,

tridentata). This

spaced, after the







gather the mo.st.uir from an ample area. For most of the year its
leaves are covered with a resin that acts us a protection against
evaporation and also renders them very Unpalatable to animals.
The popular name is due to the tarry odor given off when the plant
is burned. On the rocky slopes and less abundantly on the plains
several species of cactuses will be noted, including tie barrel cactus
or visnaga (EcMnocactus wislizeni lecontei; PI. XXXVUI), the smaller
Echinocactus johnttoni, and clusters of the niggerhead cactus (EcMno-
cactus pohjcephalus)

, which bears beautiful deep-red flowers in the
early summer. All these cactuses are covered with large spines and
contain considerable water, which is protected from evaporation bv
the thick skins of the trunk. The desert rats gnaw into some of them

Travelers often obtain a drink of fair water from the barrel cactus.'

On some of the desert slopes grow the curious candlewood bushes, or
ocotdlo (Fouquieria splendens; PI. XXXV, B, p. 134), the tips of which
are brilliant with flame-colored blossoms in the spring. The palo-

verde (Parhinsonia torreyana) , a bush or small tree consisting entirely

of green spikes, grows in many of the valleys, associated with the
una del gato (oon'ya del gah'to), or cat claw (Acacia greggii), a bush
with myriads of little curved thorns and deliriously fragrant yellow
blossoms. On some of the sandv soils are manv vuccas or soap weeds
of several snecies which ring send up slender si alk- hearing

dare not often in sigh t. The rats,

e same habit, Varion5 lizards and

/ osonitt [>1at [1rhino.* ai•e abundant,

ttlesnake known as " sidewinder"

5 common name refers to his side-

md attack. The rare tiiivr rattier

cs in many out-of-the-way places.

metam) does not often come as far

,u„..,v,„.rtedfrom lihe Colorado

r Virgin River in southern Utah.

xmromdus akr) may

desert, and his empty shell is a common sight. Most of these tor-

toises are from s to 10 inches long; some are larger. They are gener-

ally found far from water holes? and it is a marvel that they can

exist with so little water.
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railway company sank a well 1,004 feet deep at Yucca some
ago which yields a supply of excellent water rising within 104

feet of the surface. 1 The east face of Black Mesa
continues in view beyond Yucca, The general suc-

,

^'
]̂

ll
;'
el cession of beds, in this face is shown in figure 36.

ityi.iiiimih- The rocks present considerable variety, comprising

light-colored lavas irhyolites) and black lava (basalt)

lospread sheets of varying thickness, separated by thick de-

^>'i light-colored tuffs, which were thrown out of volcanic

in fragmentary condition. Extensive cuts in this volcanic

through a southern projection of the mesa show massive

a and tuff capped by a sheet of light-colored lava (rhyolite).

reccia consists of large fragments of volcanic rocks of various

the material appears to have flowed out mixed
eyond this point the railway swings to the west
A of Black Mesa, but it continues to follow Sacra-
>rado River at Topock.

short distance west t)f Haviland siding are low
ices and hills composed of the valley filling, and
nlepost 547 is a railway cut through one of these,

sing from 30 to 50 feet of bowlders and sand.
do River is in sight to the northwest, occupying
-en typical desert ranges. About 2 miles beyond
ell there may be seen in the foothills of the

ed mountains to the south a hole through a

:, which is known as the "Eye of the Needle."
as been eroded in a narrow ridge, largely by
hich is an effective agent of rock sculnt ure in the
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At Topock (Mohave for bridge) the bank of the Colorado is reached
at a point where the water is only about 480 feet above sea level.

Topock, Ariz.
Thi

.

S river marks the boundary between Arizona and

n^.J-^J,
California, and a large bridge crosses it to the Cali-

K-;l„^n,vi'.,V7m i,os.
fornia side. To the north the river flows in a wide
valley. To the south it passes into a rocky can von

through a chain of jagged ridges which extends from northwest to
southeast. A group of pinnacles on one of these ranges about 3 miles
southeast of Topock, and plainly visible from that place, is known
as The Needles. The rocks of these mountains are largely of the
younger volcanic series, similar to those constituting Black Mesa, a
few miles to the northeast. They form sharp peaks of strikin- out-
line owing to rapid erosion along joint planes traversing the hard
massive igneous rocks.

Colorado River was reached by two of the earlv Spanish explorers
from Mexico in 1540; one was Melchior Diaz," who came across
country and went only a short distance above Yuma, and the other
was Alareon, who came in boats from western Mexico. Owing to
the custom of the natives of carrying firebrands in winter with which
to warm themselves. Diaz named the stream Rio del Tizon ( Firebrand
River), a name more distinctive than the present one, which often
causes considerable confusion because no part of the river is in the
State that has the same name.

California, known as the Golden State, is next to the largest Statem the L nion. It is 780 miles in length and about 250 miles in average
width, though owing to its shape it covers very nearly

California. as wide a range in longitude as Texas. It has also
great diversity in altitude, for some of its desert

valleys are below sea level and in the Sierra Nevada are the highest
]>«-aks south of Alaska. The State lias a total area of 156,092 square
miles, being nearly equal in size to New England, New York, and
Pennsylvania combined. The population of California in 1910 was
2,377,549, or about one-tenth that of the Eastern States named.
This was a gain of 60 per cent in 10 years. The number of persons
t" the square mile is only slightly more than 15, having doubled since
1890, but the density varies greatly, becoming very low in the desert
regions east of the Sierra Nevada. The ratio of males to females is

125 to 100. The area covered by public-land surveys is 123,!) 10
square miles, or nearly 80 per cent of the State, and 21 per cent of the
State was unappropriated and unreserved July 1, 1914.
Along the State's 1,000 miles of bold coast line there are compara-

tively tew un h>:uat ions. The bays of San Diego and San Francisco
are excellent harbors, but they are exceptional.
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The climate of California varies greatly from place to place, Along

the coast in northern California it is moist and equable. Around
San Francisco Bay a moderate 1 rainfall i- routined almost wholly to

the winter, and the range in temperature is comparatively small. In

parts of southern California typical desert conditions prevail. The
great interior valley is characterized by moderate to scant winter

rainfall and hot, dry summers. Snow rarely falls except in the high

Forests cover 22 per cent of the State's area and have been esti-

mated to contain 200,000,000,000 feet of timber. They are notable

for the large size of their trees, especially for the huge dimensions

attained by two species of redwood

—

Sequoia washingtoniana (or

gigantea), the well-known "big tree'' of the Sierra Nevada, and
Srtjuma m-Hipcrrirnix, the "big tree" of the Coast Ranges. Some of

these giant trees fortunately have been preserved by the Government
or through private generosity against the inroads of the lumberman.
The 21 national forests in California have a total net area of 40,600

square miles, or about one-fourth of the State's area. The national

parks in the State are Yosemite (1,124 square miles), Sequoia (252

square 1 miles), and General Grant (4 square miles).

Agriculture is a large industry in California, and with the intro-

duction of more intensive cultivation its importance is increasing
rapidly. In 1914 the grain crops yielded nearly 63,000,000 bushels,
of which two-thirds was barley. The value of the cultivated hay crop
that year was over 843,000,000. In the variety and value of its fruit

crops California has no rival in the United State-, if indeed in the world.
Its products rangi 1 from date-, pineapples, and other semitropical
fruits m the south to pears, peaches, and plums in the north, but it is

to oranges and other citrus fruits and to wine grapes that California
owes its horticultural supremacy. During the season from November
1, 1913, to October 31, 1914, California produced 4X.548 carloads of

citrus fruit, 42,473,000 gallons of wine 1
, and 12.450 tons of walnuts

and almonds. The value of the annual crop of citrus fruits is about
$50,000,000, and of olives $2,200,000. Wine and brandy yield to

the grape industry $25,500,000 annually. Some other notable
products are hops, about 20,000,000 pounds; lima beans. 1,150,000
sacks; beet sugar, 162,000 tons; potatoes, 11,000,000 bushels; and
butter, 54,000,000 pounds.
Of its mineral products, petroleum ranks first in total value and

gold next. In 1914 California's output of petroleum was valued at

$48,466,096, about 25 per cent of the world's yield, and its output of

gold at about $21,000,000. In the production of both petroleum and
gold California leads all other States in the Union. Other mineral
products are cement $10,500,000, copper $5,000,000, silver $750,000,
mercury 8750,000, and borax $1,500,000.



California's fisheries brin
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1,500,000 pounds of wool a
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still remain, although some are in ruins. The first overland caravans
to California began in 1827. The discovery of gold hv J. W. Marshall
at Suffers Mill in 1848 brought a large crowd of gold seekers and
settlers.

California was formerly a part of Mexico but in f 848 was ceded to

the United States and on September 9, 1S">0, was admitted to the

At the California end of the bridge at Topock there is a conspicuous
outcrop of red conglomerate in massive ledges which is part of the
older valley filling. It outcrops at other places farther west, and a
small mass of the same rock also appears on the east bank of the river

just north of the bridge. From the bridge to Needles the railway
follows the west bank of the river, and owing to the many small gul-

lies and terraces there are numerous cuts for the railway grade.

These cuts exhibit materials of the valley filling, which appear to

comprise a younger, high-level graved and sand, lying on the some-

to 100 feet above the present river and was laid down at a period of

Trace or higher fiooc I plain of Colorado

arge hotel at the s< ation, where most
meals. This hotel i

o Garces, a Spanis h missionary who
ough this country

iin 1771-1774 and
les is becoming a

Id. equable climate and large proper-

ees have been cultiv

bately palm Neowa*'ungtoniajiltfua, a
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native of the Colorado Desert, which is extensively utilized for orna-

mental plantings in Los Angeles and other towns in the coastal

region of southern California.

Many Mohave Indians live along the flats at Needles, and they have
a reservation of considerable size extending along the river bank some
distance above the city, where they dwell in small, low buildings

roofed with brush and sand. They cultivate small areas of the fertile

bottom lands along the river and raise grain and vegetables for their

own use and for the local market. Some of them come to the trains,

offering head trinkets of various kinds for sale to the passengers.

They are a branch of the Yuman stock, numbering about 1,400 and in

general diminishing in number. The name Mohave mo-hah/vay is

Yuman for the three pinnacles of the Needles south of Topock.
Formerly these Indians were warlike, but this would not be inferred

from their present appearance.

In the western part of Needles then' is a steep ascent to a long,

moderately steep slope which rises to the foot of the Sacramento
Mountains > on the west. This slope is the surface of a thick body of

water on the rare occasions when there is rain.'

Leaving Needles the train begins to climb the slope, running northr
westward toward a pass that separates the Sacramento Mountains on
the south from the Dead Mountains on the north. On this slope
there are many railway cuts that reveal the materials of which it is

composed. Some of the deposits are fine silts; others are cross-
bedded sands containing a large amount of coarse material. All are
of recent geologic age.

Two miles beyond Java the rocks of the mountains are exposed in
railway cuts and slopes of Sacramento Wash, the valley of a stream
which has cut the pass through the mountains. The material is

greater part of the ranges north and south.
Near Klinefelter siding this rock gives place to coarse, massive red

conglomerate, which at several point- rises in mounds of moderate
height. This rock is not old, but appears to be a valley filling that
accumulated before the deposition of the gravel and sand which form
most of the slopes of the desert valley. The materials were derived

'The
schists of suppoM.l Arrh«-.m a-c Tin- range. I»

highest part of the mountains, 10 miles w.-t of :

southwest of Needles, is capped by a
thick body of latite. From the occur-

material
slope southwest of Needles it is probable slopes.



largely from the adjoining mountains of gneiss

siderable area west of Klinefelter and alinos

approaching the vertical, along the foot of

northeast of that place. A short distance b.

ing a number of springs issue from this de]

which has been extensively utilized by the n
locomotives. These springs are just west of tl

A few rods east of the railway, at milepost

Klinefelter, the conglomerate stands nearly
between its beds a 6-foot sheet of basalt. At ;

tracks it includes another sheet of basalt,

At Klinefelter the railway is in a wide desert

through Sacramento Wash, which heads far

east rise the Dead Mountains. 1 culminating i

to the southwest is Ibis Mountain, which er

siding. The up grade continues past Ibis to tl

east of Goffs. The divide at this place (altitud

wide sand plain of the desert, but there are ri<

to the north anil south, and doubtless hero tli

distance beneath the surface. At Goffs. howe
deep, from which the railway company obtain

reported was at a depth of 6S0 feet.

• that is «

i west. '

mt Mane

A In,

camps to the north, begins at Got s, which is an old a

gold, silver, and c
Goffs

- the mountains u

.

(

south. 2 The ores occur in part as v
"irregular bodies of shattered altered r

after the manner of the ore bodies at Goldfield and 1

~^The Dead Mountain,. northeast^ stone and sandstone ^

part at a low angle to the weM . The
slopes and ridges south and southwest of

Klinefelter show a variety of rocks. For

and conglomerate that include sheets and of rhyolite. The higl
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From Goffs the railway runs nearly due southwest for many miles
(see sheet 22, p. 158), descending continuously into one of the great
interior basins that are characteristic of a large part of southeastern
California. The slope is covered with a thick mantle of gravel and
sand, constituting a typical desert plain from which detached moun-
tain ranges rise abruptly at intervals. These ranges have steep sides,
are deeply recessed by canyons, and have remarkably ragged or
pinnacled summits. The plain slopes up toward the mountains and
is built of the products of their disintegration. The deposits are
thick, for they have been accumulating for a long time and every rain
causes a local flood that carries the rock waste farther and farther
down the slopes ami at the same time adds a new supply from the

sides.

There are many instructive illustrations of the relations of these
desert plains from Needles all the way across southern California, but
some of the most impressive ones are in the region southwest of Goffs.
liam is infrequent in this region, as the average total precipitation is

considerably less than 6 inches a year. However, much of the rain
falls in remarkably heavy showers, or cloudbursts, which quicklv
flood the drainageways with a swiftly flowing body of water suffi-
ciently powerful to mil lar-re holders and to transport a vast amount
of fine material far down the slope. These floods are exceedingly

a caps south of Goffs and of the same
. Smaller masses of this rock also rise

a the desert in low butr.-s 8 miles
thwest of Goffs. They are purls of

i flows that were poured out over the

Tim- miles north of Go]

esert. Thev consi
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troublesome to the railway company, which must make Inn*; <

tion ditches and dikes to prevent serious washouts. Work <

sort along the Santa Fe lines in the desert region has been as

an item of expense as flood protection and repair in regions
there are large rivers subject to freshets. The run-otl' is ver\

in the deserts, because the rocks are bare, the soil is hard, and n;

the slopes are steep. Very little water passes underground
springs, even in the mountains, are exceedingly rare, Much i

however, is lost by evaporation.

some limestone which has been mostly altered to marble by the
intrusion of igneous rocks. The heat and pressure of these intrusions
are the agencies which have effected this change. The process is

one of crystallization, the massive or earthy limestone changing into

The prominent range known as the Providence Mountains, west
and northwest of Fenner, consists of a thick mass of limestones and
other sedimentary rocks (Cambrian, Devonian, and Carboniferous)
lying on granites and cut by thick bodies of monzonite and rhyolite.

These mountains are the south end of a great north-south divide
which separates the Las Vegas and Colorado valleys on the east from
the deserts on the west and which in general seems to be an impor-
tant but little understood geologic boundary in this region. In its

northern extension, known as the Charleston Range, near Good
Springs, there are rich mines of lead and zinc, and a remarkable

course of the railway from Needles to Cadiz was determined for the

purpose of paralleling the east side and getting around the south end
of this range, which is reached at Cadiz.

The basin about Fenner is probably underlain by later volcanic
rocks, portions of which protrude above the plain in many small
buttes. One of these is a mile northeast of the station, and a group
of them occurs about 10 miles due west of Fenner. They consist
of rhyolite, a fine-grained brown glassy-looking rock, much of which
contains cindery fragments and many vesicular cavities caused by the

steam included at the time of outflow. In the midst of these rhyolite

hills, 10 miles west of Fenner, there is an outcrop of pure white marble
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center. A short distance to the west rises a high ridge known as

Clipper Mountain,' which consists mainly of a thick succession of

Tertiary volcanic rocks, which lie on gneiss that crops out extensively

at the north end of the range. This ridge is about 10 miles long and

itain are
|

fragmt

lav.x uu.l th.- »-j», ri.,i, ,

s-tn.-ofih.-.' volc-.tiif ;

1







This material is «

North of the

narrow but prom



uation of the Providence Mount ah s. To pass the south end of th

range the railway has to be deflected far southward in its cour

beyond Goffs.

At milepost 040 the railway passes the south end of the Irt

Mountains 1 and bears slightly north of west to Cadiz. Along t

west side of the mountains is a westward-facing el

Cadiz - of the sandstone and limestone, surmounting rugg

in dark Cambrian limestone, which yields a material of attract!

appearance, but it has not yet been shipped to any great extent.

At Cadiz the main line is joined by a branch from Phoenix, Ari

which crosses Colorado River at Parker, 60 miles below Needles, at

rises with easy grade over the divide that separates the river vail

from the long basin extending to Cadiz and beyond. One branch

this basin is followed by the main line of the 'railway from Goffs

Cadiz, far down its slope.

From Cadiz westward the course of the track is somewhat north

west, through the center of a series of wide basins bordered on bo

sides by high mountain ranges. The bottom of this basin is reach

1 The Iron Mountains present, a con- i body of overlying limestone and sli:

siderable variety of rocks, including pre-

Cumt.ruiii granite and overlying quart z-

ites, limestones, and shales oj < ;nnl>ruin

to Carboniferous age. These are cut by contact of these sedimentary rocks on
masses of intrusive rocks which have
altered most of the limestone to marble.

The contact and the beds all dip a

and full lie on t he older rocks and are in m. nlera i e angle to the east. The gran



between Bengal and Ambov.
l,!)7.-> feet from the divide ea

not beet l fully escertained, 1

by a rock rim it can

nl.lv has resulted from tiltinj

progress for a long lime, and . there is now a thick body of them

forming the floor of the b*sin. Sodi urn chloride (common salt)

exists in largo amount, and theto is also < •nnsiderable gypsum. These

deposits are quarried extensively east o f Amboy. At Saltus siding,

naar milepost 657, there is a ry a short distance south of

the railway, which ordinarily produces a car or two of salt a day.

The salt is mined 4 miles fai •ther sout h, in the lowest part of the

basin, and brought by the company's ,aihvay to the works, where

ts. The salt

s nearly white rock

avement of wide extent. It is hi several layers, sepa-

deno>its of -ilt. and from 5 to 7 feet of it is taken out

white crusty surface with prot

mineral. A short distance noi

p.v. ion ,1mm n-i-i ' (11. - lvi in- transfigure them beyond recognition. A
pack train crossing the desert a few miles

distant may appear like some strange

shallow lake, the shores of which advance

as one rides away. The monotony of

j

midday on the desert is thus broken by

"The scenery on the larger playas is elusive forms that are ever changing and

journey. The codl evenings and morn-

rid, i - mi! - ,, a ,„.«,., ih I, ,-1 fl or. ings in these arid regions, when the purple

with an unbroken aky line before him
and noi aiiobje. tin.- Jit 1 o cast a shadow
on the ocean-like expanse. Mirages.

which may be seen almost every day on

these heated deserts, give strange fanciful I these solitudes is always impressive."
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post 659 there are extensive pits 6 to S feet deep in which the gypsum
is obtained. It is carried by a small railway to the plaster mill at

Amboy, where it is heated to expel the water and ground to the fine

powder known as plaster of Paris.

miles to the — ill 1 l. ero>M- the l.*we>t part of the
Amboy. basin near the salt deposit and goes through a pass or
Elevation en feet_ depression in the Sheep Hole Mountains, which are

.nsas
, j ,

es -

about n miles (listant Thcso m()imtains consist of

graphic barrier of granite and other igneous rocks which borders the

south side of the valleys traversed by the railway as far as Barstow.
The Marble Mountains, constituting the north rim of the basin a

few miles north of Amboy, consist mainly of coarse-grained granites,

mostly light gray, penetrated by large bodies of dark coarse-grained

quartz monzonite. Many masses of limestone altered to white
marble occur north and northeast of Amboy. At one locality 4 miles

north of Amboy considerable iron ore lias replaced the limestone near
the igneous contact. In the foothills of this range 2 \ miles north of

Amboy there is a low ridge of light-colored lava (rhyolite), and a

short distance northwest of this a large rounded hill of fine-grained,
dark-colored rock (diorite), probably much older than the lavas.
A mile east of these knobs is a small pit in light -colored clay which
has been used for mixing with the plaster at the Amboy mill. This
clay is probably part of the mass of earlier sediments that underlie
the valley and are here upturned along the foot of the mountain rim.
A 700-foot well in Amboy is reported to be entirely in sand and
graved and to have yielded only salt water, which occurred in con-
siderable volumes, especially near the surface. At a depth of 70

perature at Amboy is much less than that of places
farther south within our borders, a maximum of :

recorded at Salton, in the Colorado Desert. Tl

tram passes a s<

In the center

fine cinder cone

,
geologic

botto

nearly circular at

ably rough, bein



milepost 064, is about 200

or dark-gray cinders or pu

In its southwest side there

thin later sheet of lava tha

accumulation of cinders ma
the vent sputtered out a s

frothing with steam bubble

are now embedded in the eii md the one at I'i-ali

43 miles farther wi-st, are . lly good exatnples loder

lava flow, and manvLxnm mill ;.uv visible froi Th

structural relations of flows i of tl lis el niracter a:re si:iown in fig, ire 3$

From Amboy to Bagdad the i•aihv ;iy line begins to rise gra dnali.

on the west slope ofthe ha:sin.

All trains stop Iit Bagdi id fc] w,-n ,!• and t'i; i el < >il. The wiiter i

brought daily ona train ol

to 1 tin'X™"\ ) i'.'.'j ^Z
Bagdad. ^ 'ami at othei • poi] its in the bat-in have oh tain©

Elevation 787 feet. on]; iter.
1 A -short distJ north of Bi :i gd 5 e

KansasCityl,590mi!w.
^ ^ low ridge whleh extends far \bo the northwesl

It consists of dark:massive igneous ro ( k i. nuart; mzonite),©^.vrlai

by volcanic tuffs aiid sheet!3 of la va ( rhvolite). About 9 miles Qort

of Bagdad are the Marble Mou ;itain
-.' already • me'ntioned. J.n thi

range is located th( . Orange , Biosson) mine (in lite apht,-).

has yielded copper rying mo]e or less -"'' 1.

t !
i

the carta-, with great Ki
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South of Bagdad there is a desert plain S miles across, partly filled

on the east with the lava sheet. West of this sheet the flat contains

salty and gypsum-hearing deposits, mixed with more or less fine

sand. This is the west end of the basin which contains the salt and

gypsum east and south of Amboy but which, just west of Amboy,

is floored with lava. On tin- south side of the basin rises a prominent

ridge of, anie forks

nff assocu

dT« ':..- lo

just north of the

reddish cinder.

Another similar

with large bodies of light-colored lavas

old lead-silver mine in this range has pro-

rade ore from a vein that is except iotially

e. Three miles farther south is the high

• cones and masses of black lava (basalt)

eks. Halfway between mileposts 672 and

th of the railway is evidently the remnant

basalt. Near milepost 674 there is in view

i lai-L'e cone made up of inclined beds of

w miles farther northeast.

th it approaches hills and

places by flows of basalt.

., low black knobs rise out

. of an old crater or a flow

mried by sand and gravel.

Amboy is a prominent feature, JU Klondike siding (milepost 682)

•
•

.
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.
.
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. .,; -: , . _: ,l ul i ,i„, v w
.

ni ,„,, flphlk w..,
t
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their green surface. Most ..f the cactuses w ii h s <-e,ts that th, vserure m ist ire

mMmtr')rvl'!i
a

miT
u!

r

l

i''

1,

r,
,

'^
,n '

-tru^Hre.f,V'.i^.TM^',^r^t',''la i ,!i,''r moist „re fn ,m t he air. The spines of the

feathery, and grouped In starry clusters

or in rows. They have been used for

passage of water from one cell to another fishhooks, needles, and combs and in va-
throughout the interior. A barrel cactus rious other ingenious ways by the prim-

weight of water. The water contained vary in form, and most of them are ex-

uvmely Leant iful. The different species

di^.lav brilliant tints of purple, yellow,

orange, and rose. Some open by day;

bear edible fruits, and the seeds of some
menting with desert mice it was found are used by the Indians for food.
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an altitude of 1.6.52 foot is attained. To the northeast are hills of

volcanic tuff and ash, and one long butte capped with black lava

(basalt). To the southwest is a group of hills of tuff with bodies of

light-colored lava (rhyolite), which extends for some distance west.

At milepost 684 the railway is just south of hills of volcanic tuff,

flow at a lower level, upon which the train runs within a short dis-

tance. At the next milepost the lava of this flow is exposed in rail-

way cuts. It occupies a saddle or wide valley which extends westward

past Ash Hill siding. Here the train passes over a divide (altitude

which rise a hundred' feet higher. The cut ire surface of the divide, as

well as the adjoining slopes, is covered with a lava How (basalt) of

relatively recent ago though not nearly so recent as the one in the

basin near Amboy. The lava extends down the west slope also

nearly to Ludlow; its source was probably in the hills north of Ash

Hill Biding, but no evidence of a crater was noted in that area.

The T.mopah & Tidewater Railroad runs north from Ludlow (see

sheet 23, p. 162) to Goldfield, Nov.. noted for its rich gold mines, and a

small branch road goes south 10 miles to the Bagdad-
Ludlow. Roosevelt mine. Ludlow is in the south end of

Ei«-a.ion i,77«fm. another basin, Which extends far to the north. For
tv.puUTum 2:,-,*

^ u 1(mif timo tkis hasm h;1
, ]uvn rore

-

lvlllg the drainage

"""'''"""'"of a wide area of surrounding hills, so that the thick

deposit of silt and sand which it contains includes evaporation prod-

ucts as well. A deep boring (1 ,500 feet) at Ludlow and another (600

feet) 8 miles to the north penetrated many sand beds containing

the spring at Xewheny by a daily t rain of lank cars. AshorUlistanoe

•opper ores, but farther north, near Broad'

?ly mined, on the Tonopah & Tidewate

hyolite por- high ranges of light-c<

I the baain. Thirteen



les, or to a point a short dis-

l center of the flow, about 2
eautifully symmetrical cinder

Tlii-- was all'

is no perceptible oxidation of the rocks or

cinders. The lava mill fdmw* tin- ja^ed
edges due to accidents of flow, and there
are many minute etnlac-then <>t lava, ham:-
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cone about 250 feel high, with a large, deep crater in its summit. This
cone, which is usually called Mount Pisgah, is as fine an example of a
recent volcanic outflow as can be seen anywhere. Some of its features
are shown in Plate XL (p. 151).

The mountains which rim the basin north and south of Pisgah siding
consist mostly of granites, the thick mass of volcanic tuffs and lavas
constituting the southeast end of the Cady Mountains northwest of
Ludlow apparently having ended at a point northeast of Pisgah.
From Pisgah to Troy, a distance of 12 mile-, there is :l down grade of
368 feet into the basin.

North and south of Hector there are low hills of Tertiary volcanic
tuff. The western extrusion of the lava sheet from Mount Pisgah lies

some distance south, of Hector, but it is approached and crossed by
the railway between Hector and Troy.
At Troy siding the basin opens out westward into a broad fiat

that extends to Mohave River, about 7 miles to the north. The
plain here is remarkably smooth, and it is covered in part by silt and
in part by low sand dunes. In an area of considerable extent about
Troy there is a large volume of fairly good water only a short distance
below the surface, and it rises within 4 feet of the surface near the
siding. On account of this supply a number of settlers have recently
taken homesteads in this flat, expecting to pump the water for irriga-
tion. At most places here the water does not carry very much salty
material, for this part of the valley drains into Mohave River, and
salts appear not to have accumulated in it.

A short distance northeast of Troy is a range of low hills consisting
of volcanic, tuff and lavas (rhyolite and basalt), which bear off north-
Westward to Mohave River. These materials probably also underlie
the flat, for they appear in a number of low knobs to the west, south,
and southeast of Troy. The larger mountain mass, 5 miles south of
Troy, however, consists of light-colored granite (quartz monzonite).
A very thick deposit of bowlders and gravel lies against these granite
slopes, constituting high hills of rounded form. In one ami of
considerable extent these gravel beds are surmounted by a flow of
black lava (basalt), 1 which caps a high mesa cloarlv discernible south-
Bouthwest of Troy.

1 Tins lava came from a cinder cone at the level of the railway. A portion of the
high altitude behin I the main granite northern rim of this old valley in the higher
range and flowed to the north and north- slopes 6 miles south-southwest of Troy has

slope. Its irregular

of moderately steep

part of the black edge of the upper por-
southwest of Troy is not very high above tion of the flow isnow visible from Troy.
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Newberry siding, 6 miles west of Troy, is notable for the great

spring which issues from the volcanic tuff at the foot of the mountain

Newberr
a sllort distance southwest of the station. The water

erry. .

g^^ to ^e statjon> pump^ mto tanks, and used

k'„ ', ,'
i

' ;'„„ ror railway and residents as far east as Bagdad, an
interval in which no good local water is obtainable.

For this service the operation of a daily train of 20 tank cars, hold-
ing 10,000 gallons each, is required. This spring is supplied by rain

an outlet at the foot ,.f the range^"
1 ^ P^ W

"

North of Newberry is a wide flat extending to Mohave River, the

view from the train. These trees are always indicative of the prox-
imity of water, although in some localities the supply is deep under-
ground and in but small volume. They occur in considerable numbers
about the spring at Newberry and on the flat near Troy, where the
water is so near the surface. To the south is Newberry Mountain,
a prominent steep ridge showing a thick succession of volcanic rocks
(tuff, breccia, and rhyolito dipping at a moderate angle to the south-
west. These beds are probably the "Rosamond series," a formation
characteristic of the borders of the Mohave Desert.
The Mohave Desert is a large quadrangular area of arid land lying

north of the San Gabriel Mountains and southeast of the Sierra
Nevada. Its eastern limits have not been exactly defined. The
railway runs close to the southeast border of this desert between

From Newberry to Daggett the country is nearly level, for the train
traverses the broad river plain and gradually approaches Mohave
hiver. which is but a short distance north of Daggett station
The village of Daggett serves as a source of supplies for numerous

mines and a few ranches scattered along the valley. Here trains of

Daggett.
the San Pedro

>
Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad,

Elevation a 007 feet
•

commg from tne northeast, pass upon the Santa Fe
Km '<'.•:

i
''-..:;;,;.. »i;a<'K which they use to Colton. Two miles north

(,t 1>{l?£<'tt < n <' Calico Mountains, so named because
<>' the bright variegated color of their slope., rise abruptly from the
north margin of Mohave Valley. They consist of a thick succes-
sion of beds of ash and other fragmentary materials thrown out of
volcanoes and sheets of light-colored lava (rhyolite), dipping at a
moderately steep angle to the east. On the south slope is the Calico
mine, which has been a large producer of silver. On the east side
of the Calico Mountams the volcanic series includes clays containing
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colemanite, 1 a crystalline borate of lime. These clays have been
mined extensively for the production of borax. For many years large

amounts of this material were treated at a refinery in Daggett, but

the working of deposits of purer mineral in other areas has forced

this refinery to cease operations. The "borax mines" are not visible

from the railway except possibly by a very distant view to the north-

west from Newberry.

South of Daggett is a broad range of rounded hills which rise

of gravel and sand, in part cemented into eonglomerate. Beds of

From Daggett t«» ll.-u-tou the train ;1 ~r,n,K i lJ v alley of Mohave

lili,

?or much of the year the wat

t, but sometimes after a he*

bank to bank. The Mohavf

ces follows tin

ter does not fl<

|)|-0A

slope of the San Bernardino Range, flows northward for about 50

miles, to Barstow, and then, east of Daggett, turns eastward into a

stretch where it ceases to flow except at times of high flood, when it

ultimately reaches Soda Lake, or the sink of the Mohave, just south

of the Amargosa drainage basin. Mohave River is in sight of the

Victorville.

Near milepost 745, about 4 miles west of Nebo siding, the river

valley is narrowed by high buttes of reddish lava (rhyolite) and other

rocks, and bends considerably to the north around a ridge projecting

hii.l.l. vnlooall durim: the evaporation

T.-n un-

ftheTert Kite. The boric

rived from fresh

V. USUI

presen position by underground wai.-r-

The deposits are in two principal beds,

ut 50 feet apart.

These beds dip and have been

til of 500 feet. All the

[Jnited States is

btaim 1 from < mines, mainly •upper ore carrying g
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from the south. Recently a deep cut, a mile in length, has been
excavated through this ridge for the railway. The principal mate-
rials exposed in this cut are gravels and sands deposited by Mohave
River a long time ago. In the central part of the cut a red lava

Of Bakersfield, diverges from the hue to Sun
irdino, Los Angeles, and San Diego. A spa-
hotel is located here under the title of Casa del

rto (house of the desert). The valley of Mohave
' is narrow at Barstow. There are two prom-
lava (rhyolite) in the southern part of the

north of Barstow station,

vhich has run north of west for 100 miles bevond
* southward toward Cajon Pass and San Bernardino.

Mohave River past Todd. Mirks. Wild. Helen, and
Grande and beyond The low flat along the stream
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cks (see sheet 24, p. 178) hills of various kinds of i

border both sides of the valley. To tl

beds of fragmental ma
Hicks. with some lava flows

>
v>" low ranges southeast o

a few re ds north of Wild sid in', and
small ki oil of the same rock n-e- fr.

tracks. At milepost 18 anc for a i

o supply '

white col<

gold) the

facture of cement at the plant in Oro Grande. It

veral large openings half a mile en-t :

results from chemical 2 The structure of the ridg
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Portions of t
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schist and the decomposing

d in proper proportions, and

>een obtained for that

i,l railwax half a mile

Oro Grande. At the

railway bridge across Mohave River at milepost 84 it constitutes

the walls of a canyon through which the river flows for 2 miles. In

slopes east of the bridge are conspicuous exposures of the granite

cropping out in bare ledges, appearing like a great pile of huge

bowlders and slabs. This rock is quarried extensively for building

stone at several places southeast of Oro Grande. It is a handsome
and durable material, easy to dress, and uniform in color.

For several miles beyond milepost :>4 the railway follows the foot

of a high bank of sand and gravel, much of it in regular, horizontal

layers. This material constitutes a flat-topped river terrace; it was

deposited by Mohave. River at an earlier stage of the development of

'tone/

11 '

ne of the ' more dis

1 marbles

juarters t'o r mining. ,

Hctorville.

... Z!

fgion. Al

rof the Mohave in the

«r passes through thi
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eral years the United Sta
gaged the flow in the gap and the stream was found
volume of 68,000 acre-feet, or a mean of 95 cubic ft

freshet carried 13,400 cubic feet a second but was
tion. The water of Mohave River is now used ft

15,000 acres, mostly in alfalfa, grain, and garden tr

At milepost 39, 2 miles south of Victorville, th

bank of Mohave River and, entering a small valle

the steeper part of the long ascent of about 1,00

high mountain ranges whirl) lie between the Moha
coastal region of southwestern California. The coi

continues nearly due south. The slope, which is 1

of the Mohave Desert, consists of a thick succe

gravel and sand which extend far up the mountain

comes very abundant in the region about Ib'-peria

and the slopes above, nearly to Cajon Pass, its upper limit being

closely determined by the altitude and temperature. It is said that

attempts have been made to utilize the fibroin trunk of the yucca
for manufacturing paper, but the tree is now used chiefly in making



Hesperia is a small village that forms a trade center for ranches

along Mohave River a few miles to the east and several ranches and

orchards near by cultivated by irrigation. There are
Hesperia. two Qf t

ileso irrigated orchards just southwest of the

Po^a- uo
3>

92 *

fCet vm,a»e >
and another a mile farther south, on the west

K :m^citv!i"7i:;inii,-.side of the railwav. Some grain is also grown on

the adjoining plain. Considerable water, which is

being used for irrigation, is obtained from wells 500 to 800 feet deep.

Near Hesperia the creosote bush gives place to the Joshua tree

and Summit there are nianr cuts in the thick bodv of "Travel and

The lopes that the bushes

ts appear, notably the

.inland hu-hes, winch

slopes of this part of

Between mileposts 55 i

•r little apple, by which
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lows a winding I

side of steep slop

Hey of Cajon Creek. Beyond tin*

wof the deep valley of this creek,

its deeply through its rocky ledges.

l heads near the summit, however,

dies west back of the San Gabriel

ling into the canyon of Cajon Creek. Along

iding from Summit there are many deep

ugh projecting spin

.to the Mohave Desert. These materials abut

icds apparentlv having a thickness of more than

sed in the descent from Cajon Summit to Cajon

>ass ' between the San Bernardino Range on the

aused by a great I to the westward they define the north side

1 faults or Ma- of the San Gabriel Range. There were

.
.

." :
. . ... - • :, -.-

.
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east and the San Gabriel Range on the west, which affords an easy

outlet into the great coastal plain or valley of southwestern ( 'alifornia.

It is 40 miles west to the next pass, and to the southeast of this gap

mountains of < rUciul i'<>r i'imj mih>s continuouslv

crops of the lower beds of the sandstone grc

seri.- al...ut ( aj(,u siding. U ii<1 for *.me n»<

distance beyond. In this vicinity the pis

beds are more and more tilted up until th«

they dip north, or away from the moun- po
tains, at an angle of about 30° . They are j at

believed to be ofMiocene age. The rail- tea

h-yarecutbyt
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great San Bernardino plain, which is abou
miles long, one of a series of the foethill \

southmi edge of the San Gabriel Kan-y for 1

are filled with debris of unknown thick

up of talus and wa,h from the adjace,

1-rT
V.Ah'K s that extend to the coast lie h •fween

Mid t her rocks. The chief of these n
which culminate in Santiago R
5 on the southwestern horizon. J

ist of the railway for some dist;

er, which is crossed near Ono, ris

Hi It of mile post 78.

i'L-.

of the San Bernardino Ran-e (VI XLII), which

summits. One of these. San Gorgonio Mountain,

reaches 10,630 feet, or more than 9.000 feet abov

the foot of the mountains. This high range exte

but with diminished altitude and finally become:

the great desert basin in which Salton Sea is si

not far distant there were small glaciers in the 1

range. From points near milepost 79 and beyond

the remarkable scar, like a huge arrow point, on

at Arrowhead Springs. This feature is not alwa

distinctness depending on light and foliage, but

on close scrutiny. It is due to a peeuliar-shapec

ledges and thin vegetation. Here there is an ii

about which buildings have been erected to fori

At Highlands Junction the main line is joined

: south. This city is the seat

Dty, the largest county in t

y an area of slightly more th

>r almost equal to that of Mas;

tlement, dating back to the Spanish occ
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California, but in the last 20 years or so it lias grown into a large

modern city with many industrial interests. About I .">.<)()() acres of

land in the surrounding region within 5 miles is under cultivation,

mostly by irrigation. Much water is obtained from wells, many of

them flowing wells, which draw their supply from the gravel and

sand that constitute the plain.

The first eastern immigrants to settle in the San Bernardino Valley

were a party of Mormons headed by Capt. Hunt, who came through

Cajon Pass in 1851. Before this, however, there had been mission

settlements in the area. One was established in 1810 near Bunker
Hill, but it was destroyed by the Indians. Later a larger one

was begun at old San Bernardino, on the south side of Santa Ana
River. The padres in charge dng ditches. In-ginning between 1820

and 1830 with one from Mill Creek, which is the oldest ditch in

the valley. In 1837 the mission lands were taken by the Mexican
Government and given to Mexican landholders. It was from one
of these landholders that the Mormons under Capt. Hunt purchased
in 1851 the cultivated areas for $7,500.

At first the old ditches sufficed for the needs of the settlers, but
as population increased other small ditches were dug. It was not

until 1870 that the Riverside colony, made up mainly of settlers from
New England, began the first large canal, but in the next 20 years

many irrigation projects were developed. These utilized the greater
part of the running water and considerable of the underground
water. Most of the water was used for irrigating oranges and other
citrus fruits. In 1904 an area of about 54,000 acres in the vicinity
of San Bernardino, Redlands, and Riverside was under irrigation by
water derived mainly from the San Bernardino Mountains, either
from surface streams or from the underflow in the gravels at their

foot.

It was soon found that the best conditions for citrus growth were to

be had on the benches, where there was less liability to the
"

peratures which sometimes kill the trees in the valley bottoms. The
first orange trees were some seedlings grown in old San Bernardino,
but it was not until the Riverside colony of 1870 was established that
marketing of oranges began. The Bahia navel orange was first intro-
duced at Riverside. 1 The principal factor in the orange business was
the building of the railways which could give outlet to eastern mar-
kets; after this outlet was provided the production increased rapidly
to its present great proportions. As the demand for water increased

1 The original cuttings, from Bahia,
Brazil, were sent to Florida fp.ni Wash-
ington, but some one, whose identity is

not now known, took two of these cuttings
to California. One of these two and all

grown from the slender 1

catting. The tree

e seen at Riverside.
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as diminished from 1 miner's i
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less than it was originally, i

r period before 1000.

i of the water is used in the or

crop, the great ref

On
due west course and begins its journey through the foothil

along the south side of the San Gabriel Range, first runnir

the plain which slopes gently southward to Santa Ana Kv
the foot of the San Gabriel Mountains.2

From the rear platform of the train the traveler, on lea^s

Bernardino, can view the great mountain amphitheater.

numerous ranges and peaks, which lies north of the east en.

Especially line views may he hac

,485 fee

fornia; San Jacinto (altitude 10.>

tower at the north end of the grea

for hundreds of miles to the on.

Tertian- time. Apparen

consisted of the rise of a
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Route to Yuma, Ariz., and beyond, may be seen in the distant

From points west of San Bernardino, Colton, 3 miles to the so

is visible. Colton has lanie cement works with a capacitv of o

barrels a day, using the marble which constitutes Slover Moun
Peaks of granite rise at intervals to the southwest. Riverside

miles to the south, is faintly visible. It is one of the greatest ora

shipping centers in the world, receiving $4,000,000 yearly fo

output. Riverside is famous for its beauty, the county courth

and the high school being examples of notable architectural achi

Rialto, nearly 4 miles west of San Bernardino, is in the midst

thriving irrigation district which ships over 1,200 carloads of c:

fruit annually; her crop for 1914 brought $900,
Rialto. From this village a fine view is afforded of the

v.. end of the San (iabriel Mountains, 1 to the northv

"small range known as the .lurupa Mountains, r:

about 1,000 feet above the plains. They consist of quart/ites, scl

Cucamonga. vated. in part without irr

• • raisin and table grapes a
'

I,,,,,
produce^ large quant iii,.,.

yardintlieworldislocate.il
about 2,000 acres of oranges and lemons a.i

From the railway fine views may he had <

tains. One peak, Cucamonga, which has

1 The San Gabriel Range, one of the
j
are~more~

most conspicuous and beautiful ranges
| Bernardii

of southern California, forms the \

shed for the irrigation of a large p
the foothill valleys. Its individual



mspicuous duo north of the station, and
r farther back in the range.

eep canyons lead out of the mountains .

t of these contain living streams, whose w
ation ditches, sinks immediately at the i

passes as a general underflow into the £

B beyoud. In times of freshet the strea

inces across the slope, carrying much sedb

city on the Southern Pacific Railroad, surrounded by wide areas of

orange groves and other products of irrigation. Four
Upland. m[\es to the northwest is the mouth of San Antonio
i-.ievaiioni. -in feei. Canyon, one of the large canyons in the San Gabriel

K^s^aty
2

ire9miies. Mountains, which furnishes considerable water for

'irrigation. On the plain its bed spreads into half a

dozen irregular washes, which are crossed by the train between Upland

and Claremont. From the gravel and sand under this plain a large

amount of water is pumped for irrigation. W ater is saved by lining

the canals with concrete and by distributing it in underground pipes,

method, which prevent loss by leakage ami by evaporation.

West of Claremont a spur of the San Gabriel Mountains on the

north extends nearer to the railway, and the San Jose Hills, 1 a north-

ern extension of the Santa Ana Mountains, approach

Lordsburg. from the south. Owing to these conditions the valley

kXS'Ih'i ':,,:,,,!, pa^The San'joJ Ihlb the r.ob,:,y has been de-

flected to the northwest, a course that soon takes it

near the foot of the San Gabriel Mountain-, which are closely skirted

from San Dimas to Pasadena. Lordsburg was originally a Dunkard

settlement. It has numerous orange and lemon groves.
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From Lordsburg to Azusa the irrigated areas are almost continuous,
and many extensive and beautiful orchards may be observed at fre-

quent intervals. Water for irrigation is brought from San Gabriel
Canyon, and large amounts are pumped from wells and distributed

North of San Dimas (dee'mas) a mass of sandstones and shales with
interbedded volcanic rocks is exposed at the foot

San Dimas. _f + -e mmm , • m, •, , ,.
A

,. , ,of the mountains. The beds dip north toward the
I

K
i '

lIV
l

!

!

r!.." 1

'-

7'Jmi ,

1

ol(irr rocks of the range, from which thcv are sepa-
rated by a fault.

Near milepost 112, halfway between San Dimas and Glendora, the
train crosses the dry wash of San Dimas Creek, which heads in a
large canyon a few miles to the northeast. It is a good example of a
wash formed by a powerful intermittent stream. Beyond San Dimas
Wash the tram skirts the cast end and north side of an isolated hill

consisting of Tertiary sandstone and shale and enters the village of

From Glendora to Azusa and in a wide area on the south are
lerous orange groves and other orchards, m.DSl Of th, >n» irrigated

idora
by canals from San Gabriel Rive r,whiabcomes out of

1,1.76.5 feet
" ^^ CaU>'OU ft f°W mileS to th( Qorl hw, Bt. Pump-
M_- plants also add to the supplv, for the re is consid-

.Chi,, iler the plain.
car A/usa the railway is within a mile of 1:hc foot ( ,f the steep
hern front of the San Gabriel Mountains, which ha s 1m>en followed

all the way west from the mou th of

tion en feet

and contmues to Los Angeles. Two milies west of

athm' I,,:'.'
Azusa the train crosses San Gabriel Wash, the bed

-nty ,.7s, mi u,. <>f San Gabriel River, the largest streajai flowing from

^

flu- San Gabriel Mountains! ^
fhe ciiny<m through

! •"' '- an ,,;il ' i

'

tl
'

i emerges from the mount*tins is in sight about
' «r the wash

. Du ; the rainy

rable
i

si/.c
t for irrigating many citrus groves and othe ro,vl; ard s and fields
he slope south of the mountains. During the • In • periods it

Jnder ordi-
idles to a mere brooklet, even within the ctmyoB . 1

conditions the wash below the canvon is dry h".-t\\

th and a point 10 or 12 miles to the southwest, u , the water
ks out m springs. Some of it also comes out in L(
HI Monte. In times of freshet a largo vol

"
'",! ,..'

l>

I!

i San Gabriel Wash, as may be
i hed. These bowide i-

!

l

!i'
lar.re bowlders

[ and other



Monrovia station is in the southern part of Monrovia, an o
settlement lying against the foot of the mountains. West of Mo

rovia the railway swerves to the northwest for
Monrovia. miles and then „()0S W( ,st throu„h th(l small (()wns

;.';;;;/ -';;; A.va.lia, Santa Anita, an, I Lamanda Park into Pas

line for about 3o0 feet.

PI. XLI, B, p

P
16

:8.)'

Gabriel Kange, which bears off to the

Hills, 1 which rise as
Pasadena. high west of northwes1

M.rou-h the hilU separating the Pasadena Plain i'n.ni the Los Angeles

Vallev. The portion of these hills near the railway consists of soft

buff sandstones and shales, s gently flexed in broad basins and arches.

As the train leaves South Pasadena it enters the vallev of the

Arroyo Seco, which it foUowa fco Los Angeles River, in the northern

part of the city of Los Angeles. The citv is built on the low river

terraces, on the inner edge of the coastal plain which extends west

and south to the Pacific Ocean, and on the hills of folded and faulted

Tertiary sandstone and shale which rise above the plain and the

terraces. Los Angeles River itself, like other streams i,f the arid
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wrinter, when at times it becomes a deep torrent which often does

considerable damage.

Los Angeles (Spanish pronunciation loco ahn'h ay-lace) is the

largest city of the Southwest, in area, population, and business.

It was here, in 1846, that Gen. Fremont first raised
Los Angeles. ^ American flag> The settlement, however, was

JJJJSJ^JJSJ;
funded in 1781, by a garrison of soldiers from the

kln'?M" i wu.ni,. mission of Sau Gabriel, Go year* prior to Fremont's

late as l.sso it was an easy-going semi-Mexican town of 12,000

inbabitants centered about the old plaza with the mission church
of Xuestra Sonora la Keina de los Angeles (Our Ladv Queen of the

Angels), from which the city takes its name. With' the coming of

jne, I'll."), mdieat.-s a
;

,. .p-da t ion of 528,000. Two

iap petroleum fuel,

part of the city is a belt of oil-producing territory
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One notable feature in the recent development of iheeitv has been
the construction of an aqueduct 220 miles Ion- to \mwj. water from
Owens Valley. The capacity of this line is 250,000,000 gallons a day,
sufficient to supply a population of more than a million. It cost
about $25,000,000. At present (July 1. 1915) the surplus water is

used for the irrigation of about S.000 acres a few miles north of
the city. Los Angeles County claims to be the richest count v in the
United States in value of farm property and agricultural products.
The estimated value of all property in the county January 1, l!»15

was given at $1,500,000,000. General building operation! in the
city in 1913 represented an expenditure of more than s.'il .()()(). (KK) for
materials and labor. Los Angeles has many parks, including one
containing 3,000 acres, the largest municipal park in the world.
There are 726 miles of improved streets, and the adjoining region has
many miles of fine roads. About 25 miles south of the main bodv of
the city is San Pedro, on the ocean, a port from which there is an
extensive coast and trans-Pacific trade.

The Museum of History, Science, and Art is one of the most inter-
esting places in the city. It has fine collections in many branches.

and since 11)02 this li.-I<l has |)Wn the by a high percentage ,,f sulphur. The
chief producer in the Los Angeles dis- heavy nils are highly viseous, and the

yield of asphalt is considerable.
City field, ranging between 1,200 and The Puente Hills district, from 12 to 34
3,000 feet, and the average gravity of the miles southeast of Los Angeles, was the
oil is between 16° and 18° Baume. < on- second oil district discovered in Cali-

fornia. The first producing well in it

was completed in 1880. Until 1893 the
to gush during the early part of their life. Puente Hills and Santa Clara River
The oil in the Los Angeles district is Valley districts yielded praeticallv all

the oil produced in Calif. .ruin.
' The

of the Monterey group and the basal beds
of the Fernando formation. During 1914

barrels. At present there are about 700 The lighter grades of oil are believed

~
' '

l

'

l lL
'

' ' ' ,''
M isa! "" heavier grad ( -> are derived largely from

^an, mthe n
V)!/Trr!' In'''!r!!:

l,

i'iV

1

:],MlTt 'e

I

'4:n

producing wells in the Puente Hills db-
quality, although they vary considerably

in gravity. They contain cou.-ideralde uearly 7.00O.0O0 barrels. The total pro-

duction of the field from 1889 to 1912,

of light products are of little value for inclusive, was nearly 41,000,000 barrels.

refining being used almost entirely for The oil produced varies greatly in com-
fuel. The oils produced in the Salt P< sitioii tie:- greater p. mou being of light

Lake field show a marked sinnlarin i . grade and utilized by refineries near Los
general properties, btdr.g Angeles.
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exhibited in an attractive and instructive manner. The museum
authorities control the wonderful bone deposits in the asphalt springs

of llancho La Brea, about 8 miles directly west of the city. These

springs have been for centuries the most effective natural animal

trap known, and the asphalt has preserved the bones of the thousands

of extinct as well as modern animals caught in its deceptive and

sticky pools. The skeletons of elephants, camels, sloths, saber-

toothed tigers, bears, and myriads of smaller animals, including many
birds, are being gradually dug out and set up in the museum. Among
the bones has recently been found the skull of a human being who
lived probably not less than 10,000 years ago, contemporaneously

with many animals now extinct.

With the permission of the Museum of History, Science, and Art

the Rancho La Brea may be visited. On the way thither the traveler

passes over a portion of the great alluvial plain of Los Angeles, which

is underlain, at least in part, by three Quaternary formations, the

oldest of which is a marine deposit laid down horizontally on the

beveled edges of a very thick series of tilted Pliocene beds. This

marine Quaternary deposit has a thickness of 100 feet in the north-

western portion of the city, but thins to an edge near the ancient sea

cliff beyond. Los Angeles River excavated a valley about a nhle

wide and 100 feet deep in the marine deposit and filled the trench

with river deposits, the second Quaternary formation. This in turn

is covered by the alluvium of the present plain.
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GLOSSARY OF GEOLOGIC TERMS.
Alluvial fan. The outspread sloping deposit of bowlders, gravel, a

Andesite. A lava ,,t wid-.-i,:

asses irom a gorge out upon a plain.
>f widespread <„ nirrei,, •<-, usually of dark-gray

diate in chemical composition between rhyolite and basalt.
me. An arch of bedded or layered rock suggestive in form c

canoe. (See fig. 16, p. 86; fig. 25, p. U7j pi. XIX,
and Syncline.)

.dlands. A region nearly devoid of vegetation where erosi
hills and valleys of the familiar type, has cut the land inl

i and sharp crests and pinnacles. Travel a

npossible, hence the n

color and of great fluidity when molten. Basalt i

(See PL XXII, p. 110.)

I"- silirenus than granite and rhyolite, and contains much more iron, oalciin

Bolson (pronounced bowl-sown'). A flat-floored desert valley that drains to a central
evaporation pan or playa.

Bomb. See Volcanic bomb.
Breccia (pronounced bretch'ya). A mass of naturally cemented angular rock frag-

Cross-bedding. Irregular bedding at an angle oblique to the general plane of strat-
ification (see Sedimentary rocks), formed by the action of tides or .um'iii's vary-
ing in direction and force. (See PI. XVI I."p. KH- PI XXIX p'119)

Crystalline rock. A rock ,,,„,, 1 ,„ ,., .,.,,' , ,,. _ ,
,.,, ,

( rystalg tU have
ormed in the rock substance, as contrasted with one made up of cemented graina
of sand or other material or with a volcanic glass.

Diabase. A heavy, dark intrusive rock having the same composition as basalt but,
on account of its slower cooling, a more crystalline texture [fa prill
stituent minerals are feldspar, augite, and usually olivine' <)li!

' I i llv
changed by weathering, and in many diabases is no longer recognisable.

'

Augite

Dike T™ ?
ntemmgT I"'

ma"n<1SiUm aml ^"^ - m̂bl
«
- i '-

llrtt ? 'TT rOCk that haa 8olidified in a wide fissure or crack in the
earth s crust. (See fig. 8, p. 54; PI. VII, p. 53.)

TelL* if

w
kTT*

1 in

i
maive igneous rock consi8tin

g chiefly of *e minerals

mucholrt t ni^ ^ COmm0nly Wack "*» If ^e rock contains
rite. Quartz diorite resembles granite and is

connected with that rock by many i-*

ip. The slope of a rock layer expressed

lane fSee fi« •lane. (See fk?

b, P . 106.) r "

into hills and

applied to rock layers or beds,

X\ III, p . 102; PL XX, B, p. 106.) (See also Strike )Dissected. Cut by erosion into hills and valu.s La



by a glacier. Drift i

Erosion. The wearing away of materials at the earth's surface by the mechanical

action of running water, waves, moving ice, or winds, which use rock fragments

and grains as tools or abrasives. See PI. XVII, p. 101; Pis. XXX-XXXIII,

pp. 126-127.) Erosion is aided by weathering. (See Weathering.)

i the other. If the fracture is incl

1 or a certain region at a certain i

Flood plain . The : level land that bord er, a stream and is subject to occasional

. Flow as are built up by sediment left by such overflows.

Flora. Theass.-mb 1 piani> -rowing at a given time or in a given place.

Fold. A b«md in I«.ck 1.avers OF beds. Ant Lclines and synclines are the common

Formation.

10

\
is

;.o( •k la-,-er, or a series of continuously deposited layers grouped

mapping

. regard

;;;;J; Lt^^ufnamed
unit for purposes of description and

,,;:, e where i; is exposed

Fos
t.,'!'k^Mhe i ;;,„ il^C^t'or'ninTh X^^ZX'il n

ably ace .mpaui.

.XXI, p. 107.)

Gneiss iironounceci tii.-. i). A rock resembling granite, but with its mineral con-

stituents so arranged i

morphie meksd. e < rothe

solidified slowly deep within the earth.

It cons* yott:He mineral- quartz, feldspar, and one or both of the common

i orthoclase, and may be distitr.ruish.-d t'r

i its property of breaking with fiat shiti

ik- irregularly. The micas are easily rec

Dcks. Rocks formed by the cooling and solidification of a hot liquid ma-

uiown as magma, tfa
- 1'hin tile earin.

thai ha'. e Bolidifi
' intrusive rocks, or

cooling has taken place slowly at great depth, as plutonic intrusive or

xtrusive rocks - 1 - I. • i ks i [tides not only lavas,
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'ess (pronounced lurse with the r obscure). A fine homogeneous silt or loam
Bhwiag usually no division into layers and forming thick and extensive depoeite
in the Mississippi Valley and in China. It is generally regarded as in part at
least a deposit of wind-blown dust.

Tom
r

he

T
° fl°W ^ ^enUne

.

curves
-
A lo°P

.

n a 8tream
-

The term cornea

cross plains develop meanders.

Moraine. A mass of drift deposited by a glacier at its end or alone* its si(
Oil pool. An accumulation or body of oil in sedimentary rock that yi

leum on drilling. The oil occurs in the pores of the rock and is nol

Outcrop. Thai pa., t ,,i a rock that appears at the surface. The appearanc

Paleontology. The studj «)i t ]„ v -rl,| , ][{, , ith. . !,1 mi < . ,

Petrography. The description of rocks, especially of igneous

Petrology. The study ofLks, espeoSlTyTigneous and metanPlacer deposit. A mass of gravel, sand, or similar material
crumbling and erosion of solid rocks

,

Playa (pronounced plah'ya). The .hallow rem
itW ",/ ''"tral basin of a desert plain, in which

Porphyry. Any i- llt -, lU . r ,,r k i,

Quartzite. A rock composed
'

• '•

Rhyolite. A lava, usually of light color •>

«f a piece of wood.
Sedimentary rocks. Rocks formed by the ac<

(aqueous deposits) or from air (eoliaii deposit

'
'

' '

in water '

Se- I'l. VI.
;
PL XXXII,

. p. 126.)
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Shale. A rock consisting of hardened thin

Slate. A rock that by subjection to pree

more regular than the splitting of schist

Strike. The direction along which an inclii

surface if that surface were level. The o

is coincident with its strike.

Structure. In geology, the forms assumed 1

. .

Till. The deposit of mitmled I

Tuff. A rock consi.-iini: of a layer • r - down from a vi

A fine tuff is often railed volcanic ash and a coarse tuff is called breccia.

Type locality. The place at which a formation is r\ j.ically displayed an
which it is named; also the pha-e at which a iV-il .. r other geologic fea

dition from a volcano. A - its passage through

the air and may be covered with a cracked cru.-r due u> quick cooling.

Volcanic cone. A mountain or hill, usualh of < ham t eristic conical form, built



Volcanic neck. A plug of lava that congealed in the pipe of a volcano. When
the tuffs and lava flows that make up most of a volcanic cone have been washed
away by erosion the neck may remain as an isolated hill. (See fig. 20, p. 97.)

Volcanic rocks. Igneous rocks erupted at or near the earth's surface, including
lavas, tuffs, volram.- a^hr-.-. an.| like material.

Weathering. The group of processes, such as the chemical action of air and rain
w^ter and of plants and bacteria and the mechanical action of changes of tem-
perature, whereby rocks on exposure to the weather change in character, decay,
and finally crumble into soil. (See PI. XXXVII, p. 140.)
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